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INTRODUCTION - J.C.D. Milton

This report covers the third semi-annual period since the Research
Company was reorganised. A highlight of the period was the first peer
review of all Che activities in Physics and Health Sciences by external
examiners. The review was conducted In April by three separate Technical
Review Committees (TRC) one for each of the three main areas: health
sciences, nuclear physics and condensed matter physics. In all cases the
TRCs gave strong support to our programs under the following mandate.

To assess research programs with respect to (a) their quality, and
(b) their relevance to Canada.

The members of the Nuclear Physics TRC were:

Professor N. de Takacsy - Chairman
Menu I University

Processor U- ULossur
Michigan St-\Ue Uni'/ersity

Professor P. Sraun-Mun".inger
State University of New York at Stony Brook, USA

Dr. R.M. Diamond
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Prof. B. Jonson
Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

Professor G. Karl
University of Guelph

The programs reviewed were:

heavy ion reaction studies
- gamma-ray studies of high spin states

exotic nuclei and weak iiitnractions
neutron and neutrino physics

- TASCC operation and development
theoretical physics

The members of the Condensed Matter TRC were:

Prof. ,\.J. Berltnsky - Chairman
McMaoiisr University

J. Als-Nielsen
Riso, Denmark

Dr. M. Blume
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
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The programs reviewed were:

- liquid helium
- amorphous ice
- orLentationally disordered solids
- structural phase transItions

low dimensional systems
- actlnide magnetism and heavy fermion superconductors

molecular biophysics
- applied neutron diffraction (ANDI)

theoretical solid state physics

Both committee.'? concluded that the programs were on the whole excellent,
that the major facilities were unique in Canada and front rank in the
world but that the small equipment was badly in need of modernization,
that we slnmld continue to stress the national laboratory role by making
it easier and more regularized for university scientists to have access
to the f.icLliti.es and with pleasanter living arrangements, and that our
efforts to bring in younger staff should be vigorously continued.

A mechanism for the evaluation of the strategy for the National Fusion
Program has been developed and the process is under way. Technical peer
review committees for the Tokamak de Varenues and CFFTP liave been
operating for some time. Notable achievements in the National Fusion
Program during the period were first plasma at the Tokamak de Varannes in
March and the official opening in June.

The successful completion of the 8-pi spectrometer by Chalk River and the
Universities of Montreal and McMaster, plus the vigorous and highly
successful experimental program in progress on it were the outstanding
achievement of the period. Already the first: odd A superdeformed nucleus
'•'•""cd (it is only the second known superdeformed nucleus) has been
discovered and characterized. In addition, for the first time the
direction of the nuclear spin axis has been determined for each event and
the angular distribution of the gamma rays with respect to that axis
meamired. The spectrometer is virtually entirely computer controlled,
and has proved to be reliable and user friendly. Its utilizntion by
internal and external users is very high.

Good progress is being made in the detailing of a program in heavy ion
nuclear reactions, and the specification of equipment for that program
have been made. \ joint proposal to NSKKC and AECL is expected this
fall.

Some difficulties with the new Vivirad resistors for the MP tandem were
encountered, however the manufacturer now seems to have solved the
problem.
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Planning for Che 6-raonth shutdown of TASCC, which is required to begin
the installation of Phase II (the beam transport system to the
experimental facilities), is highly developed with the aim of keeping the
shutdown as short as possible.

A major shutdown of the superconducting cyclotron early in the year
succeeded in curing most of the problems encountered in the previous year
of operation. One problem does however remain: it is impossible to run
at high power in the pi mode. This means that a small area of the
energy-mass region, that o£ very light high energy beams (e.g. ^C at
45 MeV/u) is unavailable.

Work on preparing the 35 M$ SNO proposal (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory)
is well under way. It is expected to be presented to funding agencies in
Canada, the US and the UK this Fall.

In concert with others in Reactor Development, Radiation Applications and
Isotopes, and Queen's University, a proposal for an Ontario Non-
destructive Examination Centre (ONDEC) was presented to the Centres of
Excellence Pragcara of the Premier's Council. The proposal was not funded
but work towards establishing such a centre continues.

A program for the production, evaluation and use oE high temperature
superconductors has begun in collaboration with the Reactor Development
PRC, a utility and an industry.

The design work foe the Dualupec neutron spectrometer has begun.

A major milestone in the National Fusion Program was the achievement of
first plasma in the Tokamak de Varennes on 1937 March 25. Commissioning
of the full facility is proceeding well. The formal opening ceremony
took place on 1987 June 17.
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J.C. Hardy, J.S. Gelger, N. Burn and J.A. Hulbert
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1,1 GENERAL

Two main themes dominated the last six months' activities. On the research
side, the 8it f-ray spectrometer had its first period of experimental
operation following its completion, on schedule, at the end of 1986, On the
accelerator aide, the superconducting cyclotron underwent its first major
shutdown after IS months of continuous operation; the shutdown, which
included a complete warm up followed by extensive repairs and modifications,
was completed in mid June, only two weeks later than scheduled.

As befits a new instrument at the forefront of its field, the 8n
spectrometer was used extensively, receiving a total of 758 hours of tandem
beam in eight separate experimental periods between January and June.
Although data collection has outdistanced analysis, there is already no
doubt that the results are as impressive as had been hoped by the 8i.
builders from CRNL and the Universities of Montreal and McMaster. The
highlight of their early discoveries Is unquestionably the observation of a
rotational band in Gd characteristic of "super-deformation" in that
nucleus. This is only the second case known among rare earths of such
extreme deformation, in which the nucleus* principal axes are in the idtio
2:1. Tt is the first example in an odd-A nucleus.

If that Mas the roost spectacular result from the 8n, there were certainly
other examples of the unique power of the instrument. For instance, in the
first-ever measurement of its kind, Y rays from Ho were measured in the
spectrometer's Ge detectors and correlated event-by-event with the direction
of the nuclear-spin axes as determined from the "hit pattern" of y rays in
the inner BGO ball. The results, which are likely the first of many more
to come, are being used to establish mixing ratios for in-band mixed M1-E2
transitions.

The cyclotron shut-down was planned as an opportunity to implement
modifications for improving performance based on our early orzratlng
experience. It Is expected that the rebuilt mldplane cryopumps with their
redesigned baffles will allow O-mode rf operation up to maximum power, and
It is hoped that corrective changes to hill lens #2 and the radial probe
barrels will lead to Improved u-mode performance.

Because of this cyclotron work, no experiments were possible with the full
TASCC facility. However, the tandem produced beam, either for experiments
or development purposes, for a total of 2,996 hours, which was 96% of its
scheduled operating time and 70% of the total time. Scientists from
universities and CRNL participated in almost all the experiments performed,
with Che former contributing, on average, 50% of the total laboratory
research effort. This is the highest percentage of university participation
that thla lab has ever recorded for an entire reporting period.

t.2

The achievements of the group working with the 8it spectrometer have already
been noted for the ,superdeformed band in ll*sGd and the angular correlation
measurements In Ho. Tn addition, the spectrometer was used to survey
high-spin states in the mass-80 region, typically extending yrast sequences
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In many nuclei by 6 to 8 transitions beyond those previously known; it also
provided data, Including lifetimes, on high-spin states in 1<dbBa; and it
extended the known yrast sequence In 15/Dy from 49/2 to 73/2.

In other programs, advances have been made too. Experimental studies have
been carried out on the decay of ll*UGd, and analysis of the data from these
studies and from earlier work on ** Gd was completed. The search for the
radlonuclide jUFe was continued with apparatus which earlier work had shown
to exhibit an appropriately fast response time. The results obtained were
not those expected and various details of the technique are being examined.
Analysis of data from the weak-interaction-related studies on the ^Na decay
and of the data from the unsuccessful search for 4 Ar was completed.

Measurements of fission lifetimes with crystal blocking technique were
extended to 9/Tl, produced by lb0 bombardment of Ta. Results of the work
will help to fix parameters used in the statistical-model description of the
fission process,

Rutherford-backscattering studies of the liquid/solid interface has
continued at the Queen's University 4MV accelerator. Studies of the
radiation enhanced diffusion of metalic ions in thin Si films have been
extended. The apparatus is also being used for the study of the radiation-
enhanced diffusion of deuterium in thin Ni and Zr foils. The latter work is
in a very early stage.

A detailed analysis has been made of the effects which mechanical vibration
and non-uniform rotation have on the measurement capabilities of a rotating
coll magnetometer.

1.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

Improvements to the He-jet ion source in the form of added heating
capability have been shown to improve the ionization efficiency for
refractory elements. A fluorination technique has also been found to
increase yield. Some of the software for the ISOL instrumentation for
direct mass measurements has been modified and extended to expand data-
collection capability and to provide automatic mass analysis. Considerable
effort has been directed to preparations for an accurate determination of
the ^ S c half-life with on-line mass-separated source material.

Major progress has been made in developing the software tools necessary to
analyse rapidly the large quantities of data being collected with the 8n
spectrometer.

A workshop cosponsored by AECL was held at the University of Toronto in
March. The presentations and discussions included reviews of the
characteristics and capability of existing multiparticle detection
facilities, a review of the facility being planned for installation at CRNL,
and reviews of the nuclear physics amenable to study with such devices.
Very significant improvements in the prototype Bragg detector performance
have been realized in the reporting period.
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The first steps were taken toward reactivation of the accelerator raass-
spectroscopy program.

The DACN committee has completed Its review of the laboratories1 needs in
Che area of data-analysis computing capability and will be reporting
shortly* A variety of improvements has been made to our experimental data
collection/analysis capability.

Good progress has been made on Che design of an extraction channel beam
probe for the cyclotron. The small and varied cross section of the long
curved extraction channel has made this a particularly challenging design
problem.

Codes have been developed to model the ion optics of the tandem Injector and
InjectLon beam line. Some shortcomings of the system, as installed, have
been Identified.

Improvements have been made to a number of TASCC facility diagnostic and
control systems.

Experimental work is underway to determine design parameters for a baffled
beam line in which pressure transients will propagate very slowly. Such a
section of line will be a key component In a system which must insure that
the cyclotron is adequately isolated from any vacuum failures occurring in
experimental apparatus downstream.

The apparatus being developed by the University of Toronto group for total
cross section measurements Is nearlng the in-heam testing stage.

1.4 PHASE II

The TASCC Phase II activities for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1987 met
both the budgetary and work-schedule projections for that period to within
2.7%. The activities concentrated on planning, procurement and civil work.
Deliveries on the largest orders, those for the beam transport magnets and
power supplies, are expected on or ahead of schedule in the former case and
about Zm months behind schedule for the latter, but both well within
eritlcnl path requirements. Detailed scheduling of the work to be done
during the 1988 January - June shutdown period Is underway. Design work is
advancing on a high precision rotating coil field mapping device which will
be required for calibration of the quadrupole magnets.

1.5 ACCELERATORS

The tati'tem operated satisfactorily during the period, producing beams for
nuclear physics experiments at three interim target locations. The tandem
-ls> produced beams for cyclotron testing at the end of the period. The
C:\ndem tank was evacuated on nine occasions, five of which were for
•*cheduted rcalitenance. The tandem was completely equipped with the new
version of VtVIRAD resistors. After more than 1000 hours of operation,
chore have been no signs of deterioration in performance.
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The superconducting cyclotron was shut down until mid June for planned
maintenance. Testing with I 5.6 MeV/u commenced at that time.

t

The operating records for the tandem and cyclotron appear in table 1.4.1.

Table 1.4.1

Tandem and cyclotron operating record, 1987 January 01 - June 30

Use
Tandem

Beam Available
Beam Development
Scheduled Shutdown
Unscheduled Shutdown

1764.4
1303.6
1139.9
136.1

Time (hours)

Cyclotron

0
7.8

4334.9
1.3

a) Total elapsed time, 4344 hours.

The cyclotron shutdown followed 15 months of operation without opening the
midplane; it was for modifications and general overhaul of the various
subsystems. In particular, improvements were made to the midplane vacuum
pumps to stabilize high frequency operation In the 0-mode (covering
accelerated particle energies between 5.2 and 21 MeV/u) and a complete
redesign of the radial probe barrels was implemented to enable their
satisfactory operation In the rf it-mode.

Pl-mode operation Is still limited by midplane cryostat wall heating.
Changes during the shutdown reduced the heating and there are strong
Indications that a complete cure is within reach, but progress will be made
in small steps and the next action will be taken at the end of the year.

Other Improvements Implemented were directed towards 24-hour operation,
which is expected by the end of the summer.



2 . TASCC STAFF
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(1) On maternity leave for period 1987 April 05 to 1988 January,

(2) Temporary appointee to position of secretary to AVP. TASCC for period 1987

March 23 to 1988 January.

(3) On maternity leave for period 1987 May 01 to 1987 November 01.

(4) Temporary appointee to position of secretary for Nuclear Physics Branch

for period 1987 April 27 to 1987 November 01.

(5) On sabbatical leave at Queen's University for the period 1986 September 01

to 1987 September 01.

(6) Visiting scientist (from the Institute of Modern Physics, Lanzhou,

Republic of China) at CRNL for one year period which commenced 1986

October 14.

(7) Joined staff 1987 January 12.

(8) Ori Sabbatical leave at CRNL for period 1987 January 01 to June 30.

(9) Visiting scientist at CRNL for period 1987 May 01 to 1988 April 30.

(10) Visiting scientist at CRNL for period 1986 July 01 to 1987 June 30.

(11) J.H. Neville transferred out of branch, 1987 June 30.

(12) L.I). Hill transferred out of branch, 1987 May 17.

(13) D. Gray jolnud the branch, 1987 March 09.



3. NUCLEAR PHYSICS BRANCH

(Report <iilUed by W.C. Davles)
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3.1 RESEARCH

3.1.1 The Decay of 2uNa

E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing, and V.T. Koslowsky with

I.S, Towner (Theoretical Physics Branch), E.T.H. Clifford (TRIUMF),

H.C. Evans (Queen's University) and R.E. Asuma (University of

Toronto)

We have previously published a short report on the main findings of an
experimental Investigation of the |3-v-u correlations In the delayed-alpha
decay of '"uNa (see PR-P-135: 2.3; AECL 7907). This report focussed on the
determination of a value of the weak vector coupling constant from the
ouperalloweil [i-decay of the 2+,T=l ground state of Na.

We have now made a thorough analysis of all data obtained during this
experiment. Three, previously unknown jj-transitions were assigned to the
decay of "uNa based on the observation of two new a-groups and one new y
transition. The energies of all transitions were determined with the most
modern, accurate calibration standards. Beta-decay branching ratios were
determined and ft valves deduced. Gamow-TeIlar matrix elements were deduced
for all allowed transitions and compared to predictions based on (ad)4

calculations by Brown and Wildenthal.

Ag updated value for the weak vector coupling constant,
Gy/(hc)J = (1.101 + 0.030)« 10-'° GeV z, has been deduced incorporating the
improved radiative corrections calculated by Sirlin. T4lmlta on the isospin
mixing amplitudes of five (J71 , T) = (2+,0) states in the vicinity of the
(J" , t) = (2+,l) analogue state in *IJNe have been deduced.

k first draft of a full report on the decay of vJNa has been completed.

3.1.2 Search for ^Ar

J.S. Guo, E. Hagberft, J.C. Hardy, V.T. Koslowsky, H. Schmelng, and

J. Whit lock

Analysis of the first experiment to utilize the TASCC beam of U7iiA+ at 10
MeV/u has been completed. The purpose of the experiment was to synthesize
and observe the unknown Isotope .'"V (see PR-PHS-P-l: 3.1.6; AECL-9262).
No y ray characteristic of Ar was observed. Background f and p.
radiation,which accumulated in our counting vessel over the course of the
experiment.limited our sensitivity. By scaling the yields of observed
Isotopes In this measurement with yield measurements performed elsewhere, we
believe that the '^Ar production rate would need to be a factor of 10 times
more Lntense to be observed with our apparatus. Alternatively a background
reduction of the s.ime factor, by a gas purification system, would achieve
the same goal. We have examined the Qgg systematlcs for other possible
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target-beam combinations bat none significantly Improves the possibility of
obtservLn^ thl:3 Isotope. R>/«n with Improvements In our experimental
technique, TASCC beam currents need to increase by an order of magnitude to
10 pw\ to vj.iHT.vuit any farther anarch for "* Ar.

Z.I.I Sear eh for ')UFa_

V.T. Koslowsky, R. Hamburg, .I.G. Hardy, H. Schmetng, X.J. Sun,

U»L. Perry and M..J. Watson

An tinrli'*v ;uarch foe the expected suh-nooond 1JFe activity was unflueeussf uj.
(see PR-l'llŜ t'-l: 3.2.17; ARCL-9262), At Chat time we concluded that either
the 4uCa (li!C, 2n)b0Fe reaction rate was over-estimated, the He-jet transfer
system connecting the target chamber with the counting location had a Ion;;
transit time or the blJFe & decay was unaccompanied by Y rays. In a recent
experiment that utilised a target chamber and gas-transport system, which an
«<»rll'jr experiment showed to have a sufficiently fast response time, no I'o
wn;j 3i»«'i and the yl-.ild of ''JMn (̂ 1/2 " «̂ 8 s) was low by three orders of
maj'nî .urttt. The exults were Identical regardless of the reaction used:
l>iCa H '-C; 'M'ia f l''fl; or "''Mg + ^^Sl.. In fact the latter reaction was
used several years '>';o to synthesize and discover 'tyMn with our ISOL and
K'v'JlAD Ion-source ('J'»c AliCL-6768). Although this suggests there Is a
delay ':Lnie associated with our gas transport system, recent ISOL efficiency
aa.i !• Uaa cc^pouse measurements with Tadlum beams (see PR-l'IIS-P-2: 3.2.4;
AF.CI..-935L) would Indicate that a least ">% of all the "*'JMn produced should
W\'t.s buen transported to the counting location. We are Investigating in
.iG.-lel "nssts whether ŝuhtlo differences In the target chambsr geometry can
•••locoifit 5or cho yield

3.1.h !?pectroscopy of High Spin States in the Mass 80 Region

U.K. Andrews, G.C. Ball, 0. Horn, D.C. Radford and D. Ward with

», firm, .1, Gascon, F. Banvllle, S. Monaro, S. Fllbotto ;»nd

N. Nadon (Universlte de Montreal), J.C. Waddlngton, (McMaster

University), and J. Crawford (McOlll University)

factions of '' r.l and Jl*S on targets of htV, buTl and '*bSc at energies in
the range 1A0-155 MeV were studied as part of a general survey with the Bit
spectrometer oF tha maas-80 region. As anticipated, competition between
charged particle and neutron evaporation was severe, leading to
fragmentation o? reaction channels. Under these conditions we found that
gating on total sun energy, H, and "fold" (observed multiplicity), K, in the
UGO bill did not Isolate products as successfully as In the tnas3-l30
ragIon. This is because the range of entry states associated with charged
p-ttcctclu evaporation Is very broad in H and K (see section 3.1.5) compared
to that found in neutron evaporation channels. We also observed, by gating
on kno'/n discrete peaks In the HPGe detectors, that the average associated
Multiplicity was very low compared with that encountered in the mass-13n
ration. This result Is a direct indication that hlgh-9pin residues are
produced rarely (If at all) in these reactions, presumably because the high
partial waves In the entrance channel lead predominantly to charged particle
evaporation.
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Although it appears difficult to produce very high-spin states in Che
raass-80 region, nevertheless we did observe discrete peaks continuing the
yrast sequences by typically 6 - 8 beyond the highest previously known
transitions in the nuclei studied. Considering that only a few hours of
running were involved in these cases, it is clear that the Sir spectrometer
could make a significant contributions to the spectroscopy of these nuclei
should we decide to invest further effort in this region.

3•l• "> High Spin States in l 'l'' Ba_

H.R, Andrews, G.C. Ball, D. Horn, I). Radford and D. Ward with J.

Gascon and P. Taras (Univarsite de Montreal) and J.K. Johansson and

.I.C. Waddlngton (McManter University)

The discovery of a band wLth very large deformation in '^Ce [Nolan et al.
J. l'hys. Gil (1985) L17] has prompted a search for such bands in
neighbouring nuclei. In this .study, the nucleus '^Ba was populated through
the y'JZr ( S, 4n) ililjBa reaction at a beam energy of 155 MeV. The data
were collected with the 8n spectrometer.

In the first of two experiments a 1 nig/cm'! self-supporting target was used.
The energies of the /-rays detected in the Ge detectors, corrected on-line
for Doppler shift, and suppressed y-y coincidences gated by the BGO ball,
were collected. In the off-line .inaylsis, gates on the total energy, H and
the number of BGO detectors fired, K, produced a v-;ry clean y-y coincidence
matrix with very Uttle contamination from other reaction channels.
Analysis of these data has enabled rjstnbllahment of a level scheme for Ba
with two long sequence? to spin 38+ and .37". In addition, a large number of
strong side bands have been observed to decay into these bands at
intermediate spin.

K second experiment was performed to determine lifetimes for the high-spin
states. A gold-backed target was used. In this rasra, no Doppler correction
was 'nade on-line. The 8ii spectrometer consists of 4 rings of Ge detectors
at 37", 79°, -79" and -'7°. Separ.itfj II- and K-gated 7-7 matrices were made
for all combinations of angles. Anal/sis of them? data is continuing.

3.1.6 jtecayjL of Neutron-DeficJ ejU

K, Haglrarg, V.T. Koslowuky, .1.0. Hardy, M. fir.hmoing and X..J. Sun

wi th R. Turcotl-.e, H. Dautet and S.K. Mark (McRill U n i v e r s i t y )

Our f i r q t exper iment aimed au Rtudying the decay of lMlGd (see PR-PHS-P-2:
3 . 1 , 4 ; AECL-9331) w.-iu sncces f i fu l . A second expr;i-iment aimed a t
i n v e s t i g a t i n g the decay of l l4 l 'r,d was t h e r e f o r e performed dur ing t h e time
per iod covjrod by thl.s r e p o r t . The wet-up was the name as t h a t used in the
f i c s t a-.pirircv-int and y 13l.ngi.1v5, \~i c o i n c i d e n c e , c o n v e r s i o n - e l e c t r o n
sInd ian .Hid a—y coinc idence ' ln ta ' /«re obt:a!.n«d.

Tho nivjlysl-j of fi-ita from both runs if! almost comple t e . A complex decay
sdieri'2 has been r.onatniched for l 4 l C d , Invo lv ing four near ly decoupled bands
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In lt*LGd. Assignments of spins and parities are In progress. The isomertc
transitions from a new isomer in Gd have also been characterized! The
construction of a decay scheme for lltUGd, which will be less complete than
Chat for iHlCM hecause of the lower data rate, is also in progress.

Work on theoretical predictions of the structure of nuclei more
neutron-defvciont Chan l4ljGd has begun, A preliminary analysis indicates
Chat defeated Hartroe-Foek plus 80S calculations with an effective
Interaction from the Tabaktn potential reproduces already known data for the
Ns>?3 Uotopes with Z < >M. However, these calculations fail to reproduce
our new oxpeclmental ""data for £3Eu , the daughter of Gd. We
therefure have some indications that the ahell affects from Che proposed
2=»64, N=>82 doable shell closure manifest themselves outside this double
closure.

3«l •7

B. Haas, P. Taraa, J. Gascon, F. Banvlile, S. Flibotte, I). Thibault,

S. Gournoyer, S. Monaro, N, Nadon and D. Prevost (Universlte de

Montreal), H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, D. Horn, O.C. Radford, and D.

Ward (CRNL), J.C. Waddington, D. Tucker, and J. Johansson (McMaster

University) and C. St. Pierre (Laval University)

Prolac« shapes with a 2:1 ratio of principal axes, usually called
superdeformed shapes, were Eirst found in fission isomers In the actinide
ration jhrmt twenty years ago. Calculations have, however, predicted that
such shapes mi>*ht also exist at high angular momentum in rare-earth nuclei
with Z=64 and N=86. Indeed, a discrete hand originating from a
superdeformed shape has been discovered very recently in Dy by the
Piresbury group using the ltJbPd ("*3Ca, 4n) reaction (P.J. Twin et. al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 57 (1986) 811). That was the only case known in this mass
region and several questions remained to be answered by experimental
studies. For example, is the second minimum in the potential energy surface
restricted to a specific nuinher of neutrons or protons? How does the
population of the band depend on the (H.I., xn) reaction used? How large
ar>i the pairing effects In the superdeformed hand?

Wet therefore studied the ( decay of evaporation residues produced in the
1<!1>Sn + iuSi reaction at an incident beam energy of 150 MeV. Taking into
account the energy loss of the silicon beam in the two stacked thin foils
(0.4 rag/cm each) used as a target, the average excitation energy of the
compound nucleus was 80 MeV and the maximum angular momentum transferred tt

70h\ Gamma rays were detected with Che 8TT spectrometer. The gains of the
20 compton-suppressed (!e counters were matched on line to compensate for the
Doppler shifts. With a threshold of 10 on the number of detectors fired (K)
tn the BGO ball, a total of 260xl0b Ge-Ge coincidence events was recorded.
Evidence for a superdeformed band has been found through the observation of
a rotational cascade consisting of eighteen equally spaced transitions (from
Ey * 663 keV to E.̂  = 1558 keV). The center of gravity of the sum energy
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11 and K spectra measured with the hall In coincidence with these transitions
falls between the one obtained In coincidence with known low-spin yrast
transitions in "4JUd and !'ljRd. This is the primary evidence that this
superdafonned band was populated via the 5n exit channel.

In order to establish the low- nnd medium-spin decay scheme of l"*yGd, and to
make a DSAM lifetime measurement, we have also performed a ,--f coincidence
experiment using a 1 mg/cm" target deposited on a thick gold backing. The
lifetime results can be reproduced with an average quadrupole moment of 17 +
3 eb Ln excellent agreement wi.l:li the value expected for a superdeformed
shape. A very irregular level sequence, characteristic of nuclei In this
mass region, has been established up to spin -73/2 and 13 MeV excitation
energy. \/e have not yet found any transition feeding out of the band but
the connection between the yraut ni:ntes and the rotational band probably
occurs at r-T.5/2. This Implies a spin of - 127/2 for the highest band
member, since our angular correlation measurements with respect to the spin
orientation have shown that the ( rays in the band have stretched quadrupole
character.

Considering the total length of the cascade (Ey =19.7 MeV) the excitation
energy of the highest spin state Ls •-- 30 MeV. This implies an energy gap of
'-• f> MeV between the entry state and the top member of the cascade assuming a
kinetic energy of 1 MeV per evaporated neutron. The fact we did not observe
any superdeformed band In the 4n exit channel probably implies that the
intrinsic excitation energy (•= 16 MeV) of the jUGd residues at I - 60 Is
too high and that coir] nuclei nt high angular momentum must be produced In
order to populate such bands significantly. The dynamical moments of
Inertia deduced from our data are also consistent with a very large
deformation but they decrease from 86 to 70 +fMeV""1 at the highest spin.
This variation, which Is much more pronounce! that in the even nucleus J Dy
(89-82tr MeV"1), probably reflects pairing nn<\ alignment effects.

3.1.8 Rotational Bands_ in J_̂ _Ho_

D.C. Ran"f<ltd, H.R.. Andrews, G.C. Ball, fi. Horn, and D. Ward with F.

Banvllle, S. Flibotte, and P. Taras (Universite de Montreal) and J.

Johansson, D. Tucker, and J.O. Waddington (McMaster University)

The 8u spectrometer has boon used to Rtiuly rotational band sequences in
'•"Ho. The nucleus was popul.itPil in the ^''Sn ( 'ci, An) reaction, at a
bombarding energy of I5r> MeV, with both Relf-supporting and gold-backed
targets. Approximately 0x10' and A.Sy.10 Compton-suppressed f-y coincidence
events were recorded with the unbacked an<J backed targets, respectively. An
energy-gated hit nnttern of / rnyr, in tlie T!00 ball was used to calculate the
spin orientation of t'vi nucleus on nn nvent-by-event basis, and the angular
correlation of y rays detecterl i..i the Ce detectors! relative to this axis was
';hsjn ii'ied to det'-jrnlns mixing ratios for In-band nixed M1-R2 transitions.
Then a in combination with the br-mnhlng ratios for (1+ T-l)/(I->I-2) y rays,
itive the ratio of iKMl )/U(K2) transition probabilities (fi.B. Hagemann et.
al,, Phys. Rev. C2 5 (1932) 3224). The nnfiiyriis of these data is continuing.
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In addition, the Ge f-y coincidence data are being analysed to extend known
bands and search Cor new rotational sequences in Ho, Although the
analysts Is not yet complete, four new bands have been found, and two
sequences previously seen at high spin by J. Simpson et, al, (J, Phys. G12
(1086) 1,67) have been followed down to the ground state and shown to belong
to one iJtrongly-cQupled band. It appears that this band is the rotational
sequence baaed on the proton 7/2+ [404] state, while the ground band is
baaed on the proton 7/2" [523] state. Two of: the other new bands appear to
be Ewo-quaalneutrin bands, with the odd valence proton probably coupled to
*IV2 aiu* f7/2 neutrons. This ^13/2 quasi neutron has the effect of
"blocking" the first neutron backhend, at a rotational frequency of hm "
0.27 MeV, in these bands.

As a byproduct of thU reaction, we have extended the known yrust sequence
in l J ny, populated In our study by the (J/Cl, p3n) reaction. Although this
.7as « v«rv weak reaction channel (3% of the total flux), wo were able to
extend tiie lovcl scheme from a spin of 49/2 tr to 73/2 -ft.

3.1.9 Identification of Nuclei Produced in U / I Reactions on Ca

X.J. Sun, E. Hagberg, V.T. Koslowsky, H. Schraeing, and J.C. Hardy

The a-decaying products of. reactions involving 540-710 MeV '^'l incident on
a natural calcium target have already been identified (PR-PHS-P-2: 3.1.7;
AECL-9.351).

The /-cay spectra obtained from products of the same reactions have now been
analysed. The 7-ray energies, relative intensities and apparent halflives
have been determined. Based on previously known values of these quantities
•;e have Identified the nucltdes *'>'-^Ta, lbl-lbt>Hf, l h u- 1"Lu, ^-''-'vb
and lvj~IViTra. We have also established the excitation functions for these
nuclides at Incident beam energies ranging from 540 to 710 MeV.

Compel rUsons have been made between excitation functions established from
known y rays and those already established for « groups in the same
experiment. The agreement Is quite reasonable for activities that are known
to originate from the same nucltde. In one case a previously unknown weak
4892 keV t group could unambiguously be assigned to lhldTa based on the
excellent agreement between the excitation function of this u group and that
of the well known 284.4 keV 7 ray from the same nuclldo.

We have assigned a y ray of 135.7 keV, T ^ 2 a 17.3 + 0.8 sec. to the
nucltde "Hf. The only previously known decay mode of this nucleus was i«
decay. In our bombardments we also observed four strong y-ray peaks which
could not be assigned to any known nucltde.

Upper limits on .t-decay branching ratios can be deduced In nuclides for
which we have observed both n and Y decay branches. So far we have
determined such limits for lhliTa and lblHf. The analysis of our data
continues and we expect to extract additional u-branching ratio information
for other nuclides.
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3.1.10 Crystal Blocking Lifetime Measurements for Fission from u 0

Bombardment of a Thin Crystal of J^Ta

J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, A. Gallndo-Uribarri

(University of Toronto), J.U. Andersen (Aarhus University), A,S,

Jensen (Aarhus University), E. Laegsgaard (Aarhus University) and

K. RelcheU (ll'K, KFA JUlich)

In previous blocking lifetime measurements (J.U, Andersen et ai., K. Dan.
Vidensk. Sel-k. Mat.-Fys. Medd 40 (J980) no. 7) the fission decay from
bombardment of single crystals oF natural W by C and 0 beams was
studied. These measurements suffered from the disadvantage that tungsten
has four stable isotopes, resulting in the formation of four compound Pb
nuclei (for 0 bombardment) or four compound Hg nuclei (for C
bombardment). In more recent work (J.S. Forster et al., Nucl. Phys. A464
(1987) 497) blocking lifetime measurements were made for F bombardment of
a single crystal of Ta, which is monolsotopic, resulting in the formation of
the single compound nucleus i!0(JPb. We have continued our blocking lifetime
measurements with lt

u0 bombardment of a Ta single crystal which results in
the formation of ly/Tl.

The experimental apparatus was the same as used in earlier measurements and
consisted of two 2-dimensional position-sensitive detectors positioned at
168° and 130° on opposite sides of the beam. The crystal was cooled to
-133°C to reduce thermal vlbratlonal motion oF the lattice atoms. The
crystal has a <100> axis normal to its surface and axial blocking patterns
ware observed by directing this axis at the detector at 168°. The angle
between the two detectors (62°) allows simultaneous observation of a <210>
axial blocking pattern in the detector at 130°. This condition also ensures
that the compound nucleus recoil Is along a (100) plane which enhances the
"flux peaking" effect in the centre of the blocking dip for any long-lived
component. Measurements were made for 0 beam energies of 40 (for elastic
scattering and hence "zero lifetime" calibration), 92.3, 97.8, 104 and
HO MeV.

Analysis of the data Is In progress. The lifetime results along with
earlier muiisucements of total fission cross sections and fission fragment
angular distributions (PR-P-125: 2.15; AECL 6956) will be used to determine
parameters noeded in statistical model calculations of the fission process,

3.1.11 K X-rays from Long-Lived Compound Nuclei

J.S. Forstor, G.C. Ball, A. Galindo-Uribarrl (University of

Toronto), J.U. Andersen (Aarhus University), and E. Laegsgaard

(Aarhas University)

We have continued our attempts to detect K x-rays emitted from long-lived
compound nuclei formed in lv-svy-lon fusion reactions (see PR-P-133: 2.15;
AEOL-7683 and references therein). A major complication in these
experiments Is the intense background of low enurgy Y-rays emitted from the
subsequent fission fragments.
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In order to separate the K x-rays emitted from compound nuclei moving in the
beam direction from the low energy 7-rays emitted from the moving fission
fragments, we have used an annular parallel-plate avalanche detector with 0
and 0 resolution to detect fission fragments in coincidence with photons
detected in a Ge counter positioned at 65° to the beam. In this way, 7-rays
from the fission fragments will have different Doppler shifts depending on
the detection angle of the fission fragment, K x-rays from compound nuclei
preceding fission will have a fixed Doppler shift because they decay while
moving along the beam direction. Measurements were made for 97 MeV 0
bombardment of a thin W target.

The data have haan analysed by setting four windows across the fission
detector In the plane of the beam and x-ray detector. This defined fission
fragment .HcucSlons which were parallel to the axis of the x-ray detector at
one extreme and perpendicular at the other extreme. The data show clearly
the expected Doppler shifts with single 7-rays lines observed for the
recoils emitted perpendicular to the x-ray detector (both fragments at « 90°
to the x-ray detector) changing to doublets for recoils emitted parallel to
the x-ray detector (since fragments can emit 7-rays while moving towards or
away from the detector).

We did not obtain enough data to clearly resolve the K x-rays from the Pb
compound nuclei. Further experiments will be carried out to obtain
statistically better data at several bombarding energies. In principle,
this technique is capable of giving information on the time development of
heavy-Ion reactions, complementary to that obtained by crystal blocking
techniques (see J.U. Andersen et al., K. Dan. Vldensk. Selsk. Nat.-Fys.
Medd. 40_ (1930) no 7).

3.1.12 Beta-delayed Proton and Alpha Radioactivities

J.C. Hardy and E. Hagberg

The raview of beta-delayed proton and alpha precursors for the book Charged
Particle Emission from Nuclei (see PR-PIIS-P-2: 3.1.9; AECL-9351) is nearly
complete. The chapter Includes an exhaustive survey of experimental data,
the basic theoretical concepts used In analysis, and a summary of
spectcoscoptc information that has been extracted from delayed particle
data.

3.1.13 Radiation Enhanced Diffusion of Cs, Ba and Tl in Thin Si Films

J.S. Forster and D. Phillips with J. Gulens (General Chemistry

Branch), R.L. Tapping (System ChemLstry and Materials Branch),

J.R. Leslte and T.K. Alexander (Queen's University) and J.A. Davies

(McMaster University)

The study of Ion scattering from liquids in contact with thin SI windows
reported earlier (PR-PHS-P-2: 3.1.11; AECL 9351) has continued.

Two separate SI windows, 0.65 urn thick and 1.5 mm in diameter, were
bombarded with 1.4 MeV protons and the backscattered protons were detected
In a Si surface barrier detector positioned at 165° to the beam.
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In the first experiment the cell was filled with a 0,1 H BaNO3 solution and
bombarded with the beam. TVIQ spectrum observed showed that the Ba from the
solution had diffused through the Si window as was Che case for Cs In an
earlier experiment (PR-PHS-P-2: 3.1.11; AKCL-9351) when the cell was filled
with a 0.1 M CsNO^ solution. However, unlike the Cs case in which the
maximum concentration of Cs appeared in the centre of the beam, It was found
that the maximum concentration of Ba was in a "ring" around the beam spot;
this was determined by translating the window perpendicular to the beam with
the cell filled with water.

In the second experiment the cull was filled with a 0.1 M solution of TlNQj
and bombarded with r.ho proton buam, The backseattered proton spectrum
showed Chat Tl had diffused through the window as observed earlier for Cs
and Ba. However, the maximum concentration was centered on the beam
position aa in the case of Cs.

The three Si windows are being examined by a scanning electron microscope,
and the window used for the Cs experiment will be examined in detail by a

g Augur ml croprobe.

In a separate experiment, 0.1 M solutions of CsNO.,, BaNO, and TINO3 were put
In the cell behind ,1 thin (<= 1.5 Min) Zr window and bombarded with a 3.0 MeV
proton beam. In all three cases, no residue of Cs, Ba or Tl was observed
after the cell hail buen flushed with water.

Detailed analysis of the proton spectra is In progress with the Cornell
bac'cscatterlng r.tmulation program (L.R. Doolltr.le, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in
Phys. Res. B9 (1985) 344).

3.1.14 Radiation Enchanced Diffusion of Deuterium in Thin Hi Foils

J.S. Forster and T). Phillips with J. Gulens (General Chemistry

Branch), R.I.,. Tapping (System Chemistry and Materials Branch),

J.I. Leslie, T.K. Alexander and T. Laitrsen (Queen's University) and

J.A. Dâ i.n.3 (McMaster University)

The cell used for liquid/solid interface studies (PR-PI1S-P-3: 3.1.14;
AECL-0503) has been used to study beam-induced diffusion of deuterium in
thin (-'1.0 ,jm) NL foils. The cell was filled with l)z0 and the deuterium
content measured by the T)('He,p)'1 He reaction with a 3.0 MeV JHe beam. A
beam current of a5nA JHe bombarded the foil, and liquid; the reaction protons
wera measured i.n a 2 mm Chink Si surface barrier counter at 165° to the
bi*am.

Spectra wi>re collected for three minute intervals (the beam was left on the
target during the 30 seconds taken to store each spectrum) and the deuterium
content in the foil and at the vacuum surface were monitored. During the
first four measurements (a total of 14 minutes of ^He bombardment of the Ni
foil) the deuterium concentration in the foil was « 15 at. %. However, at
the end of the fifth measurement, the deuterium concentration In the foil
had increased to » 50 -t. X\ rhe concentration remained at this level during
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four subsequent measurements. The cell was then flushed several times with
l̂ t>, left filled with Hz0 and a measurement made which showed that the
deuterium concent In the foil had dropped to ° 6 at. % indicating rapid
exchange between the hydrogen In the light water with the deuterium in the
foil.

wure also made ff>r a thin (» 1,5 ^m) 7.x foil but in that case
no diffusion of deuterium Into the foil was observed,

Detailed analysis of the data Is In progress.

^•l•l5 The Effect of Mechanical Vibrations and Won Uniform Rotation on__the_

l^suiCj obtainable v/ith a Rotating Coil Magnetometer

U,G, Davles

Although che measurement of the multipole components in the magnetic field o
a dlpols or quadrupole Is simple In principle*, it is actually quite
difficult to measure accurately the higher multipolea because they are
small, relative to the principal raulclpnle (often only a Few parts In
10,000), and are easily overwhelmed hy cross-talk caused by mechanical
vibrations and feed down of higher magnetic multlpoles into lower harmoni.es
due to misalignment of the apparatus (see PR-PHS-P-2; 3.1.12; AECL-9351 and
WV-P-142: 2.30; AECl>9103). Here we report an analysis of the effects of:

I) the radial vibration of the coll;
II) angular vibrations and non uniform rotational velocity.

Starting with the general form oF the magnetic sealer potential, we treat
the effects of the vibrations as a perturbation expansion, assuming that the
vlhraSlonal amplitude Is small. The general potential can be written in
cylindrical coordinates as follows:

•> - e l n J T k (Z)(r/a)
n+2m (I)

n m=0 n m

where a Is the aperture radius, n the harmonic number, z the cylindrical
coordinate, r and 0 are the polar coordinates, and knm(z) are the
fixpanalon coefficients.

The voltage generated by the rotating coil Is

Z F
£ » -/da ; (d/dt)B dr (2)

-Z o 0

where ttj- — g— and we assume a rectangular coil which includes

essentially all of the magnetic flux.
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Case 1 - Radial Vibration.

Here we assume that the coll Is held fixed by the end bearings and vibrates
radially. We also assume that the coil is centered in the magnet. At its
fundamental frequency, uij, the coll vibratLon can be expanded in the series

F(jt,t) = c + \a z2r ei(lllt « c + b [1 - (z/Z2) ]eUlC (3)

r

where c la the radius of the coll ami b the vibration amplitude,

/Vfter considerable manipulation, one obtains for the output voltage,
uo

t - - ul n Kno(c/a)nie l n ! J + (b/2c) ;,KA e U 0 } (4a)
n I =-»

where u) Is the angular frequency of thei c o l l ,

(4b)

Z

K = j k (z) dz (4c)no ' nm
—£

with »: = n + ujj /ui and 'J = ut.

Hence we see that a vibration of amplitude b and frequency «i generates an
infinite spectrum of harmonics based on each magnetic multipole. If the
principal multipole is say 104 times stronger than the others, these
spurious harmonics can dominate the spectrum.

Case 11 - Angular Vibration and/or Rotational Non-unlfonslty

In a similar manner, we can analyse the effects of angular vibration and
rotational non-uniformity.

Let us assume that the angular vibration or rotational non-uniformity can be
expanded as follows:

0(t) = ut + 1/2 I r^elmwjt (5)
m

On substituting Into (2) and assuming that all the vlbrational amplitudes

m
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where A ^ and Bum*, have the same form as (4b) with <=mk and <=mk+n,
respectively and where k=ni.Ao and 3=wt. It can be shown that if one
Integrates over i piece-wise around the circle, most of the effect of the
vibrations integrates out.
In an exactly analagous manner to case 1, the vibration and/or rotational
non-uniformity generates complex harmonic spectra based on each multipole as
well as components originating from the vibration itself.

We see from (4b) that the A'a and D's have maxima when 4 Is the nearest
integer to <; < la not usually an integer because oil will not usually be
simply related to the rotation frequency 'o. However if k is an integer then
the A's and B's become 2(-l)A CK£ and the sums over i. reduce Co a single
term.

As an example, let us assume that we are measuring a quadrupole (n=2) where
the coil Is vibrating radially with a frequency ratio k»4,l and amplitude
b=5<Xuiw If G = 2 0 mm then the amplitude of the spurious dodecapole (£."6) is
IX, which would exceed the real dodecapole component in a good quadrupoie.

It is clear from this analysis that If one wants to make accurate
measurements of weak high harmonics, the above problems can be greatly
alleviated by "bucking out" the principal harmonic with a second coil.

1.2 INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

3.2.1 ISOL: Operation

H. Schmeing, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, V.T, Koslowsky, W.L. Perry,

X..I. Sun and M.J. Watson

The isotope separator has been used continuously over the report period for
two on-line experiments (PR-PHS-P-3: 3.1.3 and 3.2.3; AECL-9503) and for
extensive off-line tests. The secondary or top-heater arrangement of the
Ue-jet ion source was commissioned. Its use leads to higher ionization
efficiency for the more refractory elements.

We experienced a number of problems which are not yet all resolved. The
top-heater power supplies appear to be more susceptible to spark damage than
the filament and arc supplies. Also, with the top-heater in operation, we
have encountered increased sparking. This is probably due to Increased
outgassing. The source haa been rebuilt several times to eliminate problem
areas.

First experiments with the fluorination technique to increase the yield for
specific elements have been successful. A flow-control system has been
acquired and commissioned which allows us to operate the source under
precisely controlled argon, helium and freon flow conditions.
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3.2.2 ISOL: Instrumentation for Direct Mass Measurements

E. Hagberg, J. Whitlock, H. Schmeing, V.T. Koslowsky and J.C. Hardy

with K.S. Sharma (University of Manitoba)

After some discussions we have decided to make a few changes in the existing
software for control and data acquisition in on-line mass-measurement
experiments with the ISOL (PR-PHS-P-2: 3.2,2; AECL 9351). The main change
is Co use magnetic tape rather than disc as the medium for storage of
primary data. This will remove a possible restr ict ion on the number of mass
scans arisLng from the limited disc space available. Other changes are
mainly associated with making the software more transparent to an unfamiliar
user. These changes are now being Implemented,

The mathematical formalism for the determination of centroids from our
mass spectra has been worked out. The writing of a fortran program that
will automatically analyze the mass spectra and deduce a mass difference has
begun. This work is being performed at the University of Manitoba.

Several IBM-PC codes for off-line tests and mass measurements of stable ISOL
beams have been completed. As a test of the system performance, the mass

! h ' ^ I K ^ IMl*

triplet W- W- W was investigated and used to determine the mass
excess of bJW with a precision better than 100 keV. Our result is in good
agreement with the accurate, previously known value.

3.2.3 Preparations for a ^Sc Half-life Determination: **2Sc Yield

Measurements and Apparatus

V.T. Koslowsky, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing, X.J. Sun,

W.L. Perry and M.J. Watson

The study of the superallowed B decay of ^ S c together with decays of
several other superallowed |i emitters form the experimental basis for tests
of the Conserved Vector Current Hypothesis. When combined with information
on the weak decays of the muon and hyperons, Universality can be tested.
The eight best known superallowed emitters are u 0 , 26mAi, 3l4Cl, 38mK,
'"•So, "bV, 5UMn, and bMCo. The "2Sc ft value is currently the least well
defined of this group, Its uncertainty being dominated by the +_ 0,2%
associated with its half-life. By comparison, we measured the 38mjj
half-life prior to TASCC installation, to within + 0.03% (Nucl. Phys. A405
(1983) 29) after significant improvements In half-life measurement
procedures were instituted. This report, and an accompanying one, describes
our preparations for remeasurlng the half-life of 't2Sc. Although the
technique is similar to the one used In the earlier measurements,
significant development is necessary because of the new data-acquisition
computer and the fact that the accelerator beam is not yet delivered
directly to our on-line Isotope separator (ISOL).

The procedure involves: 1) flushing reaction products caught in a remote
gas-filled target chamber through a capillary to the ISOL, 2) implanting an
isotopically pure beam of 4:dSc from the on-line isotope separator into a
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mylar tape, 3) quickly moving the implanted sample into a 4u continuous-flow
gas proportional counter and 4) measuring the rate of decay as a function of
time with electronics that are characterised by a well-known,
pre-determined, constant, rate-independent and amplitude-independent
dead-c tme.

In order to accumulate sufficient^ counting statistics in a run lasting
several days, a separated beam of ''"Sc with an intensity exceeding 100 atoms
per second ia required. In this report period, we have measured the optimum
Ĉa(p,n)'*'1Sc cco83-rtection to occur at 15 *IeV. The activity has

been transported with a gas transfer system to a counting location or to the
ISOL. When transported directly to the counting location, equal amounts of
42roSc and ''k2RSc, totalling about ?. x lÔ  atoms/viG, were observed when
six >aGa targets, each about 2Q0ug/em'i thick, were used. This is in good
agreement with the ALICE predictions (computer code by M. Blann: University
of Rochester report UR-NSRL-181 (1978)). When the i;nts transfer system was
coupled to the I SOL, the flow-rates had to be reduced by a factor of 4 in
order to avoid discharges in the ISOL 8park-arr«9tor. The highest yields
Cor 42gsc (0.68 s) occurred when minute quantities of CF4 were introduced
into the ion-source support gas. Under these conditions 110 atoms/uC and
250 atoms/uC of '*̂ Sc were observed at mass-42 and mass-61 (scandium
mono-fluoride) respectively. Yields at mass-80 (scandium di-fluoride) could
not be measured because of the presence of a stable argon beam (caused by
charge exchange) which is intense enough to melt the tape. The yield at
mass-42 without the use of CF^ was unfortunately never measured under
optimum ion-source conditions; however, the yields for ^gg c a nj 42m«5c
during non-optimized measurements were 1 atom/uC and 30 atoms/nC
respectively.

To achieve a significantly higher yield, we have built a muIti-capillary
target chamber that accommodates 15 targets. Because of the short decay
time of '**iSc, the volume behind each target is kept small, about 0.14 cm3,
in order to minimize the gas sweep-out time. It is anticipated that the
sweep-out time for the new chamber plus transfer line will be about 0.9 s.
The comparable ttme for the six-target chamber is estimated to be 2.5 s. By
using the new target chamber, higher proton beam currents and a hotter ISOL
ion-source, (PR-PHS-P-3: 3.2.1; AECL-9503) we hope to increase our yields
significantly, allowing us more scope for checking systematic errors in the
half-life measurement.

In addttlon to the new target chamber, the fast tape-transport system is
being refurbished with new bearings, new drive belts and re-built motors.
Since the tape drive is external to the ISOL vacuum, the tape must pass
through a vacuum Interlock to undergo implantation. We have designed a new
interlock which consists of differentially pumped chambers separated from
one another by slits about twice the thickness of the mylar tape. We
anticipate that high vacuum will be achieved after the third slit. Since
this system does not utilize the troublesome fast-closing valves of an
earlier interlock, more reliable operation should be achieved. The new
vacuum interlock should be completed and ready for testing shortly.
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3,2.4 Preparations for a H2Sc Half-life Determination: Electronics, Data
Acquisition and Analysis
V.T. Koslowsky, R. Rolha, J. Sharp, X.J. Sun, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy
and H. Schmeing

An isotopically pure source of Sc will give rise to a decay curve
consisting of two exponential components, originating from 42ggc and
^^mSc, as well as a constant background.

The detector Intended for this experiment is a An continuous gas-flow,
proportional counter. It was also used for our earlier lifetime
determinations (flee Nucl. Phys. A A05_ (1983) 29). The condition of the
counter was recently checked by measuring the width and slope of its
characteristic voltage plateau. No aging effects were visible. The
absolute rjFFLcLency of the detector was also re-measured with a calibrated
thin )USr source to be 99.8 + 0.1%. This type of detector is selected for
these measurements because oF Ito high counting efficiency, high
counting-rate capability and, when operated with methane gas, Insensitively
to f radiation. In addition, if energy information is forfeited pulse
pile-up corrections are minimized.

The electronics consist of a charge-sensitive pre-amplifier, fast timing
filter amplifier, fast discriminator, non-retriggerable gate generator and a
new CAMCA-based multi-channel sealer. The fast signal processing minimizes
rate-dependent series dead-time effects. The gate generator provides a
well-defined, non-extendable pulse width which provides a precisely-known
dead-time. The multi-channel sealer memory is periodically advanced during
data acquisition by a recently built timing box that pre-scales
crystal-controlled clock pulses. The timing box also inhibits the scalar
for a constant, well-defined duration of 100 ns prior to and after each
memory advance, and synchronizes other aspects of the experiment. All
counting Intervals have been measured to be Identical to within the
rlse-tirae of the TTL signals - abont 2 ns except for the First interval. It
Is, by necessity 204 + 2 ns longer than all the subsequent ones.

The general-purpose data acquisition program, BATMO, has been altered in
order to accept both event-by-evrjnt data and multiscaled data. The
multi-soiled data for each 'tXSc sample and the associated eventy-by-event
data ar« routed to separate magnetic tapes. An off-line analysis program
for the multiscaled data has buen written for the Concurrent data-
acquisition computer. It corrects nach decay curve for electronic dead-time
losses and rejects data sets that can oniy be attributed to background
activity. The summed data are then analyzed with a maximum-likelihood
fitting routLne, which utilizes a CDC-based AEU.B routine that was recently
nod.Lfled and placed on the Concurrent computer (see AECT.-9351; PR-PHS-P-2;
3.13).

The: ability to accumulate event-by-event y-ray data, where each event is
taged with tLme, will allow us to check for unwanted activities that, within
the resolution of the Isotope separator, are of the same mass as the Isotope
(or molociile In the ease of M/iScF) of Interest. The importance of this
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feature was demonstrated with Monte Carlo simulations of experiments, which
were generated on the Concurrent computer with a uniform random number
generator recently acquired from Perkin-Elmer, and Poisson and Gaussian
random-number generators acquired from the CDC-based AELTR library. They
Indicate that a contaminant with an Initial Intensity of 0,4% that of the
0,68 a 4iSc component and a half-life of 0,34 s would go unnoticed in the
decay curve analysis, and would systematically bias the result by 0,1% - a
large bias considering our goal of + 0.05% In the lifetime uncertainty.
Activities with half-lives exceeding ~30 s have a negligible affect on the
results. As deacrihed In an accompanying report, fluortnation enhances the
yields of Sc - improving our counting statistics - but also makes the
experiment more susceptible to systematic biases from nnhanced yields of
isobarIc contaminants,

3.2.•> TSOl,: Termination of the Manitoba-Chalk River On-Une Mass

Spectrometer Project

H, Schmelng, R. llagberg, J.C, Hardy and V.T. Koslowsky with

K.S. Sharma, R.C. Barber and H.E. Duckworth (University of Manitoba)

A "major Installation grant application" was submitted to NSERC by the mass
spectrometer group at the University of Manitoba, on October 1, 1986. It
was rejected on March 30, 1987. The proposal was aimed at adding a
high-resolution mass spectrometer to the on-line isotope separator at Chalk
River at a cost of approximately $900 k. The project would have brought
together, in a unique endeavor, the specialised experience of two strong
Canadian research teams, the Manitoba mass spectroscopy group and the Chalk
River on-line Isotoplc separator group.

This was the fourth submission of the proposal and the second time It was
judged by an International committee of experts. On both occasions the
committee strongly endorsed its physics content, but each submission was
rejected by NSERC for lack of funds. At the time of our first submission,
no other instrument had even been proposed, which was aimed at precision
mass measurements of a wide range of unstable nuclldes. Now five such
instruments are either In operation worldwide or very close to completion.
Having missed the window of opportunity for this particular project, we are
terminating it.

3.2.6 &T Spectrometer - Status

D. Ward, H.R,, Andrews, D.C. Radford, J. Lori, L.V. Smith, with P.

Taras, J. Gascon, and P. Banvllie, (Universite de Montreal) and

J.C. Waddington, J. Johansson, and D. Tucker (McMaster University)

Commissioning of the instrument was essentially completed during the six
month period since 1986 December. Major activity is now centered on the
research program, although a number of small developmental tasks are being
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performed and a few remaining Items In the data acquisition and electronics
areas are required to realize the design potential of the Instrument.

Since the spectrometer became operational In 1986 December there have been
eight scheduled periods of tandem beam totalling approximately 700 hours of
experimental time.

DetecEora

All BGO detectors continued to function with 100% reliability. The HPGe
detectors required constant attention to maintain 20 operational for all
experiments. The total number of detectors available is now 24 and this
should provide an ample reserve.

Electronics

The electronics are configured essentially as given in the original proposal
and are functioning as designed. To extend the range of the BGO ball
elements to higher energy, eg. 25 MeV y radiation, three 80-channel
attenuators with factors of 2, 5 and 10 have been installed in front of the
FKRA's. These have been tested with radiation sources and are now scheduled
Cor in-beam tests.

A relatively simple form of pile-up inspection on the BGO ball output pulse
stream has been implemented, which appears to function adequately for most:
axperlments. In Its present form, a circuit examining the analogue fold
pulse (number of detectors responding) for events of K _>, 3 vetoes selected K
events (typically events with K. > 10) if a R H pulse occurred within
': 1 ,is of It.

Calibration

The rusoonse of the BGO ball to coincident chains of y radiation has been
Mil f. j| ll (1

simulated experimentally with radiation sources of Nb, Co, Y and
tlil'Th. The measured trigger efficiency, the average number of detectors
responding Lo a single y ray, has been measured to lie between 0.95 and 1,00
OWL- the energy range 700 IceV - 2.8 MeV. The measured multiplicity
resolution is close to that predicted by Monte Carlo simulation at the time
op the proposal. However, the total energy resolution is significantly worse
than predicted for reasons not yet fully understood, and further tests will
bfj performed.

3.2.7 Analysis of B;i Results on the Concurrent 3230 Computer

0.0. Radford, F. Banvllle (University de Montreal) and J.C.

Waddington, (McMaster University)

Since the 8n spectrometer became operational in December 1986, a large
number of replay and analysis routines have been written for the Nuclear
Physics Concurrent 3230 computer. The most significant of these, which
concern replay and analysis of Ge yy coincidence and spin-orlentacion data,
are briefly described below:
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and Analysis (D.C. Radford and F. Banville)

The data-acquisition system of the 8n spectrometer is capable of forming,
for each event, a "hit pattern" of energy- and time-gated 7-ray hits in the
detectors of the BGQ ball. Since E2 Y rays are emitted by the nucleus
primarily in a plane perpendicular to the spin axis, this 72-bit hit pattern
allows an event-by-event determination of the most likely orientation of the
nuclear spin. By studying the angular correlation of Y rays detected in the
Compton-suppresaed Ge detectors, relative to this axis, one can obtain
Information on the multipolarity and/or mixing ratio of transitions
("Gamma-Ray Angular Correlations with the 8:1 Spectrometer", D. Ward, H,R.
Andrews and J.S. Gelg«r, TASCG-1-19-07).

A fast replay routine has been written to sort Ge r-ray energies against
the aalmuthat angle between the Ge detector and the spin axis, as determined
by the BGQ hit pattern. The angle between the Ge-eounter and the nucleon
spin axis Is divided into ten bins of nine degrees each. The resulting Ge
apectra may then be analysed with standard fitting techniques to obtain the
variation In Y-ray intensity as a function of angle. The spln-orlentatlon
calculation Is performed with look-up tablet) to minimize the time required,
and adds only approximately 10-15 minutes to the standard r-Y matrix replay
(see (b) below), for each 6250 bpl tape ("5x10* events). This may be
compared to similar calculation at Oak PddKG National Laboratory, which
takes al ms/event (al hour per tape) on a faster VAX 11/780 computer.

b) MATRIX; Replay of yi Coincidences (D.C. Radford)

A large number of routines have been written to perform fast sorting of Ge
C-C coincidence data Into one or two large matrix arrays of counts vs. Eyj
and Rr2« These matrices are stored on disc, and allow 4096 channels for
Kyi, 4096 channels for Ey2» and 2 bytes for the number of counts. Thus
each matrix requires 32 MB of disc storage. Different routines have been
written to handle slightly different sorting requirements. For example, it
is possible to select events where f1 Is detected at J = +37°, while Y^ Is
detected at ) = +79°. All of these replay, tasks take typically 30 minutes
Co replay one tape of data (a 5 xlO events). Of this time, approximately
half is spent reading the tape and unpacktng the events, while the other
half Is spent calculating addresses and incrementing them in the matrix or
matrices. At most other laboratories, such a replay typically takes around
2 hours per tape.

c) GF2 and SLICE; Generating One-Dimensional Spectra from Y~Y Matrices
(D.C. Radford)

Once the ~c( coincidence data have been stored in the large matrix arrays,
the experimenter requires some convenient way of generating "gates", or
"slices" of the matrix, to determine the coincidence relationships between
Y-ray peaks in the spectrum. To accomplish this, the routines SLICK and GF2
have been written. GF2 Is an extension of the general y~ray spectrum
analysis program GELtFT, which is used to display spectra on a graphics
terminal, and fit peaks to extract positions and areas, etc. GF2 permits
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the experimenter to define a "window file" by means of a graphics cursor and
a displayed projection of the matrix onto the x-and/or y-axis. For each
window In this file, one defines not only the range of channels but also a
background below the peak of interest,

The program SLICE then uses this window file as input, to generate a set of
specta by "slicing" the matrix according to the range of channels in each
window. A background spectrum may also be subtracted, after normalizing to
the background level defined for each window. These spectra then allow the
experimenter to piece together the level scheme of the nucleus.

d) MATFIT and LFBR; Computer-Assisted Level Scheme Generation
(D.C. Radford and J.C. Waddington)

Although SLICE will in principle allow one to determine the coincidence
relationships between y rays from the nucleus, and thus deduce level
schemes, in practice this may be a formidable task. With data of the
quality obtainable with the Sir spectrometer, between two and three hundred
different t rays mav be assignable to the main reaction channel, with
probably as many again beliiR emitted by competing channels. The extraction,
organization and classification of the huge mass of data on each of these
transitions then becomes a very difficult and time-consuming task.

The programs MATFIT and LF8R (Level Finder for 8u Results, pronounced
"elevator") have been written to assist the physicist in extracting and
classifying the Information he needs to construct level schemes. The
projections of the matrix are first fitted, with GF2 used to define the
positions and shapes of all peaks of interest. MATFIT then takes these
one-fJinensional results and fits the two-dimensional matrix to determine all
of the possible coincidence intensities between the y-ray peaks. Typlcailv
* 350 peaks are fitted on each projection, resulting in more than 10
parameters (coincidence intensities) for the fit to the matrix.

LF8R enables the physicist to inspect, classify and combine the 350 y-rays
and l0b coincidence intensities in a variety of useful ways. For example,
he may be interested in seeing which transitions are in coincidence with a
given f-ray. He may then type the energy of the y-ray (in keV) and LF8R
will lint for him, on the terminal, all transitions in coincidence with that
f-ray at a love I above some user-defined threshold. Energies, intensities,
and uncertainties are all listed. He may add or subtract coincidence
Intensities for two or more transitions, and take logical combinations,
Hating for example all y fays in coincidence with both of two (or more)
transitions. He may also command the program to search for "energy sums",
i.e. cases where F̂  \ + Ey2 = fry 3 (+Ey4)i t 0 finA cross-over
transitions, and for chains of mutually-coincident transitions. An
important feature Is the possibility of defining lists of interesting
transitions, for example all transitions belonging to a given rotational
'ian<J. Up to 26 such lists may be defined, nach with up to 50 transitions.
In addition to being a mnemonic aid, this allows the physicist to examine
easLly the coincidence relationships between a given transition and a given
b.md to determine for example where a y rav feedn, or is fed by, the band.
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LF8R has greatly assisted the construction of the lb7Ho level scheme
(PR-PHS-P-3: 3.1,8). With LF8R, it was possible to achieve in one month
what could have taken six months with more conventional techniques, if
indeed it would have been possible at all.

3.2.8 The SAPPHIRE Proposal

D, Horn, G.C. Ball, W,G, Davies, T. Delbert, J.S. Forster, E,

Hagberg, and M.G. Steer with M.A. Lone, M, Montaigne, G.A. Sims, and

J.G.V. Taylor (NSSP Branch), U Potvin, C. Pruneau, C. Rioux, R. Roy

and C. St-Plerre (Laval University) and T. Drake and A.

Galindo-Urlbarri (University of Toronto)

Significant progress has been made in development of components for the
SAPPHERE proposal for a multipart tele deduction system for TASCC
(PR-PHS-P-2: 3.2.10; AECL-9351). Specifically, improvements to the
spherical array prototype modulo and the construction of n zero degree test
module are reported below. A workshop concerning the physics possible with
multlpartlcle arrays such as SAPPHIRE was held at the University of Toronto
on March 26 and 27. The nroceedings of this workshop have been transcribed
from tape and will be issued shortly.

A more staged approach to the project has resulted from discussions at the
workshop, together with suggestions by the TASCC Technical Review
Committee. The first step should be to procure the large vacuum vessel,
possibly with some associated detector components, while building our
experimental program with Ferml-energy beams from TASCC and other
accelerators. Funding for more complex detector systems could then be
requested at a later date when such a request would be driven by the needs
of an ongoing experimental program.

Spherical Array

An extensive series of test runs to debug and optimize the prototype
steel-shell spherical array module has now resulted in a performance that is
substantially improved over that reported previously. The noise generated
in the anode preamplifier by operation of the photomultiplier has been
removed. After an unsuccessful attempt to use a cathode trigger signal by
directly mounting a cathode preamplifier on the module, this trigger mode
was abandoned altogether. In favor of alternative trippers. A previous
nonllnearity in the wave-form digitizer, used to encode the Bragg curve
signal, was reduced. Nevertheless, the best results were obtained by simply
shaping the Bragg-curve signal with a short (B 50 ns) and a long (u 4 ps)
tine constant for Bragg amplitude and total-energy signals, respectively.
The pulse length, or "range" was taken from leading and trailing constant-
fraction discriminators. Several gases were tested, with pure Isobutane
eventually abandoned In favor of P-10 (argon/methane in a 9s 1 ratio)
operating at a reduced field of about 0.2 V/cm-torr. An attempt to use an
•argon/isobntane mixture in a 7:3 ratio failed because of high-voltage
breakdowns within the detector. Finally, various regions of the detector
were tested for uniformity of rnsponse by moving the detector behind a fixed
collinator and by masking the most peripheral 10% of the detector's active
area.
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Tests were !>erforined with botli 77 MeV :/C beams and 145 MeV /bSl beams on a
variety of targets. The most complete spectra came from the reaction of
*• 31 wich ^'-U, where unit-Z resolution was obtained for SI and M ions,
without any masking of the detector (both la Bragg amplitude vs. E plots and
in Bragg amplitude vs. range plots). There were no major gain variations
across Che face of the detector. However, the peak-to-valley ratios for
adjacent elements in the Z spectra did Improve with increasingly restrictive
masking of the detector solid angle.

An avalanche counter mountable on the front end of the module is now under
construction. This will be transparent to ions normally observed in the
module, but will detect the slow, heavy ions to which we are not presently
sensitive.

Forward Array

A trial of the zero degree test module with a 145 MeV *BSl beam gave clear
separation of p, d, t and <i In all four phoswlch quadrants with very little
crosa talk. A pas leak precluded testing the kE Ionizatlon part of the
detector. A future test has been scheduled.

3.2.9 Progress in Accelerator Mass Spectrometry

H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, V.T. Koslowsky, with N. Burn

and Y. Imahorl (TASCC Operations Branch), R.M. Brown (Environmental

Research Branch), and .LCD. Milton (Physics and Health Sciences)

An experiment was carried out to test the performance of the TASCC injection
and beam-transport systems for AMS experiments. For this purpose a gas-AE,
:H-E telescope was used for particle detection and the General Ionex 860 ion
source was used with samples containing '4C, JfiCl and I.

The stability of beam transmission to the detector cup was excellent under
GVM control; this reflects the achromatic design of the beam line between
the tandem and the experimental location on the bypass line.

The TASCC injection system Involves two stages of magnetic analysis with
electrostatic acceleration between. This results In a strong suppression of
the high energy sputter tails from the ion source. The combined system also
has good mass resolution. For example, with a 3bCl beam of 1.48 iia at the
entrance to the tandem, the current for mass-36 was below the limits of
detection (< 0.I na).

The detection of U C was very clean as in the past. An effort to cleanly
detect JbCl in a spiked source was frustrated by an extremely high S
background. This arose from contamination of the ion source which had been
an oil routinely to nroduce 'JlfS beams from source material containing about 1%
:'S. Further progress on 'lljCl requires a dedicated clean ion source (the
old Unis source will he used for this purpose) and an improved detector. A
Bragg-curve lonlzatlon detector is envisioned for this purpose.
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In the case of *"*!, testing was limited to measuring the background count
rate at the detector For mass-129 injection. With 0,2 na I" from the
source, the count rate for the system adjusted to mass-129 was about
2 per second. The actual Identification of I will require a time of
flight measurement to differentiate between It and U V I ions of the same
magnetic rigidity.

An AMS detector chamber for the beam line has been designed and an IGOR
interface haa been built. The latter will he used for interfacing between
the accelerator control and data acquisition computers.

3.2.10 Future Data Acquisition/Analysis Computing Facility

G,C. Ball, E, Hagberg, J.S. Forater, D.C. Radford, F.J. Sharp with

R. Roiha (Mathematics and Computation Branch) and J.C. Waddlngton

(McMaster University)

The DACN committee formed to evaluate TASCC's future data
acquisition/analysis computing needs has finished gathering all the
necessary information, and a draft report has been written. The options
that would satisfy future requirements are presently being evaluated. A
brief was submitted by the committee to the DMR Computer Systems Study.
Preparation and submission of an RFA for a new computing facility has been
deferred to the third quarter of 1987/1988.

3.2.11 Data Acquisition

G.C. Ball, E. Hagberg, J.S. Forster, n.C. Radford, and F.J. Sharp

with R. Roiha and M. Thompson (Mathematics and Computation Branch)

The system has been very heavily utilized during the past six months now
that routine e*parlmental operation has resumed with tandem beams.

The hardware upgrades to the data acquisition system implemented since 1986
December are: 1) the addition of a 300 MB removeable disk for 8TT users; 2)
two new terminals (a VISION 2000 and a Tektronix 4010); 3) upgrade of the
memory to 8 MB; 4) CAMAC modules for remote control and readout of the
Norland 5400 multichannel analyzers; and 5) Installation of modules to allow
TTY.I to be accessed by either the Concurrent or the 8it LSI 11/73 computers.

The extra memory has allowed us to set up common segments for on-line
acquisition (1 MB) and special user applications (2 MB). This has
facilitated the sorting of 8TT data simultaneously with on-line acquisition.

Additional software upgrades include: 1) routines to convert spectrum files
generated by specially written 8it sorting and analysis programs (see section
3.2.7) to HHIRF format and vice versa; 2) modifications of the SIMEX
plotting package for one-dimensional spectra; 3) software to control and
readout the Norland multichannel analyzers; and 4) modifications to systems
utilities required to implement the dedicated 8,r disk.
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3.2.12 TASCC Electronics Pool

E. Hagberg and R.L. Brown

Our limited pool of CAMAC plug-in modules was augmented during the time
period covered by this report. We bought two 8-channel medium resolution
ADC's, one high resolution ADC, one multichannel sealer, one serial crate
controller and one serial LAM grader. We also acquired several high density
NIM plug-in modules. We are now reasonably well equipped to handle limited
detector array experiments.

Minor loans of equipment have been made to General Chemistry Branch, Neutron
and Solid State Physics Branch and to NRC, Ottawa.

3.2.13 Data Acquisition Hardware Development/Maintenance

L. Bucholtz and F.J. Sharp

Several new interface modules have been developed for use with our
Concurrent 3230 computer data acquisition system. Both of our NORLAND 5400
Pulse Height Analysers are now interfaced to the 3230 Serial CAMAC Highway
and all spectral information stored in the NORLANDS now may be down-loaded
into the 3230.

A unit containing ten separate general purpose analog booster amplifiers has
been built and is available for driving fast analog signals from the Control
Room electronics out to different locations around the TASCC experimental
complex. These amplifiers were developed from the Burr Brown 3553
Wideband Fast-Slewing Buffer Amplifier and are capable of driving fast
analog signals (2000 V/ysec) into 50 ohm loads, which makes them ideally
suited for driving fast signals through long co-axial lines.

Other units developed and built for various experimental programs are :1) a
multiple charge sense amplifier unit incorporating eight commercial
encapsulated Charge Sense amplifiers; 2) a general purpose input/output NIM
module to allow easy access to data signals to and from an IGOR CAMAC
module; and 3) a new timing unit similar to the MC/MCS "B" timing unit but
with extra gating logic to accommodate the requirements of the ISOL group.

For the past several months as the research program has picked up speed, the
demand for the Concurrent 3230 computer system has increased tenfold. Our
3230 has to serve the requirements of both the on-line and off-line users;
consequently the time available for the repair and testing of the
electronics needed for the research program is very limited.

3.2.14 TASCC Electronics Development

J.P.D. O'Dacre and B. Luloff with L. Hill, S.G. Whittle and D. Gray

(TASCC Operations Branch)

Commissioning of the Cryogenic System Computer Interface (PR-PHS-P-2:
3.2.16; AECL-9351) has been completed and is in routine operation.
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Commissioning of Che cyclotron's superconducting magnet power supply monitor
(PR-PHS-P-2; 3.2.16; AECL-9351) has been completed and is in routine
operation.

A prototype differential-input ripple-cancelling synchronous rectifier
circuit for the Tandem Accelerator GVM has been completed and installed.
The improvement in stabilization is observable but has not been quantified
as yet since further improvements are anticipated.

Ion injector power supplies for the Hiconex 860, 834 and Unis source, as
well as the Inflection magnet and extraction supplies have been converted to
CAMAC control and commissioned. The power supplies for the Purser source
have been converted to CAMAC but are not installed yet.

3.2.15 The Diagnostics Probe for the Superconducting Cyclotron Extraction

Channel

N.C. Bray and W,G. Davies

A catheter-type probe has been designed and is under construction. It will
provide essential diagnostics information about the beam as it passes
through the superconducting section of the cyclotron extraction system. The
design of the probe head and drive mechanism was a challenging task. The
probe path is about 3 m long with varying radius of curvature and has 3
abrupt reductions in size, one of these occurring in the superconducting
section. At its smallest, the channel is only 7.35 mm x 12.5 mm in cross
section, but even this small space is occluded at the corners by 4 cooling
tubes of « 3 mm diameter.

A probe head, of maximum dimensions 11.2 x 6.2 mm, has been designed and
built that will provide left-right information and which can also dissipate
about 100 W of beam power to the cooled chamber walls through its
electrically insulated but thermal conducting leaf springs, which also act
to center the probe head in the channel.

The head is driven by a phosphor-bronze spring strip which in turn is guided
by a set of rollers that cause the head to be correctly deflected into the
entrance of the channel.

The probe head and drive mechanism have been completed. The phosphor-bronze
strip has been delivered, and the design of the vacuum system is well
advanced. Work has begun on a mock-up of the channel, so that the
mechanical parts can be tested.

3.2.16 Optics of The Negative Ion Injector

W.G. Davies

The ion-optical properties of the negative-ion injector have been analysed
for the two most commonly used ion sources; the Hiconex 834 and Hiconex
860. The analysis of the ion sources has been restricted to the optics of
the extracted negative ions.
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In addition to the ion sources, the properties of the gridded Einzel Lens
and the pre-accelerator tube have been calculated and parameterized for use
in an overall study of the optics of the injector. The optical properties
of the ion sources, the Einzel Lens and the accelerator tube were calculated
using the SLAC electron trajectory program, GUN5. (W.B. Herrmannsfeldt
SLAC-Report-226 1979). The optics of the injector were studied with the
codes TRANSPORT (K.L. Brown and S.K. Howny, SLAC-91, 1970) and a dedicated
code INJECTR (see PR-PHS-P-3: 3.2.17; AECL-9503).

The new code INJECTR, based on TRANSPORTER (E.A. Heighway and M.S. deJong,
AECL-6975) makes it possible to fit the strength of the parameterized Einzel
Lena to obtain the best match of the Ion source to the entrance of the
pre-accelerator tube, as well as to calculate the ESAG lens voltages
required to match the beam to the tandem; the program also computes the mass
resolving power of the system.

All lens settings, and hence the optical properties of the injector and the
mass resolving power, are non-linear functions of the extraction voltage and
the "cage" voltage. In particular, the optical properties of the Hlconex
860 ion source are extremely sensitive to the value of the cesium cathode
voltage.

This analysis has shown that the Hiconex 834 source cannot be well matched
to the tandem acceptance without modification of the system. The 860 source
can be matched for cesium cathode voltages between 4 and 6.5 kV, but for
cathode voltages below 4 kV the match rapidily deteriorates.

However, IE the polarities of all of the elements of the second ESAG lens
are reversed (i.e. the lens goes from FDF to DFD) then a good match of the
860 source can also be achieved for cesium cathode voltages in the range
from 2 to 4 kV. The matching of the 834 source is also greatly improved.
Another consequence of this analysis is an improvement of the electron
suppression system at the entrance to the "pre-accelerator" tube.

The correspondence between the calculated and measured performance is
reasonable (within 15%). The main discrepancy, which has only arisen since
recent modifications, is that the Einzel lens gives the best transmission at
about B8°i of the calculated value. Whether this is due to calibration
problems or to some change in the ion source is not clear and the problem is
being investigated.

3.2.17 INJECTR - A Electrostatic and Magnetostatic Optics Code for the

Negative Ion Injector

W.G. Davies

A dedicated program, INJECTR, based on the code TRANSPORTR (E.A. Heighway
and M.S. deJong, AECL-6975, 1980) has been written which calculates the
first-order optics of the negative-Ion injector. The code uses the
subroutine package TROPRTN developed for the cyclotron matching program
CYCMATH (W.G. Davies and E.A. Heighway, Nucl. Instr. & Math. A244 (1986)
231).
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A special program is needed because none of the existing optics codes can
calculate the properties of Einzel lenses, electrostatic aperture lenses,
and electrostatic accelerator sections. Furthermore, the optical properties
of these types of elements depend very much on the geometry and hence cannot
he easily computed In general as is the case for magnetic dlpoles and
quadrupoles.

1NJECTR uses nonlinear least-squares techniques to optimize the values of
the electrode voltages of the "Gridded Elnzel Lens" and the two
electrostatic quadrupole triplet lenses, RSAG 1 and ESAG 2 to produce the
best emlttance-match of the beam from the ion source to the acceptance of
the tandem accelerator consistent with maximum transmission through the
pre-accelerator tube aperture. The optical parameters for these lenses were
obtained from the GUN5 (sea PR-PIIS-P-3: 3.2.16; AECL-9503) calculations.

The present version of the code has the HICONEX 834 and 860 sources built
la. For the 834 source, the 6x6 first-order transfer matrix for an
extraction voltage of 20 kV is stored and accessed by the name H834. For
the 860 source, the matrix elements for a given Cs-cathode voltage are
obtained from third-order polynominals that were fitted to sets of matrix
elements, calculated by GUN5 (ibid) for different values of the Cs-cathode
voltage. The matrix so derived will usually not have the correct
determinant because of errors inherent in such a fitting procedure. The
matrix elements are corrected by a Lagrange multiplier method, in which each
matrix element is corrected in proportion to the standard derivation of that
element as determined in the polynominal fit. This procedure ensures that
the most accurately known matrix elements are changed least; I.e.

where R, is the corrected matrix element, UJJ is the standard deviation
of element (i.j) and \ Is the Lagrange multiplier. The Lagrange multiplier,
A, is the solution of a quadratic equation. The sign of each u.w is
chosen (in fact, there are only two of the 16 sign combinations that lead to
a different result) such that the smallest value of X is always used, i.e.
the minimum change in the matrix element is made which will correct the
determinant.

The 860 source is accessed by the name H860. Use of a name other than H834
or H860 causes a new (6x6) source tranfer matrix to be read in. This allows
any ion source to be used with the program.

The two built-in ion sources assume a 20 kV extraction voltage. If
extraction voltages other than 20 kV are requested, the program uses the
invariant (e=prO) to rescale the ion-source matrices, where e is the
invariant emittance, p is the momentum of the beam and r, 0 are the paraxial
ray co-ordinates. This simple scaling is not exact but produces quite good
results compared with exact GUN5 calculations (see PR-PHS-P-3: 3.2.16;
AECL-9503) for extraction voltages between 10 and 30 kV. The error
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increases roughly in proportion to the deviation from 20 kV. The program
prints a warning to this effect. The determinant of the matrix is scaled
correctly.

The beam matching procedure is broken Into two independent stages. In the
first stage, the strength of the gridded einsei. lens is adjusted to produce
the bast approximation to q double waist (x-y planes) consistent with the
beam size being loss than 1.3 en in both x and y and the beam being as
circular as possible (x,y asymmetry cornea from Che 45" inflection magn̂ f. and

d on l;ho detailed optical properties of the source).

In the necond fitting stage, the strengths of the two ESAG lenses
(electrost.itIc quadrupole triplet) are adjusted to produce the best match of
the buam producel In .stagu I to I; he re<]ulr«mentH at the "low-onergy
'iperturu" located at the entrance to the Candnm, The lou-energy aperature
si.z.a In in Lumit parameter. The program a.'SRumriB a double waist. The beam
slaws rutjuircid are Input as are the weights to be associated with the
accuracy of beam-size matching required. After the best fit is obtained,
the program calculates the mass-resolving power of the system. The mass
resolution is defined here to mean that the separation between adjacent
peaks is 95%. Finally, the beam envelopes, which include 95% of the beam
Intensity, are calculated In both tho x and y pianos.

1.2.13 Ream Profile Monitor Upgrade for TASCC

W.r;. Oavies, J..I. Mill, F.J. Sharp and W.F. Slater

Most of the beam profile monitors on the heam transport system have been
modified from a full scanning wire loop to a half loop. This allows more
accurate measurements of the beam profile, but complicates the measurement
of the bonm centroid. (With the full loop one obtains a broadened or double
peak when the beam is off axis).

To facilitate the new system, a new display driver has been built and
i nuCallod ;ifj well as an improved beam profile digitizer unit. Modifications
11.) the computer software have been made both, to accommodate the new encoder
module find to Improve the format of the output data. The modified program
Hl'MFIT Is running on the control computer. When the program is run, it
encodes .i snapshot of the x and y-plane beam profiles from one or two beam
profile monitors and calculates the x and y eentroids and the RMS width of
the beam.

Analysis of unch beam profile (4-profiles per set) involves the use of
Fourier transforms and Lakes between 10-21) sec. per profile on the PDP11/44
control computer. If the computer Is busy, one can wait several minutes for
the results which is annoying. In order to overcome this problem, a
fast-Fourier transform routine (I'PT) has been written which should speed up
the analysis by nearly a factor of 10, (The new routine has been rested on
the CYHMR system but is not yet installed in BIWIT).

Although there are many good FFT routines available, most require several
thousand words of program storage. Uased on a suggestion of Singleton
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(Programs for Digital Signal "roiiesslnp, TKKK, 1^7')), we have used a short
radi:i-2 compl'-"-*. M T routine to produce a p«eudo-tcansform of each 128-point
profile spectrum and \."i then omploy Singleton's routine REALS to convert
this to the real Fourier Transform. This approach is very efficient because
l:ha -Jamo routines *an be itfto'l for the iivei-siu trjjnsform. Most real-variable
l''l'"r alj»(.'ii'iclû -i roi"|i'Ln: soo ira.t'i ' nvors ion programs i/*i t eh more! than double

.'!til I'he Penonnlnntlon of C,nr. Shock Wave VelociXi&s_Jji__Bean Transport

Tlio irny cii->o;- '.mvit i.ou -\f. TASCC i1: isniarod f m m heam-Xine vacuum by .) thin

"W.al C"ili '-? 'l.tm v;«'l, ! !i> "nil. bnrsci and about 20 m of bean lino In

7Gut«r| vi:h helium. lln-jl-toa bolnj" n I'rona Inconvenience, such a mishap

would have H'MI.'HI*; oonMnquonces 'f dvj cyclotron uere unintentionally vented

uith iii'li.im. In or.lor Ko avert thtn prnbioni, t>\e beam line should bo

o'|uipi>u<l with an tfiolat ion valvo capable o? CIOBIHR prior to the arrival of
She helium shock wive. The purpose op die work described In this report Is
Co delay (.he propagation of tlv; abode wave by introducing a aeries oC
baffles Into the beam lino adjacent to the target location. This reduces
o.»r demands on :ho vilve clos'iro time and/or dncrea.se>; the allowable
clistanoo between the isolation, vilve and the target location. Because of
physical constraints, the baffles must be contained in a bean tube section
no longer Clian I m. For these tests each baffle completely filled the 10 cm
irtiittr rUameter of th-3 beam tuba except Eor n 2 cm concentric aperture.
Shock î ave propagation times for various rjiomer.ries woro measured by
.)bs;er>'l:i;t tv>a collector signal from two hot-filament vacuum ion gauges,
located ac either end of the I n section, with a dual trac« storage
oscl. lloseupe. The times with and without baffles were 15 and 1.2 ins
ris|ject'v«ly. In addition, the times required for the helium to reach the
nest Is'ilntion valve from the target chamber, about 5 m away, are 36 and
l.f> ms rvisneet Iv'̂ ly, Propagation times for air are about a factor of two
longer. Ti;sts of other j»ftometTin's will continue throuRhout the summer.

We are presently surveying the commercially available fast-closing valves
suitable for use at TASCC. Rome can close in leRrt than 20 ms.

3.2.?.O Total Reaction Cross Sections

A. Galindo-Urtbarri, T.R. Drake and R. Zwartz, (University of

Toronto), with G.C. Ball, l.S. Forster, E.G. Hapberfr, D. Horn,

N. Bray, A.R. Sprnke and H.G. Steer

A detector for the measurement of heavy-ion total cross sections is being
assembled in the workshops at the University of Toronto and it will be moved
to the TASCC Facility at Chalk Rlvcsr in late July 1987. In August, test9
of this detector will hercin in the lar^e scattering chamber on the main beam
line, with the heavy-ion beams available from the cyclotron. The scattering
chamber is being modified with extra feedthroughs and support bearings to
accommodate this detector.
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Work on the design of beam flux monitors for the total cross section
measurements has Involved some testing of prototypes in the scattering
chamber with tandem beams. The design of a very thin scintillator/optical-
mirror monitor was completed, A high quality ellipsoidal mirror has been
ordered and delivery is expected in August 1987, permitting completion of
the flux-monitor assembly. Tests of a prototype thin foil/channel-plate
monitor for the heavier ion beams from the cyclotron are also in progress.

Preamplifiers based on the LeCroy HQV810 hybrid FET chip are being designed
and constructed in the University of Toronto workshop. These amplifiers
will be used with a second detector, which consists of mlcrostrlp detectors
and larger area Si back-up detectors, to complement our total cross section
measurements with elastic and inelastic scattering measurements.

Work is also progressing on the design of a small-radius, large solid-angle
lattice of 1 cm X 1 cm plastic sclntiilator/CsI phoswich detectors with
photodiode readout. A prototype is being constructed at the University of
Toronto, and some tests have been run with tandem beams at Chalk River.

3.3 PHASE II

3.3.1 TASCC Phase II

H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy, and K. Wittann (Project Management

Branch).

Phase II of the TASCC facility, aimed at providing the beam distribution
system for all nine target locations, is proceeding on time and on budget.
The shutdown period for the installation of subphase A, providing the first
four target locations, Is still scheduled for 1988 January 1 to July 1. No
delay is anticipated at this point. For the first full year of Phase II
operation, ending March 31, 1987, all budgetary and work-schedule
projections were met within 2.7%. This year's spending is on target, with
k$502 out of a budget of k$3,460 spent as of June 1.

In particular, construction work on rooms 104 (target room to receive the
8ii spectrometer), 101L (computer room) and 204 (power supply room) is
proceding. Much of the design work is finished. The magnets and most
power supplies are In transit at this point. Work has started on
pre-assembly of beam line sections. A shutdown task force organization and
a first draft of an overall schedule has been developed. The detailed
scope and manpower requirements of each work crew are now being addressed.
The target date for establishment of required manpower resources is
July 31.

3.3.2 Beam Transport System Magnets and Power Supplies

W.G. Davies and R.L. Brown

The Scandltronix/Danfyslk contract for the TASCC Phase II beam-transport
dlpoles, quadrupoles, power supplies and switch gear is proceeding
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smoothlyi with everything except the power supplies on, or ahead of
schedule. Most subphase A components will he delivered on schedule and it
is expected Che subphase B components will be delivered about 9 months ahead
of schedule. A more detailed status report is as follows:

All subphase A and B dipolea are complete. All subphase A dlpoles,
namely BE2, BE2A, BE3 and BE4, have been field mapped. All meet
specifications and will be shipped the week of July 6. Subphase B
dlpoles will be mapped in August and delivered in September.

Quadrupoles

All aubphase A quadrupoles (31 elements) are complete and have been
field mapped. All are acceptable and will be shipped the week of
July 6. The remaining 29 elements will he mapped in August and early
September and will be shipped before the end of September.

Power Supplies

The two dipole power supplies are nearly complete and will undergo
testing in mid August. These supplies are now scheduled to be shipped
the last week of August (2 months behind schedule). The 25 quadrupole
power supplies are under construction and are now scheduled to be
shipped in mid October (3 1/2 months behind schedule). The cabinets
for all of the quadrupole supplies are nearly ready and will be shipped
with the dipole supplies in August. This means that the external
plumbing and wiring can proceed on schedule even though the power
supplies themselves are delayed. The 20 steerer power supplies are
complete, but testing is about one week behind schedule. These
supplies are now scheduled to be shipped with the dipole supplies. The
6 dipole degaussing units are complete and will be shipped with the
quadrupoles in July.

Switch Gear

The switch gear is complete and has passed all tests; it will be
shipped with the phase A dipoles.

3.3.3 TASCC Phase II: Beam Line and Vacuum System

J.J. Hill, P.J. Jones and V.T. Koslowsky

Pre-assembly of beam line and vacuum components has begun. Work on the
vacuum control electronics is continuing. About 25% of the electronic
modules have been tested and are ready for installation.

3.3.4 Shielding Walls and Doors

E. Hagberg

All the poured sections of the new shielding walls in room 104 have been
completed. Extensive steel reinforcement work, including the exposing of
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steel reinforcement In existing wails that were to be thickened, was
finished in March. A successful major pour of low background concrete took
place in April. One of two beam ports required for this room has been
drilled through an existing wail. This job was found to be time consuming
and technically difficult.

Construction drawings have been approved for a majority of the shielding
work. We still naed some design work for the moveable shielding doors and
for the floor strengthening that is required to support these heavy doors.
We also need a simple scheme for building reinforced block walls.

A purchase order has been placed for the moving mechanisms of the large
concrete doors. These Items have been built by the manufacturer, tested
with a 10 ton load and are now in transit to CRHL.

3.3.5 TASCC Phase 11 Safety and Licensing

D.C. Radford, and G.C. Ball, with S. Whittle and N. Burn (TASCC

Operations) and M, Shea (Civ., Elec., and Instr. Design)

Work on the extension of the Phase I Safety System to cover the Phase II
needs has proceeded well in the last six months. The 16 Radiation Monitor
detectors and moderators required were delivered and inspected, as were the
additional input/output boards for the remote Burr-Brown stations of the
Safety Interlock System Computer. The layout design of the whole system has
been completed, with a few minor modifications to the positions of radiation
monitor detectors etc. Most of the auxiliary hardware for the Radiation
Monitor System (e.g. amplifiers, alarm modules, meter panels, alarm
loudspeakers) has been delivered and/or assembled.

3.3.6 Experimental Control Room

G.C. Ball, R.Ii. Brown, 15. Hagberg and L..V. Smith

Modifications to the experimental control room required for the Phase II
Data Acquisition/Analysis Computing Facility are now being carried out. The
changes required to provide an alternative route from building 114 to
building 137, which bypasses the control room, are nearlng completion. The
removal of four electronic racks and all necessary rewiring/cabling required
for on-line station 2 in room 101 have been carried out. The construction
of the nau computer room 101L is in progress.

3.3.7 Design of a Precision Rotating Coil Magnetic Field Mapping Device

for TASCC Quadrupole Calibration

W.G. navies, R.F,. Howard and N.C. Bray

A precision rotating coil magnetometer is being designed and built in order
to calibrate the focusing power of the TASCC Phase II quadrupoles and to
recalibrate some critical Phase I quadrupoles (see PR-P-138; 2.28;
AFiCL-8267). The new device will overcome the problem of harmonic
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contamination and mechanical alignment encountered with the earlier
apparatus. In addition, precise measurements of the harmonic content of the
magnetic fields of the quadrupole elements will be possible.

In principle, the accuracy of the measurement of the quadrupole term and/or
the higher harmonics is determined by the geometry of the coil and the
ability to measure the amplitude of the A/C voltage wave-form generated as
the coil rotates. In practice, the results are strongly Influenced by
mechanical vibrations and non-linearities in the rotational velocity
(PR-PHS-P-3: 3.1,15; AEGL-95O3), which mix harmonics as well as generating
spurious harmonies,

These problems can be alleviated by: 1) Using very low rotational
velocities (< I tte), which greatly decreases mechanical noise and maxiraUen
the separation of the natural vibrational modes of the apparatus from the
harmonica of the magnetic field; and 2) integrating the signal voltage,
which eliminates the requirement for constant angular velocity and also
reduces the effects of vibrations.

Low rotation velocity implies low signal voltage (Ibid) and Integration
replaces the problem of constant angular velocity with the one of accurately
measuring the angular position, a problem that is more controllable.

Our deaign is an Integrating, tangential coil device with a coil opening
angle A=it/2» which is optimum for the n=2 quadrupole term. In fact this
angle is also optimum for the principal harmonics of a quadrupole, namely
n=fi, 10, 14. As was shown earlier (ibid), when A«n/n, the sensitivity is
maximized and errors due to coll non-uniformity are minimized. As well, the
coll aspect ratio has been chosen to be 4/3, which is close to the optimum
•<2 for the quadrupole term but is still acceptable for the higher
harmonics. Thus, the only critical dimension for the coil is the mean
radius of the two arms. If we are to reach the desired goal of 0.1%
absolute accuracy, the mean radius must be known to 0.02 mm. This is
difficult but not impossible. The coil will have 48 turns of #30 wire.

Following the Berkeley magnet group (W.E. Hearn et.al. A Precision
Programmable Bipolar V/f Instrument Nodule, LVAL-13417 (1981)), we will use
a precision balanced bipolar V/f circuit with a precision voltage-to-
frequency converter having a resolution of either 100 KHz or 1 MHz/V.

The coil will rotate 360" in one second and will then be reversed. The
Integrated quadrupole term should be zero at the end of each rotation,
providing a very sensitive check on the stability of the electronics. A
precision shaft encoder will be used to measure the angular position; it is
planned to encode the running integral into 256 steps/revolution; 256 points
will result in maximum frequency of 128 Hz In the Fourier transform, well
above the maximum magnetic harmonic frequency of 14 Hz. The most important
specification for the shaft encoder is that it not have "low frequency"
variation in the angular markings. Low-amplitude, low-frequency variations
will not affect the measurement of the quadrupole term, but will generate
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spurious harmonics n+i where I is the harmonic number of the non-uniformity
(see PR-PHS-P-3: 3.1.15; AECL-9503). Specifications on the harmonic
content of shaft encoders are hard to g?t, so we are testing a small sample
of shaft encoders by rotating them with a high quality direct-drive quartz-
locked turntable.

3.4 PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

a) Publications

FIRST OPERATION OF THK CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON

O.B. Blgham, W.G. Davies, E,A, Heighway, JtD. Hepburn, C.R.J. Hoffmann,
J.A. Hulbert, J.H. Ormrod and H.R. Schneider
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A254 (1987) 237

DIRECT MASS MEASUREMENTS AT THE TASCC FACILITY: THE MANITOBA-CHALK
RIVER ON-LINE MASS SPECTROMETER
K,S. Sharma, R.C. Barber, H.E. Duckworth, G.R. Dyck and C.A. Lander
(University of Manitoba) and H, Schmeing, G, Audi, J.S. Guo, E, Hagberg,
J.C. Hardy and V.T. Koslowsky
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B26_ (1987) 362

THE CHALK RIVER HELIUM-JET SOURCE
H. Schmelng, J.S. Wills, E. Hagbecg, J.C. Hardy, V.T. Koslowsky and
W.L. Perry
Nuclear Instruments and Methods tn Physics Research B26 (1987) 321

MEAN LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS WITHIN THE SUPERDEFORMER SECOND MINIMUM IN 13ZCe
A.J. Kirwan, G.C. Ball, P.J. Bishop, M.J. Godfrey, P.J. Nolan,
D.J, Thornley, D.J.G. Love and A.H. Nelson
Phys. Rev. Letters J>8_ (1987) 467

PRESENTATIONS TO THE NUCLEAR PHYSICS TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE BY TASCC
STAFF MEMBERS, 1987 APRIL
Contributions by J.S. Gelger, D. Horn, D. Ward, E. HagberR, N. Burn,
J. Hulhert
CRNL-4152 Official Use Only
1987 May.
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b) Lectures

THE SAPPHIRE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
G.C, Bail
Presented at Workshop on Heavy-Ion Reaction Dynamics Studies with Large
Counter Arrays, University o£ Toronto, 1987 March 26-27,

THE SAPPHIRE PROPOSAL; DESIGN CRITERIA
0. Horn
Talk presented at the "Workshop on Heavy-Ion Reaction Dynamics Studies with
Large Counter Arrays" at the University of Toronto, 1987 Match 26-27.

TASCC: HALF A YEAR OF HEAVY IONS
E, Hagbers
foyA.*^ _ta-*_k_ aC tlie Western Regional Nuclear Physics Conference, Lake
Louise, Alberta, 1987 February 13-15.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS: WHAT CAN HE LEARNT FROM EXPERIMENTS WITH ACCELERATORS
E, Hagherg
Talk presented at the 12th Science Teachers Seminar, 1987 April 2.

NUCLEAR ENERGY AND RADIATION
II.R. Andrews
Presented at eight Nova Scotia high schools, 1987 May 9-16.

POWERING SPACESHIP EARTH: THE ULTIMATE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE
H.R. Andrews
Invited talk at AASC Workshop, University of Ottawa, 1987 May 21.

NUCLEAR ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
H.R. Andrews
Presented to CRNL Summer Students, 1987 June 10.

THE BASIC THEORY OF MAGNETIC MULTIPOLE MEASUREMENT
W.G. Davies
Uppsala University, Uppsala Sweden, 1987 April 9.

PARTICLE SOLID INTERACTIONS: GeV BEAM STEERING BY BENT CRYSTALS:
LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES
J.S. Forster
Seminar presented at the University of North Carolina, 1987 May 5.



4. TASCC OPERATIONS BRANCH

(Report edited by L. Bender)
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4.1 NEGATIVE ION INJECTOR

Y. Imahort

4.1.1 Operation

The tUCONEX 834 sputter source operated routinely to produce Ion beams for
nuclear physics experiments at three interim target-line locations until the
end of January.

The Hiconex 860 sputter source was commissioned during February, The source
produces high intensity beams of several ion species and proved that beams
of leas abundant isotopes can be produced from natural or low-concentration
target materials.

Injector modiflcacIon and maintenance was carried out towards the end of
March, which Included: I) installation of CAMAC control system on the main
deck; 2) relocation of power supply racks; 3) modification to the
preaccelerator suppressor electrode; 4) installation of a beam scraper slit
te\ place of the horizontal steerer; and 5) installation of a new gate valve
on the vacuum pumping system.

4.1.2 Ion Production

During the period, the following beams were produced with the Hiconex 860
source and measured on CUP1.Ad:

Ion Current(uA)

Protons (*H) 40
Carbon (llC) 100
Nitrogen ( UN) 2.5
Oxygen (lfa0) 100
Silicon ("Si) 200
Silicon (JUSi) 6.5
Sulphur (3l*S) 40
Sulphur (JfjS) 0.45
Chlorine (35C1) 10
Chlorine (i7Cl) 2.54
Titanium (**aTi) 8.85
Nickel (b8Ni) 22
Nickel (biiHi) 1.1
Silver (JI/AR) 4.7
todtne ( U /T) 20
Gold (luVAu) 16
Uranium C!:3SU) 0.5
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4 . 2 TANDEM ACCELERATOR

L . B . Bender

4.2.1 Operation

The tandem operated satisfactorily during the period, producing beams for
nuclear physics experiments at three interim target locations. The tandem
also produced beams for cyclotron testing at the end of the period. The
following beams were accelerated:

Ion Energy (MeV)

Protons (H) 10 to 20
Carbon (1ZC) 20 to 27
Nitrogen (lHN) 60 to 82.5
Oxygen ( fa0) 97
Silicon ("SI) 132 to 155
Silicon (JOS1) 135 to 155
Sulphur ( S) 167
Sulphur (3?S) 140 to 165
Chlorine (3liCl) 80 to 90
*Sulnhur (3bS) 59
Chlorine (37C1) 145 to 165
*Titanium (4bTi 48.5
*Silver (1(J/Ag) 50
Indium ( m I n ) 48
Iodine (l27I) 42 to 110

*Gold (1B/Au) 70

*Beam-development purposes only

4.2.2 Generator

The tandem generator operated satisfactorily during the period. The
generator tank was opened on nine occasions, five of which were scheduled
for stripper foil replacement and installation of new column resistors
(VIVIRAD). The unscheduled openings were due to minor problems resulting in
brief shutdowns for repairs to be carried out. VIVIRAD corporation has made
corrective changes to their resistors and the high-energy end of the tandem
was fitted with the new resistors in March. Since installation, over 1000
hours have been logged, with no signs of deterioration. During June, the
low-energy end of the tandem was also fitted with the new resistors. These
resistors have logged over 300 hours, also with no signs of deterioration.
Since the new resistors have been installed a noticeable improvement in
high-voltage operation has been observed. Relatively few voltage breakdowns
have been experienced at operation levels frequently between 12 and 12.4
megavolts. No attempts have been made to operate at higher levels because
of the uncertain structural integrity of the present accelerator tubes.
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4.2.3 Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF(Q Insulating Gas

The SFfc gas system operated normally when required during the period.
Twenty-three cylinders of gas was added Co the system.

4,3 RAPIQFREQUENCY SYSTEM

E,P. Stock, G. Mitchell, and G. Corriveau with J. McGregor

(Accelerator Physics)

4.3.1 Operation

Both cyclotron tuners and both of the DEE assemblies were removed during the
shutdown to allow access for completion of the following jobs: 1) servicing
of the foil changer chain and sprockets; 2) servicing and realignment of the
electrostatic deflectors; 3) cryopump modifications; and 4) field mapping
and coll centering.

Following reassembly, the 0 of the structure was checked at zero power
before vacuum conditioning at low power and low frequency was started. The
structure has since heen operated satisfactorily with up to lOOkV on the
DEE'S at 32-133MHZ in the O-mode. Pi-mode operation has been rescheduled to
follow initial physics experiments with an Iodine 5.6MeV/u ion beam.

4.3.2 Power Amplifiers and Control

The power amplifiers have been operated for a total of 366 hours.

Inconsistencies have been noted for some time in the reproducibllity of the
settings Cor the tunable sections of the power amplifier for a given
frequency. A new monitoring system has been installed to allow previous
settings to be reproduced accurately.

The 400W input stage to the amplifier failed. This unit has been unreliable
in the past and will be replaced. In the meantime, another unit has been
installed temporarily, which will limit operation of the Cyclotron to
frequencies below 35MHZ.

4.3.3 Bunchers and Phase Control

The Low Energy Buncher (LEB) grid was replaced once because of erosion
caused by high intensity ion beams.

Failures in the LEB control electronics have been noted and attributed to
breakdown sparking Inside the Tandem. The failed components have been
replaced.

Transit times between the LEB and the capacitive phase probe were studied
for a total of 50 hours with carbon, iodine and gold beams of various
energies up to 100 MeV. Variations in transit times must be controlled by
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the phase-control feedback loop so that the phase of the bunched beam
matches that of the Cyclotron. Recent Improvements to the Tandem voltage
stabilizer and the sensitivity of the phase control system have resulted in
a significant improvement in the system's performance.

4.4 CRYOGENIC SYSTEM

L.W. Thomson, R,E, Milks and R. Tremhlay

4.4.1 Operation

The lower pole was lowered 86 December 01, after which helium probe leak
tests revealed a new vacuum leak in a welded seam of the copper extraction
channel midplane cover. Subsequently the cryostat was emptied and warmed to
allow repair of the leak, and the liquefier was stopped.

By 87 January 19 the cryostat had been warmed to 280 K and its vacuum jacket
waa vented with He and later N_, for repair of the leaky cover.

During this period many maintenance tasks, modifications and repairs to
equipment were performed as well as installations of improved monitoring
apparatus.

The liquefier was restarted February 24 and the cryostat refilled after five
days. Subsequent liquefier operation was considerably improved over any
previous operation.

Liquid helium has been maintained in the cryostat, except for the occasion
of a 6-hour power failure during which cryostat overpressure was manually
relieved through tower 3. This caused the vacuum seal here to freeze and
leak, which accelerated the boiloff of LHe. Several power failures
interrupted liquid production but did not cause emptying of the cryostat.

Consumption of LN^ up to May 21 was 176 kL compared to 387 kL for the
previous six months. An unknown portion of this was used by ISOL. 310
cylinders of He gas were added to the system compared to 345 for the
previous sLx months. These lower figures reflect mainly the system shutdown
until Mid-February.

4.4.2 Cryostat

Following cryostat emptying on December 01, it was allowed to warm to room
temperature for repair of vacuum leaks. To warm fast enough for the repair
schedule, gradual degrading of the insulating vacuum with He was used.
Further warming of the helium can with forced flow of warmed He gas starting
January 06 was required. Coil temperatures were monitored to ensure that
differences between pancake layers never exceeded 3°C. The coll temperature
was raised to 180K by January 19 before venting of the vacuum jacket with N^
was allowed.
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After repair and successful leakchecking, the cryostat was cooled to 120K
with He precooled with LNZ. Coll temperatures were again monitored to
ensure that pancake temperature differences were kept below 3* C, Five days
after the llquefier engines were started on February 24 the cryostat was
refilled with Ute.

Operation with modified cryopumps is now improved. Stable vacuum in the mid
10"*' torr range can be maintained in the midplane at high power Q-tnode and
half power u-mode RF with a l-minute-fill/8-minute-off cycle and both pumps
operating simultaneously,

4.4.3 Helium liquefler

Alter the planned warmup early in the period, which included a 10,000 h
maintenance and improvements to the transfer tube vacuum pumping system, it
was possible to maintain the cryostat full and the dewar level stable with
only Che screw compressor plus, on brief occasions, one reciprocating
compressor. I.N, precoollng settings have been close to the minimum.
Initial purging and one warmup were required to reach this performance
level, which is better than any previous level.

tn addition, 18 cryogenic valve seat seals were replaced during the
shutdown, and stepping motors for fine control of LN^ precooling and
dewar/cryostat transfer were installed.

Engine 5 has since suffered one piston ring failure and required n main
shaft replacement. Following this replacement, the flywheel moved on the
new shaft, but has not hindered production.

Engine 7 piston seals also failed and its jackshaft bearings were replaced.

Knglne speeds can now be controlled with external electronic modules, which
allow steadier control plus monitoring and trip status reporting.

4.4.4 Helium Compressors

The Model RS screw compressor has operated trouble free for a total of
10,200 h.

Both reciprocating compressors #3 and #4 were re-instailed after six months
off-site cylinder rebores and subsequent failures because of faulty oil
uumps.

4.4.5 Piping and Instrumentation

The only major change to system piping was the Installation of a precise,
lnrj;e flow capacity relief valve for cryostat overpressure conditions.
However, testing reve.iled an unacceptable leak rate through this valve. It
was replaced with the original solenoid valve activated by pressure switch
and power failure.
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Adjustments to the cryostat heat-radiation shield circuit regulator were
mads to improve flow control. Several attempts with this procedure did not
significantly improve control.

Improved heating has boon Installed on tower 3 in an attempt to keep the
vacuum soils fron freezing when the cryostat Is vented through this tower.

Transfer tube vacuum jackets are now continuously pumped through a turbo-
puraped hauler and typically run at the mid 10" Lorr range. This has
eliminated the recurring troubles associated with manual pumping when

di!t>'!rloratnd.

A now electronic flowmeter panel has been Installed and tested, and allows
accurate monitoring of main-magnet coil lead flows, extraction-magnet lead
[Loijs, i-ryopumn bolloff fl own and extraction-channel cooling flows. An
mv.il.tary flow panel maintains lead cooling flows In case of power or
complete co'iipre-jsnr failures.

A now |)n.'!iauri!--)',au!(ij panel, designed to be leak-free, has been Installed to
-ionf tor HI synium pressures in one convenient location.

4.4.(y Computer Interface

t.i;<:hti?i>n system parameters are now operational. Their statuses can be read
in Koom 209 through a Global Status Generator as well as in the control
room. Kor certain parameters, trip sequences are Invoked for the magnet,
UquofLer, auxiliary flow panel and compressors.

r'.:\ 1 i Srat i.(i:i is almost complete to allow readout of the 18 actual parameter
val'H"? in tho control room.

•'.. 'j (:VCLO"'RQN nPF.KATTON

!7,. I. !.lndq-/lst

Tin- cyclotron operated with beam ( U /l, 5.6 MeV/u) for 6 1/2 h after the
sliutdown. "io.ini wau accalnrated out to extraction radius without any
i nt'-'n'ii'.y loss. The turns were visible but not separated because of
Insufficient phase control at the time. Mo changes In the main field seem
to hive happened due to the w-irm up during the shutdown. There were no
attempts Hindu to extract beam.

4.6 BKA11_ TRANSPORT SYSTEM

L.B. Mender

4. <•), 1 Magnets

The dinole and quadruple magnets all operated normally during the period.
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Some minor problems occurred with the swritchgear, but these were easily
rectified and did not result in any significant down-time,

4.6.2 Vacuum System

The vacuum system operated normally during Che period. Infrequent minor
problems have been experienced with loss of control on section valves,
generally attributed to Che vacuum Interlock circuit. The accelerator-tube
vacuum system was modified Co be compatible with the whole system.

4.6.3 Beam Diagnostic Devices

These devices operated normally during the period. The new half-loop beam
profile monitors have been Installed and commissioned.

4.7 COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM

B,F. Grelner with W.F. Slater and R.B. Walker (Nuclear Physics

Branch)

4.7.1 Operation

The computer control system contlmied to run essentially full time, since
most TASCC subsystems require the control system for maintenance operations
as well as during production runs. The most acute problems affected the ion
source and were cured by hardware changes, which are described below.

Other infrequent hardware failures occurred but did not seriously affect
beam delivery. The problem of slow response at the control desk during
Intensive usage ts being addressed as the first priority after support of
beam delivery.

4.7.2 Software

The number of device interfaces .is reflected in the system-variable data
base increased by 65 to 1809 during the period. The extraction channel is
now fully interfaced to the control room and monitoring information Is
available from the cryogenic system and magnet power supply.

Ion source system-variables were revised and recommissioned in conjunction
with the changeover to CAMAC in the ion-source cage. Software for analysis
of beam-proflle-monltor data was modified to be compatible with the new
half-loop BPM scanners.

Work lias begun on a revision of control system software in collaboration
lHth the Huhn Meitner Institute for Nuclear Research in West Berlin. This
revision is aimed at solutions to current problems and at long term
portability of the software, which will henefit both laboratories.
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4,7.3 Hardware

A major effort was mounted to implement communication with the Ion source
power supplies through CAMAC crates installed Inside the source cage, after
successful tests of the spark-protection circuits during the previous
reporting period. After a normal number of new component failures, the
system has performed very well and the CAMAC crates and control modules have
survived many high-voltage transients in the source. This project has
established in-house expertise for transient suppression, which is directly
applicable to Installation of a CAMAC crate In the terminal of the Tandem
accelerator.

Other hardware effort went into an additional CAMAC crate for main magnet
interfacing, replacement of most CAMAC crate cooling fans with long-life
models and design and construction of a very simple BCD-to-logarithmic-
analogue-level Interface for ion source vacuum readback. A larger than
normal number of CAMAC modules and related hardware required repair.

4.8 BEAM DYNAMICS

E.H. Lindqvist

4.8.1 Calculations

A number of different beams have been looked into and discussed with the
different experimental groups. The following ones were selected and beam
line and cyclotron parameters completely calculated for C 45 MeV/u, Cl
30 MeV/u, 'tUCa 30 MeV/u and bbNi 4 MeV/u (all in TT-mode) and bbNi 8 MeV/u in
0-mode. Cyclotron settings were partly calculated for C 12 MeV/u, ̂ Ca 16
MeV/u, 'lbTi 6.5 MeV/u, '4bTi 6 MeV/u (all in 0-mode).

4.8.2 Program Development

Program Ion Scan, which scans all possible change-state calibrations of an
ion of a particular energy and calculates various cyclotron parameters has
been improved. It now estimates equilibrium thickness of foils and their
life times, calculates the turn separation of the first turn, estimates the
extraction channel settings for EMC1A and EMC2A when optimising the beam
position in the middle of the first x-steerer, and estimates extracted beam
Intensity when the output intensity from the Ion source is known.

A small program QUENCH has been written to calculate the exact critical
currents of the extraction channels as a function of the main coil currents
and cryostat pressure.
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4.9 BUILDING SERVICES

P.I. Hurley

4.9.1 De-Ionized Water System

The NRU waste-heat recovery system was restarted early In the period, which
occasionally increased the incoming raw-water temperature by as much as 13°
despite attempts at manual control. Heating was subsequently discontinued.
Otherwise the delonized water system operated normally throughout the
period.

4.9.2 Electrical

This emergency lighting system operated normally during power outages, except
when a lightning strike damaged the power line from the diesel generator.
The underground feeder #9 was inspected Eor damage following the discovery
of a steam l<2ak adjacent to the cable. The feeder wau found to be in

condition despite some damage to the casing.

4.9.3

The oxygen monitors located throughout the facility were checked on a
routine basis, and operated normally during the period. The electrical
grounding sticks located throughout the facility successfully passed the
current-time test as specified in CRML-200.



5. CYCLOTRON GROUP (ACCELERATOR PHYSICS BRANCH)

(Report edited by J.A. Hulbert)
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5,1 CYCLOTRON OPERATION

Accelerator Physics Branch Cyclotron Group with TASCC Operations Branch

The cyclotron has been shut down during the greater part of the report period
for repairs and modifications resulting from experience during operation for
over 15 months. A new copper cover for the extraction channel cured the
midplane vacuum leaks with the exception of the already-known leak Inside the
channel beam pipe. The helium tanks on both cryopumps were replaced because
of leakage, and improved rf baffles fitted to the pumpa. The alignment of
deflector and hill lenses was improved and the hill lens #2 remodeled and
repaired. Damaged deflector components were replaced. New radial probes were
Installed, with Improved cooling for operation in pi-mode. Improvements to rf
contacts to the pole covers were made. Witness grids were attached to beam
apertures at the channel entrance and on both hill lenses, and plates to
detect vertical beam position were added to the stub probe.

The magnet system was recentered after cooldown. This task, carried out for a
mean magnet Induction of 4.8 T at the midplane, was complete by March 25.

The rf system can be operated at present up to only 47 MHz because of failure
of the Continental rf driver amplifier. Within this frequency limitation the
rf system has been operated to full power in 0-mode and up to 40 kW In
pi-mode. The rebuilt cryopumps are now operating satisfactorily, as are the
new probes. Cryostat wall heating is still a prohlem for pi-mode dee voltages
above 60 kV and high frequency operation is still unproven until a replacement
wide-band driver amplifier Is available.

During the shutdown period a large number of subsystems in all areas of TASCC
developed failures that required correction before beam could be injected into
the cyclotron. Beam development for a 1, 5.6 MeV/u beam began in the week
of June 16.

A schedule of tasks to preDare the cyclotron for 24 hour operation is in
progress and Is due for completion by the end of July.

5.2 CRYOGENIC SUBSYSTEMS

5.2.1 Automatic Lead Flow Control Panel

L.W. Shankland

The lead flow control panel Is now operational. At present, flows are set
manually, by actuation of the front panel switches of a set of stepping motor
controllers. Full nutomattc operation of the flow panel Is awaiting
completion of hardware and software for the new main magnet controller (see
Section 5.3.5) but the panel Itself is ready for automatic control.

An auxiliary flow panel, Interlocked to the main magnet power supply,
maintains lead flow during magnet dump in the event of a power outage.
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5.2.2 Cryopump Developnent

J.A. Hullii'rt with D. Horn and M. Steer (Nuclear Physics) and U, Proulx

(Plant

Examination of the two cryopumps showed that both had hroken tank struts due
Co the midplane vacuum accident last sprinjT, both had leaks at the tank neck
brasse joint and the one that still operated (//I) had a crack In a tank edge
weld.

Both pumps were rebul.lt with new tanks, with .i redesigned pressure support
system, and wort? Installed with the improved rf baffle design fitted.

It is clear that the discrepancy between performance during development and
performance during cyclotron operation can be explained by the joint leaks,
and Che need for constructing the Mk IV design is not so urgent. The leaks
were large enough to impair tha cryopump thermal insulation but were never
detected In the background analysis of the midplane vacuum.

During 0-mode rf tests at full power at 32 MHz the rebuilt pumps maintained
pressure of 0.7 x 10 to 1 x 10~b torr stably with momentary pressure
excursions to 1.5 x 10" torr on filling. The pumps are operating on a shared
controller with a cycle of 1 minute filling, 8 minutes off, until the second
controller Is debugged.

5.3 MAIN MAGNET SYSTEM

5.3.1 Power Supply Interlocks

L.W. Shankland with T). O'Dacre (Nuclear Physics)

Interlocks outlined In report PR.-PIIS-P-2 Section 5.3.1 have been installed and
proven in operation.

5.3.2 Magnet Discharge Conditioning

C.R..J. Hoffmann

A computer code to simulate charging and discharging of the cyclotron magnet
has been modified to take Into account effects of the power supply diodes when
current flows through them but the power supply Is off. Calculations with the
modified code show that some combinations of operating current exist for the
Inner and outer magnet coils that would result In Lorentz forces cancelling or
reversing the preload on the coils during discharging if the power supply were
turned off without any further action. Acceptable discharging Is restored if
the slow discharge switch, which puts a resistance in each current path, is
opened when the power supply is turned off. Circuitry has been Installed to
open the slow discharge switch automatically when the power supply is turned
off.
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A revised cooling system has been designed for the discharge diodes that are
switched into the current path in series with the dummy resistors when the
current falls below 200 A. The revised system has a water bath.

5.3,3 Magnet Centering

J.A. Hulbert with E.P. Stock (TASCC Operations) and J.J, Hill (Nuclear

Physics)

The just-completed ahut-down is the first occasion when the magnet has been
warmed to room temperature and then recooled without some major modification
intervening. It was therefore the first opportunity to see how well the
magnet would retain its centering during a full thermal cycle.

The dees were removed and the field measuring apparatus installed. It was
found that the colls were displaced 0,78 mm from the centre of the lower
pole. In 1985 May the coila had been centered at 3.8 T to better than
0.1 mm. This movement is not a surprise because the radial bracing slackens
off completely on warm-up and when it retightens as the coil cools, the sup-
port points can bed down into a slightly different location. What was dis-
turbing was that the upper pole, supposedly relocated to its old setting to a
precision of 0.05 mm, was off centre by 0.21 mm.

The reasons for the loss of precision in the upper pole position micrometers
will be studied. During the centering procedure, careful records of the
bracing tensions were kept and it is hoped that future coil centering will be
able to be achieved by sett Lag the bracing tension. The tension data have yet
to be analysed.

A new MUMTI program SELECT was written to compute radial and azimuthal
components of pole offset from two maps with displaced #4 and #10 trim rods.

The final adjustments left the upper pole and coils concentric relative to the
lower pole to within 0.08 mm at an induction of 4.88 T.

5.3.4 Trim Rods

D.G. Hewitt and R.J. Bakewell with R.E. Milk9 (TASCC Operations)

All the safety stops for the trim rods, which prevent the rods over-running
and damaging the rf liner, have been gauged and fitted. Clamps have been
fitted to all the position transducers to prevent the transducer slides from
slipping relative to the rod position.

5.3.5 Replacement Microprocessor Controller for Main Magnet Power Supply

C.C. Williams, L.W. Shankland and J.F. Mouris

This work was reactivated in May.

To minimize the need to Interrupt cyclotron operation for tests on the new
controller, an interface simulator is being assembled which will permit
independent exercising of all the hardware and software functions of the
controller.
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The existing software has been reviewed and structured and while awaiting
completion of the simulator, interrupt routines are being developed which will
simplify operator actions and eliminate the need for a system terminal. Some
of this operator interface development would be applicable to a minor upgrade
of the probe system.

5.A RADIOFREQUENCY SYSTEM

G.R.D. Mitchel, J.E. McGregor with E.P. Stock (TASCC Operations Branch)

5.4.1 Accelerating Cavity

Both main tuners and dee assemblies were removed during the shutdown to give
access to the cryopumps and foil changer chain, and to permit installation of
the field measuring apparatus for centering the magnet system after cooldown.

The dees and tuners have now been reinstalled and all mldplane contact fingers
checked and replaced where necessary. Fingers subject to sideways
displacement by the poles during assembly have been removed and their action
compensated by adding extra fingers, which are free to move vertically.

The cavity quality factor (Q) was measured in both 0- and it-modes at zero
power before the drive line was assembled.

Power tests have shown satisfactory operation at 32.133 MHz up to 100 kV (full
power) in 0-mode and up to 60 kV (36% full power) in it-mode. Operation at up
to 76 kV (58% full power) is possible If the structure Is allowed to cool off
for one hour in four. The limitation in it-mode operation is still cryostat
wall heating and although contact changes duHr.g the shutdown have reduced the
wall heating in general, the hottest point is still near hill lens #2. Study
of possible current paths round the hill lens #2 by C.R.J. Hoffmann revealed
azlmuthal gaps In copper-copper continuity at several points around the
mldplane. Unfortunately these had been obscured by larger contact defects in
earlier Inspections and cannot now be corrected until the next major midplane
opening (scheduled for January 1988).

Following up some suggestions from the IT-mode working party, formed to
expedite solution of it-mode problems, the it-mode wall heating was measured
with main magnet on and off and with the tuners set asymmetrically. No magnet
effect was observed. A tuner effect was observed but of too small a magnitude
to be treated as significant (of the order of 1°C).

The radial probes were inserted to a radius of 150 mm with it-mode at 76 kV.
The revised barrel cooling gives a temperature rise of only 18°C and only half
the tuning range of the fine tuners was needed to compensate for detuning
effects.
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5.A.2 Power Amplifier

The power amplifier has been operated for a total of 40 hours in the current
period*

\ new monitoring system now provides adequate reproducibllity in the settings
of the tunable components of the power amplifier. The 400 W solid state
amplifier driver, which has shown deterioration for some time, has failed and
a replacement is on order. A temporary substitute limits operation to
frequencies below 47 Mite.

5,4,3 Bunchers and Phase Control

The low-energy buncher is traversed by all beams generated by the ion source,
irrespective of whether the cyclotron is in operation. The buncher grid has
been eroded and has had to be replaced twice in the current report period,,

Sparking In the Tandem has caused the failure of some low-energy buncher
control components, which have been replaced.

5.5 INJECTION

5.5.1 Foil Changer

C.R.J. Hoffmann

The foil changer was reinstalled on the cyclotron, foil position recalibrated
and tolls loaded onto the transport chain. A part of the loader system, the
foil catrier, was modified to provide precise vertical alignment of the foil
when It is transferred to a shroud on the transport chain. Throughout the
current experimental period the foil changer will 'jt operated in a modified
mode in which all the foils on the transport chain are used before any are
replaced by the loading-unloading mechanisms.

"i.6 EXTRACTION

5.6.1 Electrostatic Deflector

C.R..T. Hoffmann and J.F. Mouris

The deflector system has been reinstalled and commissioned. During
installation a small leak was found in the high voltage vacuum envelope at the
base of a flange that connects onto a coaxial insulator. The flange was
replaced. This leak may have Introduced small quantities of water into the
itldplane vacuum region.
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5.6,2 Magnetic Channel

C.R.J. Hoffmann and J.F. Mourls

Installation of overvoltage circuitry that will trip channel power supplies if
superconducting windings quench is complete for three of the four power
supplies.

Experiments with the rf system operating in a-mode have shown that the
cryostat wall near hill lens //2 is experiencing significantly more heating
Chat other monitored locations on the wall and will limit u-mode operation if
not corrected. Calculations have been done to explore soire effects of moving
the lens 3° upstream from its present location. The lens would then be well
removed from the nearest accelerating gap. Changes to magnetic perturbations
In the acceleration region are small. Modest mechanical changes would be
required to the lens structure und support bracket,

5,7 DIAGNOSTIC PROBES

J.A. Hulbert with D.R. Proulx (Plant Design) and R.E. Howard (Nuclear

Physics)

The new radial probes, with improved probe barrel cooling, have been
installed. With it-mode rf operation at half-power and at 32 MHz (limited as
noted above) the probe barrel temperature rise is 18CC. This extrapolates to
a satisfactory performance at full power.

Two vertical scraper plates (3 mm apart) have been fitted to hill lens //I,
Beam currents picked up by these plates are added to the currents In the
adjacent stub probe and can be resolved when the stub Is withdrawn.

Gold plated tungsten wire witness grids, which can be inspected at the next
mi dplane opening, were positioned In the beam apertures before and after both
hill lenses and at the magnetic-channel entrance.

During tests on ancllllary devices, which have to operate in the cyclotron
fringe field, it was noted that two backing line valves and the ion gauge head
on both radial probes malfunction at Bgverage = 5.05 Tesla. These devices
will be moved or shielded.

5.8 BEAM DYNAMICS

5.8.1 Phase Acceptance Calculations

C.R.J. Hoffmann

Limits imposed on phase acceptance by the foil changer shroud intercepting the
first accelerated turn have been calculated for I, 10 MeV/u. The calculations
predict a phase acceptance width of 150° whereas 90° was measured. Agreement
can be obtained If the dee voltage accelerating the first turn is reduced by a
factor of 2. Other potential contributors to limiting the phase acceptance
will be sought and examined.
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5 . 9 PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

a) Publications

FIRST OPERATION OF THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON
C,B, ftlgham, W.G, Davies, E.A, Heighway, J.D, Hepburn, C.R.J. Hoffmann, J.A.
Hulbert, J.H, Ormrod and H.R. Schneider
Nucl. Inatr, & Methods A254, 237 (1987),

PRESENTATIONS TO THE NUCLEAR PHYSICS TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE BY TASCC STAFF
MEMBERS, 1987 APRIL
Contributions by J»S, Geiger, D. Horn, D. Ward, E. Hagberg, N, Burn,
J, Hulbert
CRNL-4152 Official Use Only

1987 May.

b) Lectures

ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTOR HIGH VOLTAGE SYSTEM FOR THE CHALK RIVER
SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON
C.R. Hoffmann and C.B. Bigham
Paper presented at the 1987 Particle Accelerator Conference, Washington, DC,
1987 March 16-19.
THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON - FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION
J.A. Hulbert
Talk given at Radiation Applications and Isotopes PRC Seminar, 1987 May 26.
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
J.A. Hulbert
Talk given at Unit 2000 Seminar, 1987 June 18.
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6.1 Condensed Matter Physics - Overview

In company with virtually every CMP laboratory worldwide, CRNL has mounted a
variety of research programs in the area of high temperature
superconductivity. Specimens of these newly discovered mixed oxide ceramics
have been obtained from both Brock and McMaster Universities as well as from
the Fuel Materials Branch at Chalk River. Facilities for routine
measurements of resistivity as a function of temperature have been set up
and will be supplemented in the near future by magnetic susceptibility
measurements (7.19).

Detailed structural studies of a lanthanum strontium copper oxide
superconductor (Tc

 3 35 K) have shown it to be orthorhombic (space group
Fromm) over the temperature range 20-70 K. A we?k forbidden peak which may
be associated with an antiferromagnetic structure below 350 K was also
observed. Further work is needed to confirm this hypothesis (7.18).

A highly porous silica aggregate, aerogel, is believed to exhibit fractal
behaviour over a range of length scales greater than the fundamental
particle radius (20 A), corresponding to vibrational mode frequencies less
than 0.6 THz. Measurements of the very low energy transfer scattering of
neutrons from aerogel show an energy dependent intensity, centred on zero
energy, whose width, while always greater than the spectrometer resolution,
decreases as the resolution improves. This behaviour is consistent with the
predictions of fractal models (7.21).

Attempts have been made, with partial success, to understand theoretically
the origin of the Haldane gap in the spin wave spectra of integer spin
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chains (7.26). Measurements of
superlattice peaks in chromium, following various modes of cooling through
its Neel point (311 K) in a magnetic field, have yielded information about
its domain structure of relevance for understanding elastic constant
measurements (7.27).

Measurements of S(Q,w) for liquid AHe at several temperatures and 20 bars
pressure have been analysed in terms of the Woods-Svensson model. Although
this empirical model works well for interpreting data at low pressures, it
does not give a good description of the 20 bars data, particularly for the
roton modes (7.23).
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Neutron powder diffraction methods have been used successfully to determine
the structures of several interesting compounds, including cyanogen, methyl
ammonium bromide and iodide, and tellurium hexafluoride (7.7, 7.8, 7,10).
The results of structural investigations of halogenated methanes are
reviewed in the following section 6.2.

Measurements of residual strains in manufactured components continue to take
up a substantial fraction of scheduled neutron spectrometer time. Of
particular interest recently has been the study of a T-weld in a model
representing the junction between the leg of an off-shore drilling rig and a
stiffening cross-piece (7.1A). Development of computer programs to derive
the crystallite orientation distribution function (the "texture") from
measured pole figures is virtually complete (7.16).

6.2 Phase Transitions in Halogenated Methanes

The halogen derivatives of methane have proved to be fertile ground for the
study of phase transitions that involve reorientational molecular motions.
The important intermolecular forces in these materials are believed to be a
combination of pairwise atom-atom potentials that depend only on the
separation between atoms in neighbouring molecules, and electrostatic
interactions between molecular dipole moments (for all except the fully
symmetric molecules such as CBr^). Calculations of the lattice energy as a
function of the relative orientation of neighbouring molecules, based on
these simple intermolecular potentials, has led to a good understanding of
the 155 K phase transition in methyl bromide (Molec. Phys. 5]_ (1986) 919).
Studies of methylene iodide described in this report (PR-PHS-P3: 7.9; AECL-
9503) and of methylene bromide (PR-P-142: 3.7; AECL-9103) indicate a more
complex situation in these cases; recent analyses of these data nevertheless
promise to substantiate the crucial importance of molecular reorientation
for the overall behaviour of this class of solids.

A very important ingredient of this understanding is a knowledge of the
structures of these materials in their various phases. Although X-ray
diffraction is most helpful in locating the halogen and carbon atoms and
providing a starting point for the location of hydrogen (or deuterium)
atoms, neutron powder diffraction measurements coupled with the Rietveld
refinement procedure have provided the essential structural information
relating to the phase transitions in these materials. With the earlier work
on CBr^ (Molec. Phys. 37. (1979) 1859) and CHBr3 (J. Chem. Phys. 79 (1983)
1495) we now have a fairly comprehensive picture of the structures,
structural phase transitions and intermolecular forces in the bromine and
iodine derivatives of methane.

6.3 Neutron and Neutrino Physics

Work on the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory project continues on several
fronts, including drilling the drift to the proposed Observatory location,
design of and stress analysis for the acrylic vessel, design of the PMT
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electronics, and the overall scheduling and project management. A
substantial fraction of the documentation required for the major facility
grant application has been written (7,32).

6,4 Theoretical Physics

A major review has been completed, for publication in Physics Reports, of
the quenching of spin matrix elements in nuclei. A comprehensive
calculation of wavefunction modification, meson-exchange current and isobar-
current corrections to low-energy Ml and Gamow-Teller transitions is
presented. For the first time a complete derivation is given of the meson-
exchange current operators of heavy-meson range (8.5). Progress has been
made in elucidating the reasons for the unreliability of dimensional
regularization for the computation of anomalies in quantum field theories
(8.8), and in choosing the most suitable prescription for evaluating the
principal value of certain singularities that arise in photon propagator
calculations (8.9).

A computer program (GENFUN) has been developed for use in finding all the
elementary factors and syzygies involved in the construction of generating
functions for branching rules (the reduction of an irreducible
representation of a group into irreducible representations of a subgroup).
This highly labour-saving program has a wide range of applications (8.11).

6.5 Fusion

A major milestone of the National Fusion Program was the achievement of
first plasma in the Tokamak de Varennes, 1987 March 25. This event marked
the end of the construction phase and the beginning of the operations phase
of the Tokamak. Several hundred shots have been successfully executed, with
the device performing to its design specifications (9.3).

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project completed its first five-year
term in 1937 March and a second such term has been initiated under a new
agreement between AECL and Ontario Hydro (9.4).

A brochure describing all aspects of the Canadian fusion program, entitled
"Fusiont Energy for the Future" has been produced in both official
languages. The first edition of the Fusion Canada Newsletter was prepared
and is currently in production (9.2).

6.6 Radionuclide Metrology and Detectors

A trial comparison has been carried out by six laboratories of a ^5j sampie
solution distributed by the BIPM. At CRNL, the 1 2 5I activity was measured
in three ways (sum-peak coincidence counting, X-X coincidence counting, and
4ne-X coincidence counting with efficiency extrapolation (7.40). The
results agree with each other to within their estimated systematic
uncertainties, with the third method appearing to be the most precise: no
results are yet available from the other laboratories involved in this trial
(7.41).
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Development of a 6-wire position sensitive detector for thermal neutrons is
underway (7.38) and substantial reductions have been achieved in the
electronic background noise, down to as low as 2 counts/h, for selected % e
detectors (7.37). Significant improvements to the prototype Bragg Curve
detector and Forward Array module have been made (7.36).
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7.2 Thermal Flux Measurements at Four Spectrometer Locations

P. Marts! and H.F. Nleinan with D.A. Kettner (Reactor Physios Branch)

Thermal flux measurements have been carried out at the monochromator positions
of three spectrometers using 0.002" thick gold foils. The results are as fol-
lows:

Date Location Reactor Power Thermal Flux (lQ9/cm2/s) Cd Ratio

87/5/U 1513 (NRX) 42 MW 0.21 ± 0.01 36
87/6/8 C5 120 MW 5.4 ± 0.3 22
87/6/8 N5 120 MM 3-4 ± 0.2 13

The G5 and N5 exposures were carried out simultaneously. The reactor power
was steady (= ± 2%) during all exposures.

Flux measurements were also carried out at the filter position of a new spec-
trometer to be built at T3 hole (NRU). The sensors (Co wires 0.005" dla.)
were located approximately 9 cm beyond the thermal column wall. The reactor
power was L20 MW and the measured thermal flux was (4.1+0.4) x 10 /cm /s. In
all measurements reported here, unfiltered neutron beams were incident on the
flux detectors.

7.3 Conversion of the T3 Hole at NRU for Neutron Spectroscopy

H.F. Niemail and P. Martel with George Charbonneau (Mechanical Design
Branch)

All previously existing sleeves and plugs were removed from the T3 beam hole
and replaced with three collimators (R.R. Meadowcroft Internal Memorandum, NRU
Reactor Operations Branch, 1987 May 13). The disposition and design of these
coHlmators Is given in drawing E-5627-M12289; they will provide a beam appro-
ximately 14 cm high.

Two beams will be obtained for neutron spectroscopy at T3. One beam will go
directly Lnto the monochromator drum of the E13 spectrometer currently at NRX.
Upstream of this monochromator drum, some neutrons will be reflected by a
fixed monochromator to one side of the main line through a "side port" for
small angle scattering. By applying a 1/r correction to thermal flux measu-
rements made 9 cm beyond the thermal column wall, the flux at the side port
monochromator position has been calculated to be (2.8 ±0.3) x 10 n/cm /s)
with NRU at 120 MW.

7.4 Reflectivity Tests on Synthetic Mica

P. Martel

As Indicated in a previous progress report (PR-PHS-P-1: 7.21; AECL-9262) mono-
chromators with large plane spaclngs can be used to select neutrons with a
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large neutron energy bandpass suitable for small angle neutron scattering
(SANS). Previous tests on natural mica (discoloured by impurities) Indicated
that Che reflectivity of the (001) reflection for 4.03 A neutrons was « 50% of
that from the (111) reflection of a squeezed silicon monochromator. Tests on
a pure synthetic sample provided by Mykroy-Mycalex Ceramics of Clifton, New
Jersey now Indicate that synthetic mica (fluor-phlogopite) should give inten-
sities superior to those obtainable from silicon. Integrated intensities for
four reflections from natural and synthetic mica were obtained at C4 with
1.576 A neutrons* The natural mica (NM) and synthetic mica (SM) sheets were
0.15 and 0.13 mm thick respectively. Observed Integrated intensities were as
follows:

Plane Observed Piffracition Intensity (SM) Intensity (NM)

(001) 8.89 1338 + 58
(002) 17.84 9 3 + 3 888 + 17
(003) 26.90 1586 t 42 2537 + 33
(004) 36.14 291 ± 7 3 1 3 + 5

Comparison of the (001) intensities indicates that for 4 A neutrons a synthe-
tic mica monochromator would be superior (by - 18%) to our best silicon mono-
chroma tors. Since mica can easily be bent, future experiments are planned to
see If vertical focussing can be used to Increase reflected intensities. The
low scattering angle (=» 23°) for reflection of 4 A neutrons with the (001)
planes is compatible with the floor area presently available for a SANS
instrument at the T3 hole of NRU.

7.5 Polarized Neutron Tests on the N5 Spectrometer

E.D. Hallman and T.M. Holden

Following the initial design and construction of polarized neutron spectro-
meter components, (PR-PHS-P-2: 7.4; AECL-9351) further testing of components
and preliminary experiments were carried out on the N5 triple axis spectro-
meter. Heusler alloy crystals ((111) reflection) were used as monochromator
and analyser. Magnetic guides were installed In the monochromator drum, and
in the analyzer shielding, and at the specimen table in the incident and
scattered beams. By keeping vertical magnetic fields along the beam above 20
gauss except at the flipper, depolarization effects noted in the earlier
report were eliminated. A flipping ratio (neutron intensity for flipper
off/intensity for flipper on) of 16.4:1 was achieved for a 4 cm high by 3 cm
wide beam at a neutron wavelength of 2.36 A. A pyrolytic graphite filter was
used in the scattered beam, to eliminate second order (1.18 A) neutrons, from
the (222) Meusler reflection. In the triple axis configuration, the beam
intensity with two Heusler crystals was about 5% of the intensity for a
pyrolytic graphite monochromator/analyzer combination, at the same wave-
length. The spin flipper was installed just in front of the analyzer
entrance: optimum flipping ratios were achieved for a vertical field
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of 4 gauss at the flipper coil. A remote relay designed and constructed by
D.C. Tennant enabled "flipper on - flipper off" measurements to be carried out
automatically. A small Helmholtz coll assembly (10 cm radius) was mounted for
use at the specimen table - tests showed that uniform fields of 20 gauss could
be achieved over a volume of 125 era .

Two preliminary experiments with polarized neutrons were carried out. In the
first, a vanadium (i cm diameter) cylinder was mounted at the specimen table
In the vertical field of the Helmholtz coils. A flipper on/flipper off ratio
of 1.9 was found at the elastic peak maximum (when background and polarizing
efficiency corrections were made), in good agreement with the expected value
of 2.0. Secondly, a magnet mount for a large C0Q.y2FeQ.Q8 crystal was con-
structed, and an experiment to look for magnons in this material was carried
out. Tests showed that depolarization of the neutron beam was occuring in the
sample, and a stronger field mount is beLng prepared.

A spin flipper with aluminium wire windings coated with aluminum oxide has
been prepared to Improve the neutron transmission beyond the 70% value noted
for the copper wire flipper.

7.6 Software Development for Single Crystal Diffraction Experiments with
the ic-Dlffractometer
Z. Tun and B.M. Powell

A le-ist-squares program has been written to refine the crystal lattice para-
meters and the orientation matrix of a single crystal specimen mounted on the
K-diEfractometer. The program accepts as input the observed angular settings
for up to 15 centered reflections i.e. those reflections whose angular
positions have been determined by the angle optimization procedure. Unlike
the programs usually supplied with commercial (X-ray) dlffractometers, our
program allows the user to refine zero offset angles for each angular degree
of freedom. Such a capability is highly desirable in the case of neutron
diffraction where the samples are large.

The program has been tested using a list of "centered reflections" represent-
ing a hypothetical experiment- It will now be tested in a real single crystal
diffraction experiment using « known test crystal.

7.7 Low Temperature Crystal Structure of Cyanogen

B.M. Powell with B.H. Torrie (University of Waterloo)

Cyanogen (NCCN) Is one of the simplest of linear molecules and hence 1B a
favourable candidate for lattice dynamical measurements and calculations. Its
structure at 178 K Is knowi to be orthorhombic (A.S. Parkes and R.E. Hughes,
Acta Cryst. JJ>, (1963) 734). To develop realistic interatomic potentials com-
patible with~~the crystal structure the latter should be known at the lowest
possible temperature. With this objective the crystal structure of solid
cyanogen was determined at 15 K by neutron powder diffraction methods. The
Measurements were made on the C5 spectrometer with Si(113) as the monochroma-
tor and a wavelength of .1.4798 A. Preliminary indexing of the data shows the
structure at 15 K is still orthorhombic and detailed refinements are in pro-
gress.
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7.8 Crystal Structures of Methyl Ammonium Lead Halides

B,M, Powell with 0. Knop and B. Vincent (Dalhouste University)

Tlw crystal structures of GH3NH3?bBc3 at 153 K and 80 K and of CH3NH3Pbl3 have
been investigated by neutron powder diffraction techniques. The measurements
ware made on Che G5 spectrometer wtth St(115) as the raonochromator and a wave-
length of 1.4798 A. Collimatlons before and after the sample were 0.40° and
0.20* respectively. The samples were contained in a vanadium can 0.5 cm dia-
meter and were continuously oscillated throughout the measurements. Previous
X-ray diffraction data suggested the existence of four phases in the bromide
and three In the Iodide compound. The present neutron diffraction measure-
ments were obtained from phases III and IV of the bromide and phase III of the
Iodide. Preliminary analysis of the data indicates that bromide phase III has
monocliniu symmetry, lower than the orthorhombic symmetry suggested by X-rays,
while phase IV probably is of orthorhorable symmetry, in agreement with the X-
ray result. Preliminary analysis of the data from iodide phase III indicates
It to be of orthorhombic symmetry.

7.9 Crystal Structures of Methylene Iodide

B.M. Powell with B.H. Torrie and D. Prystupa (University of Waterloo)

The crystal structures of methylene iodide (CH2I2) have been investigated by
neutron powder diffraction methods. The measurements were made on the L3
spectrometer with Sl(ll5) as the raonochromator and a wavelength of 1.6013 A.
Raman and infrared measurements ( B.H. Torrie, B. Andrews, D.C. Laurln, J.K.
White and W.W.E. Zung, J. Raman Spectros. to be published) suggest that CH2I2
has too stable phases, phase I between the melting point at 279 K and 258 K
and phase II stable below this temperature. However, with rapid cooling,
phase I can be obtained as a metastable phase within the temperature range of
phase II and another raetastable phase can be obtained below 50 K. Previous
X-ray diffraction measurements (T. Kawaguch.i, \. Wakabayashi, M. Matsumoto,
T. Takencht and T. Watanabe, Bull. Chera. Soc. Japan. 4IS, (1973) 57) Indicated
that the high temperature phase (I) is monoclinic (space group C2/c). Refine-
ment of the present data has shown that the low temperature phase (II) is a
"simplified" form of structure I. It Is found to be trlcllnic (space group
PI) with Z = I, the lowest symmetry crystal structure. The structure is the
same at both 30 K and 255 K and refinement at both temperatures is complete.
Phase II was reached by annealing an "as quenched" powder sample. If the
sample Is not annealed then, on cooling another structure is observed. This
Is postulated to be I + tl and data at 50 K are presently being refined
assuming this mixed phase. When the mixed phase sample is cooled below » 50 K
a phase change occurs, leading to a postulated mixed phase I + III. A dif-
fraction profile of this phase was measured at 30 K but has not yet been
Indexed.
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7.10 Crystal Structures of TeF6

B.M. Powell with L. Bartell (University of Michigan)

The successful solution of the low temperature structure of SF6 (PR-PHS-P-2:
7.7; AEGL-9351) has led us to investigate the crystal structures of TeFg whose
molecular architecture Is the same as SF6» The neutron powder diffraction
measurements were made on the C5 spectrometer with Si(115) as the monochro-
mator and a wavelength of 1.60 A, A complete diffraction profile was measured
at 15 K and preliminary indexing suggested that the crystal has an orchorhora-
b;Lc structure in contrast to the tricllnJc structure of SF6« A second com-
plete profile at 190 K showed that the crystal was in the same phase as at
15 K, although electron diffraction studies of microcrystals (L.S. Bartell,
K.J. Valente, J.C. Caillat, J. Phys. Chera. to be published) suggest that at »
160 K it undergoes a transition, possibly to a triclinic phase. The present
neutron diffraction measurements have also shown that TeFg has changed to a
new phase at 220 K and preliminary indexing suggests this is body centred
cubic, similar to the high temperature structure of SFg. The existence of
broad peaks in the diffuse background indicates significant molecular disorder
in this phase. Refinement of the detailed structure of the low temperature
phase is in progress.

7.11 Neutron Diffraction Studies on TiO

S.M. Kim and B.M. Powell

In order to study the defect structure in TiO, neutron diffraction patterns
have been measured Eor a TiO powder specimen. The measurements were made on
the C5 spectrometer with Si(115) as the monochromator and a neutron wavelength
of 0.9 A. The specimen was contained inside a thin-walled vanadium can, which
was radiation-heated with a 3" diameter cylindrical graphite heater. Prior to
the neutron measurements, the specimen was annealed for 2 days at 1250°C in an
argon atmosphere. Neutron diffraction patterns were measured at 1250°C, 20°C
and 620°G. About 20 discrete peaks were observed at 20°C. The low angle dif-
fraction profile at 1250°C showed double peaks indicative of the presence of
two phases. In addition two small peaks were observed at low angles at all
temperatures, which could not be easily indexed.

Examination of the specisnen after the measurements showed that about half of
the specimen had reacted chemically with the vanadium container which had
changed colour and become very brittle. For these reasons no definitive con-
clusions can be drawn about the defect structure in T10 as yet. Rietveld ana-
lysis of the 20DC data, omitting the two unidentified peaks, however, strongly
Indicates that the specimen is oxygen-rich and that most of the vacancies are
located on the Ti sublattlce.
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7.12 Neutron Diffraction Study of Starches jubjected to Heat Treatment

P. Mattel with R.W. Wing (U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Peorla, Illinois)

The objective of the present experiments was to assess how heat processing
affects the properties of different starches. In the heating procedure an
aqueous slurry of starch Is heated to 135°C for several seconds In an
apparatus called a "jet cooker".

Starch exists In two forms: amylose and amylopectin. Amylose Is an un-
branched polymer made up of glucose residues while amylopectin has one branch
at approximately every 30 residues.

Two specimens were examined. One consisted of pure amylopectin and the other
la known as "Amylon" (70% amylose and 30% amylopectin).

The experiments were performed on dried polycrystalllne samples. The neutron
wavelength was 1.5 A. The Drjbye-Scherrer profile for the unhented amylopectin
sample showed three peaks at 15.2 ± 0.2, 17.A + 0.2 and 23.2 ± 0.2 degrees
scattering angle. The strongest Intensity was obtained for the peak at 17.4°
which corresponds to a planar separation of 5.18 A. By comparison with
previous experiments (S. Hlzukurl, Z.N. Nlkuni, Nature M30, (1957) 436) this
plane separation has been tentatively asigned to (020) planes perpendicular to
the main polymer chain dtrectlon.

For the heat-treated sample the three peaks merged Into a single broad
feature. In contrast, with the Amylon specimens, only two peaks were observed
and heat treatment Increased the intensities of these peaks centered at 17.1
+0.1 and 20.0 t 0.3 degrees.

The full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of all peaks was at least twice resolu-
tion (0.50°). The observed widths In excess of 0.50° were In agreement with
previous measurements (op. clt.) which indicated that the average size of
starch granules is about 140 A. Heat treatment did not change the widths of
the Amylon specimen.

Further experiments are planned on "Pearl" starch made up of 25% amylose and
75% amylopectln. Measurements on all three specimen types should Indicate
what role amylopectin has In heat-Induced conformational changes of various
starches.

7.13 Cellulose Stability in Straw Treated by Alkaline Hydrogen Peroxide

P. Martel with J.M. Gould (U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Peorta, Illinois)

Further neutron diffraction measurements have been carried out on wheat straw
subjected to alkaline hydrogen peroxide (AHP) treatment (see PR-PHS-P-2: 7.12;
AECL-9351), In order to study changes in molecular configuration
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associated with the Increased digestibility of llgnocellulose following AHP
treatment*

In_ the scattering sagle region 9°< 29 < 29" a single peak due to combined
(110) and (110) reflections yielded the following values

Sample 20 (degrees) FWHM (degrees)

Untreated 16.69 ± 0.14 6.37 + 0.42
Treated 16.26 t 0.10 5.52 ± 0.30

Since the elementary fibrils of native cellulose have (110) and (110) planes
defining their lateral surfaces (J. Blackwell and F.J. Kolpak, Applied Polymer
Symposium No, JJ8, (1976) 751-761) the decreases in 26 and FWHM suggest deilg-
nlflcatlon at the fibril surfaces. (The measured values for pure polycryatal-
llne cellulose were 26 = 15.36 ± 0.05 and FWHM = 3.5& ± 0.07 degrees). In
contrast, the centrold of the (020) peak at 26 = 21.94 ± 0.03 did not change,
and the FWHM remained the same within experimental error. The glucose resi-
dues In cellulose lie in (020) planes and presumably dellgnlfication does not
result In compressive strains along the [020] but rather In shear Involving
lateral displacements of adjoining (020) planes. It Is known that the bonding
between (020) planes is weak relative to Intraplanar bonding.

The [004] direction Is parallel to the long axis of the cellulose fibrils.
The centrold (29 = 35.02 + 0.28) of the (004) peak did not change significant-
ly, but the integrated peak Intensity ^nd FWHM Increased by factors of three
and two respectively after AHP treatment.

The conclusion is that AHP treatment loosens the llgnocelluloslc matrix and
retains, at the molecular level, a more open three-dimensional relationship
between cellulose and llgnin. The present results add support to previous
findings that AHP treatment detaches and dissolves llgnin (J.M. Gould,
Biotech. Bloeng. TT_% (1985) 225) and thereby increases the amount of cellulose
available for hydrolysis by cellulolytlc enzymes.

7.14 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of the Residual Strain in a T-weld

T.M. Holden and J.H. Root with R.A. Holt (Energy, Mines and Resources,
Ottawa)

Measurements were made of the principal components of strain In the cross-
piece of a T-weld by neutron diffraction. When the weld Is made between the
cross-piece and the leg of the T, the thermal expansion and contraction leave
marked residual strains In the vicinity of the weld. The technological
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significance Is that a T-weld constitutes a model for a complete tubular weld
between a leg of an off-shore drilling rig and a stiffening cross-piece. The
measurements were made with the C5 spectrometer with colllmatlon of 0.4s

before and after the sample at a wavelength of 2.4136 A. The strain compo-
nents parallel to the weld (longitudinal), perpendicular to the weld in the
plane of Che plate (transverse), and perpendicular to the weld but normal to
the plate (normal) were made at many locations near the weld. With a know-
ledge of the elastic constants, the stress state near the weld was calcula-
ted. The principal finding la the existence of a trlaxial stress state within
a few millimetres of the toe of the weld with very large longitudinal and
transverse components.

7.15 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of the Axial Strain in Stainless
Steel, Brass and Zlrcaloy-2 Cantilever Beams Subject to a Known Applied
Strain

T.M. Holden with A. Duncan and S.R. MacEwen (Advanced Materials
Research Branch) and R.R. tlosbons (Metallurgical Engineering Branch)

It is important to be able to relate known macroscopic strains measured with
strain gauges on the outside of a bar of material to the microscopic strains
measured with neutrons in the crystallites oriented in the same direction as
the applied strain. Experiments were carried out on 304 stainless steel,
brass and Zlrcaloy-2 cantilever beams in a jig that permitted appliction and
measurement of a known strain directed along the cantilever axis. The measu-
rements were made with the L3 spectrometer with neutrons of wavelength
2.6124 A.

The stainless steel sample exhibited a strong through-wall variation of strain
even before loading as a result of its previous history. Two increments of
applied axial strain Induced a strongly non-linear microscopic additional
strain as a function of distance through the beam. The strain free reference
parameters were finally obtained after a 600°C anneal followed by slow furnace
cooling.

Effects in the brass were uncertain because of the large and variable grain
size in the material.

The initial residual strain state of the Zlrcaloy-2 sample was characterized
by measurements of the normal and transverse strains as well as the axial
strain. The applied axial strain Induced a linear additional microscopic
strain as a function of distance through the thickness of the beam.
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7.16 Development of a Computer Program for Calculating the Crystallite
Orientation Distribution Function (CODF) from Measured Pole Figures

J.H. Root and T.M. Holden

i\ computer program for calculating the CODF from measured pole figures of
cubic materials by inversion of the pole figures with cubic harmonics is near-
ing completion. Pole figures synthesized from given harmonics give the
correct coefficients and tests with a synthetic gaussian distribution of
crystallite orientations give the correct CQDF'. Tests to decided where to
truncate the harmonic analysis and how to calculate errors In the harmonic
coefficients are In progress. TeBtlng of a similar program for hexagonal-
close-packod metals Is also in progress.

7.17 Small Beam Neutron Diffraction from GaAs Wafers

P. Martal and J.H. Root

Diffraction measurements across the faces of GaAs single crystal wafers were
carried out with a small beam (0.5 mm wide, 15 mm hLgh) In order to measure
the variation of defect densities along wafer diameters. The wafers were 76-0
mm diameter and 0.65 mm thickness.

For crystals having low defect densities, a W-shaped intensity profile was
obtained for scans across a wafer diameter. The minima in Intensity were at =
± 2.5 cm fiom the wafer centers. This variation is typical of the dislocation
density variation for high quality wafers (D.E. Holmes et al, Appl. Phys-
Lett. 4_3, (1983) 305). For these crystals the fractional deviation, ̂ tdfi, of
Che (400) plane spacing, d, across the face was small (Ad/d < 2 x 10" ) and it
varied inonotonically across the face with no minimum at thn centre.

One measurement was also carried out on a more imperfect wafer. Here the
reflected intensity was greater than that observed for high quality wafers and
the profile resembled an inverted-V. With the low quality wafer the variation
In (400) plane spacing was much larger (Ad/d = 10" ) and a local minimum in
plane spacing was observed near the wafer centre. This local minimum was
super imposed on a monotonlc variation across the wafer face.

7.18 Neutron Diffraction from a Lai•BbSrp.ibCu0it-x Superconductor

J.H. Root, Z. Tun, !).C. Tennant, B.M. Powell, W.J.L. Buyers, with
R. Donaberger, J.E. Greedan (McMaster University) and F.P. Koffyberg
(Brock University)

Investigations have been made of the superconducting ceramic
Lai -8sSr0- ibcu°4-x and of lts Precursor compound U2

Cu°i4" T n e temperature
dependence of the resistivity of a high density pellet of the superconductor
was measured by a four-wire resistance technique and the superconducting
transition temperature was found to be * 35 K. Neutron diffraction measure-
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raents were made on the C4 spectrometer with a wavelength of 1.545 A to search
for possible structural changes in the superconductor* Between 20 K and 70 K
no structural changes were observed. Profile refinement of the diffraction
data at 20K showed the structure to be orthorhombic, with space group Fmmm.
The lattice parameters were found to be a » 5.3197(5), b - 5.3468(5), c =
11,1795(12) and the thermal parameter of the oxygen at the 02 site ( B = 1.2 ±
0.5 &) was significantly larger than those of the other atoms. However,
refinement with this space group gave a fit only marginally better than with
the tetragonal space group I4/mmm. Higher resolution diffraction measurements
made on the L3 spectrometer with \ * 2.368 A and n graphite filter confirmed
the orthorhorablc space group. Detailed examination of this data showed the
existence of a weak forbidden peak which could be indexed as (102). The peak
was observed In both compounds. Its Intensity was found to be dependent on
temperature between 100 K and 350 K and was consistent with the existence of
an ant I ferromagnetic superlattlce (D. Vaknin, S.K. Slnha, D.E. Moneton, D.C.
Johnston, J.M. Newsaro, C.R. Safinya and H.E. King, Jr., Phys. Rev. Lett. 58
(1937) 2802).

Fur the sample of Lâ CuOt* the temperature dependence Indicated a NeeI tempera-
ture, % => 330 ± 20 with a magnetic moment of 0.7 ± 0.4.

Further experiments in a high resolution configuration are needed to study the
(102) intensity variation In the superconductor and to verify that this is a
magnetic, rather than a structural phase transition.

7.19 Resistivity and Susceptibility of High-Temperature Superconductors

2. Tun with J.L. Towner and S.C. Evraire (Deep River Science Academy)

Facilities for routine measurement of resistivity and susceptibility of solid
samples as a function of temperature have been set up. They are being used to
study the high-temperature superconductors and are designed so that a wide
variety of samples with different sizes and shapes may be investigated. The
temperature range obtainable Is from room temperature to 4.2 K.

The superconductors, produced by 8. Palmer (Fuel Materials Branch), have the
chemical composition (YBa2Cu307_x) and are prepared at-, various temperatures
ranging from 940°- 980°C. The maximum Tc observed so far by resistivity
measurements is 90 K for a sample prepared at 975°C. Resistivity measurements
of the samples exhibiting high Tc will be supplemented in the near future by
susceptibility measurements.

7.20 Phonons in the Alloy Nlo.ii8A-Eo.it2

E.D. Hallman and B.C. Svensson

The study (PR-PHS-P-2: 7.16; AECL-9351) of phonons in the non-stoichiometric
alloy Nio'baAAo'^2 has been continued, with new measurements being made with
the N5 spectrometer. In total, about 75 modes have been measured at 296 K in
the (110) plane, and an additional 15 have been measured in the (100) plane,
mainly for the [CCO] Tl branch. Differences between phonons in this alloy and
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In a Nitj.sAJlQ.b alloy Investigated previously (PR-PHS-P-2: 7.15; AECL-9351)
ace evident. Firstly, an anomaly In the [CCC1TA branch near a frequency of
2,5 THa Is observed for Niu.&aAAQ.t»2. This "kink" may be evidence for a reso-
nant mode arising because of substltutlonal heavier (Ni) atoms on AA sites In
the non-atotchlometrlc alloy. Secondly, for most low frequency (acoustic)
phonona, frequencies have decreased by 2 to 8% from the corresponding values
Cor NIU,^UQ.>>, while for high frequency acoustic phonons and optical-branch
phonona, frequencies are from 2 to 7% higher than for Nip. .,AAu. &• The homo-
logy of farces criterion predicts a phonon frequency ratio Nlu« SUAAQ. i»a/
Nlo.3AJtu.!i of 0.977, while the Llndemann melting criterion predicts 0.967.
Clearly, lew frequency results are in reasonable agreement with these predic-
ted ratios, but higher frequency results are not. The Born-von Karraan force
constant model developed for Nlu-iAAo-s has been extended to Sth nearest
neighbour Interactions, and fitted to the phonon data for both Nlo.<,AJlo> b and
Niu.3tjAAu.t2. Fits to the current data show marked differences between the
stolchloraetrlc and non-atolchlometrlc alloys. For example, the IXX (Ni-AA),
IXY(NIAA) and 2XX(AA-AA) force constants are about 20% larger for
M u. 5i,AA(j • itv. (nXY Indicates the force on the atom at the origin in the X
direction when Its nth nearest neighbour Is given a unit displacement in the Y
direction).

7.21 Inelastic Neutron Scattering from Aerogel

J.H. Page (University of Manitoba) with J.H. Root, W.J.L. Buyers and
G. Dolling

T'mre is considerable Interest in fractals and the possibility that they can
he used to construct a solvable model of disorder that can be applied to a
wide range of inhomogeneous systems. The aim of the present experiment Is to
study the fractal dynamics of aerogel, a highly porous silica (SIO2) aggregate
which is believed to exhibit fractal behaviour on length scales between the
primary particle size (CQ * 20 A) and the structural correlation length ("10
ro for our sample). In this range, corresponding to frequencies from 0.02 to
0.6 THz theory (S. Alexander and R. Orbach, J. Phys. Lett. (Paris) A3, (1982)
623) predicts that the density of vtbrattonal states is anomalous, being pro-
portional ti u>d""l where d « 4/3 is the so-called fracton dimensionality.
Low-frequency Inelastic neutron scattering experiments have been made with
the C5 spectrometer at NRU to Investigate the crossover to this anomalous
behaviour la the density of states near 0.6 THz. To reduce complications
artslng from anhnrmonlc Interactions, which are found to be very important in
a similar system known as Cab-0-Sil the experiments were performed at
temperatures < 300 K.

The Inelastic scattering at frequencies > 0.5 THz Is approximately independent
of frequency, as expected at high energies where the, vlbratlonal modes are
^lemon-tike with a density of states proportional to to • The inelastic scat-
tering In this frequency range decreases as the temperature Is lowered from
J00 K to 77 K.

At lower frequencies, the Inelastic scattering Is superimposed on the elastic
scattering which Is broadened by the instrumental resolution. Through
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measurements at two configurations with Instrumental widths In frequency of
0.28 and 0.11 THa, we find that the broadening of the elastic peak beyond the
elastic width Is consistent with a large enhancement of the Inelastic scatter-
ing at low energies as expected from fractal theories. Additional experiments
with improved energy resolution and detailed analysis of the data are in pro-
gress to determine quantitatively the power-law dependence of the density of
states In Che fractal region.

7,22 Observation of Time-Dependent Inelastic Scattering from Glassy Ethanol

J.H. Root and H.M. Powell

In an effort to Investigate in more detail the temperature dependence of the
low frequency vibrations observed previously (PR-PUS-P-i: 7.6; AECL-9262) in
il-ethanol, Inelastic neutron scattering measurements were made on a sample of.
h-ethanol. To minimize the background due to the multiple scattering from
hydrogen the specimen was in the form of a thin film (0.3 mm thick) with
transmission » 85%. The sample was quenched into liquid nitrogen to obtain
the glassy phase.

The Inelastic measurements were made on the C5 spectrometer with Si(lll) and
graphite (002) as monochromator and analyzer respectively and an analyzing
energy of 3.52 THz. Scans were made at scattering vectors Q = 1.672, 2.815
and 3.500 A at temperatures of 83 K, 12 K and 140 K. For all Q-values the
inelastic scattering from the "as formed" sample showed a featureless decrease
in Intensity with increasing frequency. The shape was in qualitative agree-
ment with the previous data. However, after 50 hours at 83 K, significant
structure appeared In the Inelastic distributions, and the shape began to
resemble that expected for a crystalline phonon distribution function. After
= 120 hours the Inelastic structure showed further changes while still
retaining several sharp features. Throughout these variations the sample
temperature remained below the 3lass/crystal transition at 120 K. On raising
t'w temperature to 140 K, into the crystalline phase, the inelastic distribu-
tions displayed weaker structure on a generally decreasing intensity "tail".
T.t Is unclear whether the observed changes are purely time-dependent or
whether temperature variations also play a role; further investigations will
be made.

7.23 Temperature Dependence of S(Q,d)) for Liquid ^He at High Pressure

E.G. Svensson with E. Talbot and H.R. Glyde (University of Delaware)
and W.G. Stirling (Institut Laue-Langevln, Grenoble, France)

The results (PR-PHS-P-2: 7.19; AECL-935L) for liquid 4He at several tempera-
tures and 20 bars pressure have been analyzed In terms of the Woods-Svensson
(W-S) model (Phys. Rev. Lett. _41_ (1978) 974). In this model, the total S(Q,u1
is described as the sum of a superfluid component, Ss(Q,u0» with a weight
ns and a normal-fluid component, Sn(Q,a0, with a weight nn = 1 - ne

where ns = ps/p. Ps being the macroscopic superfluld density. SS(Q,«)
consists of a well defined one-phonon peak plus a broad multlphonon
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component while Sn(Q»o>), determined from measurements at a temperature just
above T\ (T\ = 1.93 K at 20 bars), consists of only a single broad peak.

The W-S model Is found to give a very good description of S(Q,u>) at all tempe-
ratures far Q * 1.13 A (the raaxon position) where Sj^Qju) is centred at a
frequency (0.42 THz) considerably above that (0.31 THz at 1.29 K) of the one-
phonon peak in S8(Q,w) and where the latter decreases by only » 5% between
1.29 K and T\. The description is considerably poorer at Q « 2.03 A (the
roton position) where Sn(Q,u)) is centred at a frequency (0.07 THz) consider-
ably below that (0.154 THs at 1.29 K) of the one-phonon peak and where the
latter decreases by « 20% between 1.29 K and T^. It appears that Sn(Q,w)
for Q => 2.03 A" at 20 bars changes with temperature more than is allowed for
by the W-S model and this causes, for some temperatures, the Ss(Q,w) infer-
red from the analysis to be negative over a narrow range of frequencies in the
region of Che peak of S^Q.co), i.e. on the low-frequency side of the one-
phonon peak In S8(Q,w). In spite of this defect, the W-S model allows one
to extract one-phonon intensities, frequencies and intrinsic widths which we
believe are reliable for both raaxon and roton modes.

The one-phonon frequency, OJQ, is found to vary linearly with ns(T) for
both Q values. For rotons, the total change, Aw, between T = 0 and T = T^
is found to be 0.0325 THz (1.56 K) which satisfies the stability bound, Aw <
T, required by the theory of Bedell et al. (J. Low Temp. Phys. 48 (1982)
417). The intrinsic width, TQ, for rotons increases between 1719 K and
T^ by about the same amount as observed (Phys. Rev. Lett. Q (1978) 974) at
saturated vapour pressure (svp), but TQ for maxons increases by about a
factor of 2 more whereas at svp the intrinsic widths were essentially the same
for both Q values. The one-phonon Intensities at 20 bars vary only
approximately linearly with ns(T) whereas at svp there was an almost perfect
linear dependence on ns(T). The W-S model clearly does not give as good a
description at 20 bars as at svp, particularly for the roton modes.

7.24 Low Frequency Vibrations in Chymotrypsin at 77K

P. Martel

The low frequency vlbratlonal modes of enzymes have large amplitudes of vibra-
tion which may well be related to conformatlonal changes that occur during
enzyme action. Calculations (B. Brooks and M. Karplus, PNAS 80 (1983) 7651;
3. Cusack et al. Physlca 136B, (1986) 256) suggest that peaks will occur In
the density of states observable by Incoherent neutron scattering measure-
ments.

In previous measurements (PR-P-139! 3.6; AECl-8554) on a-chymotrypsln at 298 K
an lll-defInad paak at 0.6 THz was observed at wave vector transfers, Q, of
1.0. L.4 and 1.85 A~ . Summation of the three data sets was necessary to

that a peak did occur at 0.6 THz.
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In the present measurements on a-chymotrypsin at 77K (with similar countLng
times and experimental conditions) well-defined peaks were observed at indi-
vidual Q-values. Gaussian fits yielded values of 0.93 ± 0.05, 0.86 + 0.04,,
0.81 ± 0.05 and 0.87 + 0.06 THz at Q's of 1.0, 1.4, 1.85 and 3.0 fr
respectively. The lack of strong Q-dependence Implies a peak in the density
vibrational states at •» 0.9 THz for a-chymotrypsin at 77 K. The full widths
at half maximum were all greater than the resolution (0.2 THz) by at least a
factor of two. The large widths indicate that the peaks have a multi-mode
character* Neglecting multlphonon and Debye-Waller effects the Intensity of
the peaks might bu expected to increase approximately as Q , the variation In
tlio scattering observed In simple molecular solids, If phonons are
predominantly translatlonal. For peaks at 0, = 1.4 and Q = 3.0 A the latter
peak 'ihould be about 4.6 times as Intense as the former. The ratio of fitted
intensities Cor the Q =3.0 and 1.4 peaks was found to be 2.1 ± 1.2

The present measurements provide an experimental result for comparison with
molecular dynamics calculations aimed at explaining enzyme function.

7.25 Spin Wave Relaxation In the Heavy-Fermion Superconductor URu^Si^

C. Broholm (lUso NatLonal Laboratory, Denmark) with T. Mason (McMaster
University), H. Lin and W.J.L. Buyers

New measurements r>f neutron scattering from URujSlg at the N5 spectrometer
have shown that at all wave vectors a broad continuum of magnetic scattering
Is associated with the spin wave peaks. The broad scattering is highly
correlated at low temperatures as indicated by a ridge of s.-atterlng at T) = 0
seen In constant frequency scans along (10ri). Above the coherent regime,
estimated from the peak In the resistLvlty at 80 K, the ridge disappears In
scans for which v = 2.0 THz; the system then behaves as a collection of nearly
Independent Kondo ions. T.n general, the correlations having energy F, ate
destroyed by temperature of order E/kg, where kB is the Boltzman
constant. Unlike the heavy-fermion systems In which there Is no spln-wavo
peak the spin correlations cannot be described by an exchange-enhanced central
Lorentzlnn. There appears to be an Interference or Fano-type resonance
between the sharp peak and the broad continuum as evidenced by the asymmetric
spin-wave llneshape.

7.26 Broken Symmetry In Spin Systems

J.S. Rosenthal (University of Toronto) and W.J.L. Buyers

Hatdane's conjecture, that integer spin antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin
chains have gaps in their spin wave spectra, has been Investigated theoreti-
cally, In an attempt to understand the origin of the gap that was confirmed
experimentally by neutron scattering by Buyers et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. J)6
(1986) 371). Two-spin systems have been examined in detail for all S, in
particular with regard to their parity, (-1)2S, suggesting a possible quali-
tative difference between integer and half-integer spin systems- The
fact that T , the square of the time reversal operator, yields eigenvalues
(-l)^s, has also been considered. A mathematical tensor-product formalism
has been developed to obtain the rigorous, but weak, bound -2JS(S + 1) to
-2JS for the ground state energy of an infinite chain.
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An unpublished paper by D.C. Matcis, which attempted to derive a semi-classi-
cal formula for the gap G, has been found to yield an Incorrect limit for G as
S -* m. An Improvement to Mattls's approximation has been found to worsen the
resulting formulas for \c and G. It has been demonstrated than an
approximation similar to Mattls's could be used to conclude falsely that half
Integer spin chains also have a gap.

7.27 Characterisation of the Antlferromagnetle Domain State of Chromium
after Cooling through the Nee1 Temperature In a Horizontal Magnetic
Field

T.M. Holden with E. Fawcett, W . C Mulr and P.C. de Camargo (University
of Toronto)

The Intensities of the six ant I ferromagnetic superlatti.ce peaks near (100)
and (001) have been measured to establish the domain state of a chromium
crystal after several modes of cooling through the Nee I point, Tty » 311 K,
In a magnetic field. The experiments were carried out at the N5 and C4 spec-
trometers under conditions with >\o second order wavelength contamination.

tf the sample Is cooled through TJJ In zero field, the three domain configu-
rations corresponding to Incommensurate wavevectors along [100], [010] and
[001] are equally Intense. If the crystal Is cooled through TJJ In a 2T
field parallel to [001] then the [001] Q-domaln Intensity Is three times
higher than that from the other domains. Finally tf the crystal Is cooled
through Tf| and through the spln-fltp temperature (123 K) In a 2T field, the
single domain state reverts to a multI domain configuration. The results are
Important for understanding elastic constant measurements In chromium.

7.28 Vacancy Properties in Ordered CU3AU and Ni3AJ?

S.M. Kim

A theory of vacancy formation in ordered fee alloys has been formulated and
applied to CU3A11 and NI3AA. For Cu$Au it wa9 found that the total vacancy
concentration at the order-disorder transition temperature (= 390°C) should be
of order 2 * 10" . About 87% of these vacancies are located on the Cu sub-
lattice and the remaining 13% on the Au sublattlce. Both the Cu and Au anti-
structure atom concentrations were calculated to be 5.8%. For Nl 3AA the total
vacancy concentration near the melting point (= 1390°C) was calculated to be
6.2 x 10" . About 91% of these vacancies are located on the Nl sublattlce and
the remaining 9% on the AJl sublattlce. In addition it was found that the
temperature dependence of vacancy concentrations in this alloy can be well
described by a constant formation energy equal to 1.61 eV. This value agrees
well with that, Ef a 1.6 ± 0.2 eV, deduced from the previous positron anni-
hilation measurements (J. Phys. F. 14 (1984) 37).
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7.29 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

H.F. Nleroan

Total NRU reactor operating time was 143 days. The C-2 fast-neutron chopper,
the N-4 thermal neutron facility and the C-l Compton spectrometer have been
removed from the reactor face. The Guelph University and the McMaster Univer-
sity spectrometers operated for 98% and 10% of the Available reactor operating
time respectively. Utilization of the other occupied beam holes was as fol-
lows :

Beam
Hole

C4

C5

13

N5

7.30

No. of
Experiments

6

16

15

5

No. of
Participating
CRNL Scientists

5

8

8

3

Dilution Refrigerator

No. of
Participating

Non-CRNL
Scientists

7

10

9

7

Efficiency (%
of available reactor

operating time
used Cor experiments)

80

99

100

99

H.F. Nleman, R. Donaberger and A.H. Hewitt

It is desirable that specimens actually attain the low temperatures that the
dilution refrigerator Is capable of delivering (17 mK). One way of accom-
plishing this is to surround the specimen with liquid helium. To facilitate
this a container with a special indium sealed lid and coupled by capillary
tubing to the 1 K helium pot, has been designed, manufactured and tested
successfully down to a temperature of 1 K. This arrangement allows the speci-
men to be completely enveloped by liquid helium at the desired temperature.

7.31 L3 Spectrometer

H.F. Nteman and W.J.L. Buyers with C. El Minyawi and R. Hampel
(Mechanical Design Branch)

The design has been completed for the extension of the 29m angle from its
present limit of 45° to 0°, and for the enlarged beam hole. New parts are
being manufactured, with lnstallai.lon to take place in early fall. The design
of the composite cooled filter (sapphire and Be) for L3 Is complete.
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7.32 The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory Project

E.Q. Eacle with N.R.C. and University Collaborators

The SNO collaboration (PR-PHS-P-1: 7.27; AECl-9262) has received $ 300 000
from NSERC and $ 125 000 from DOE to complete its major facility grant
application.

INCO has completed more than 3/4 of the drift to the proposed site where geo-
technical surveys will be conducted. Drawings and costs of the INCO portion
of the project have been submitted to the collaboration. Reynolds and Taylor
have completed the bulk of the design, stress analysis and costing of the
acrylic vessel. The design and costing of the PMT's and electronics has been
completed by the Queen's University group. CRNL has designed and costed the
bulk of the remaining jobs and are preparing project management and scheduling
scenarios. The D^0 handling and insurance costs have yet to be determined by
GANDU Ops. Moat of the chapters for the grant application document are in
first draft form.

7.33 Trace Analysis of Acrylic for Th and U

E.D. Earle, and R.J-E. Deal with G. Milton

tt is essential for the SNO project to know the concentration of Th and U
decay chain nuclei in the acrylic vessel. The gammas and betas in the decay
chains produce photoelectrons in the PMT's which are a background for the
charge-current neutrino measurement and the gammas above 2.2 MeV produce neu-
trons In the D2O, a background for the neutral current neutrino measurement.
Uranium at the 5 * 10" by weight level and Th at the 5 x 10 level are
desirable and their daughters should be in equilibrium. For equilibrium the
" Th/""Th concentration ratio is 1.4 x 10" . A simple technique for
vaporizing large quantities of acrylic so that the residue may be checked for
radlonuclel has been developed. It consists of heating the acrylic to 450°C
tn a flow of N2 gas.

To date a one kilogram acrylic sample has been vaporized and the quartz tube
containing the residue sent to NRC where it will be checked for Th and U
by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. The vaporization at ^%}&
has algo been completed. The residue will be alpha counted for Th, U
and Th at CRNL. The recovery efficiency of the procedure was iound to be
about 70% by vaporizing an acrylic sample spiked with ^28Th and 23 U.
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7.34 Shielding Calculations for the SMO Detector

E. D. Earle with P,Y. Wong (Maths and Computation Bracich)

Shielding calculations to help optimize construction materials Cor the SNO
detector have been continued (PR-PHS-P-1: 7.32; AECL-9262). The 1 ra diameter
access at the top of the acrylic vessel filled with D2O was found not to be a
significant conduit of neutrons to the sensitive regioa of the detector. The
dffacfc of H NaCl doping of the D^O on the detector sensitivity for neutron
capture was determined. About 2500 kg of NaCl doping Is appropriate. The
background and shielding of sulfurcrete with dolomite aggregate instead of
concrete, of 0.64 cm stainless steel Instead of 0.32 cm and of 30 cm of H2O
between stainless uteel and sulfurcrete Instead of boron were calculated.

The elemental composition of the norite at the 68001 level and of sulfurcrete
has been obtained by neutron activation of samples at the Radiochemical
Company, Kanata.

7.35 Mechanical Laboratories

A.H. Hewitt and H.C Spenceley

Building 459

A new specimen cassette of oxygen free high conductivity copper, incorporating
an end plate sealed with indium, was designed and tested for use in the
dilution refrigerator. The end of the cassette is rolled over to apply and
maintain pressure on the indium. The necessary tools for rolling this seal
wure made.

\ vanadium can was made to hold a 18 mm dia * 45 mm specimen of superconduc-
ting material for neutron diffraction studies. Two phenolic frames carrying
Incite plates with brass electrical contacts under spring pressure were made
for studying 12 mm dla * 1-2 mm specimens of superconducting material.

To secure the standard vanadium specimen cans to the "Displex" a dovetail fit-
ting has been developed, and a pair of gauges made to ensure dimensional
standardization of the dovetails.

Two varLable conductivity pillars of a new design, a new bottom plate, and an
Interface flange were made for H5, H6 and H7 cryostats to provide specimen
Interchangeablllty.

Other work Included mounts for five different specimens for neutron diffrac-
tion studies, and two specimen mounts for residual strain studies.

Building 116

During the period approximately 45% of the Bldg. 116 laboratory effort was
devoted to the SAPPHIRE project (Bragg-curve spectrometer, forward array and
sc.lntillators), 35% to dHe counters, 10% to the glassblowing laboratory and
10% to the Ion-source computer for TASCC Operations.
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7,36 SAPPHIRE Proposal

(a) Bragg Curve Detector

G..\. Sims with D. Horn and M.G. Steer (Nuclear Physics Branch)
and L. Patvin (Laval University)

During this period, mechanical modifications were carried out on the prototype
pentagonal Bragg Curve detector (PR-PHS-P-2! 7.39; AECL-9351). These Included
Improvements to the Mu-metal shield with the application of a Be-Gu spring
assembly to ensure effective electrical contact and spacing. A rigid PMT con-
nector assembly and shield has also been added.

Two stainless steel pentagonal masks were made to test detector resolution
with reduced solid angle acceptance.

Colllmat.or and collimatar support alterations in the 1.75-m scattering chamber
were made prior to the detector teats.

(b) Forward Array Module

G.A. Sims and H.C. Spenceley with J.S. Forster and M.G. Steer (Nuclear
Physics Branch)

The forward array test module (PR-PHS-P-2: 3.2.10; AECL 9351) has been con-
structed and bench tests are underway. Testing the unit In the 1.75 m scat-
tering chamber will commence upon completion of the preliminary tests.

Several modifications were required to the module before this completion was
possible. These design changes Included remachlnlng the cylinder for the
addition of the gas supply and return lines and machining a lexan web to sup-
port the Frlsch grid. Two field shaping electrodes were built and installed
with appropriate spring contacts.

Finally the Four PMT's (Typa R850) and two preamplifier modules vere instal-
led.

7.37 Neutron Detectors

(a) 3He Filling System

G.A. Sims and W.F. Mills

The He filling system (diaphragm pump) has been leak tested and after
plumbing modification, the system has been put Into service.

The CRYQ-TORR 7 pump was replaced by a Sargent-Welsh Turbomolecular pump,
since Me gas Is not efficiently cryopumped.

Further Improvements to the gas filling system are needed but should not
interfere with the counter filling schedule.
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(b) 3He Test Counter

J.J.-P. Bolduc, W.F. Mills and G.A. Sims

A single wlru test counter containing an internal interchangeable ct-particle
source ( Am) lias been installed on the gas filling system. Detector perfor-
mance data are being compiled using selected gas mixtures at various pressu-
res. The internal source allows preliminary tests to be made with He instead
of the more expensive He. When the best filling mixtures have been identi-
fied they will be tested with He and a neutron source.

(c) Reduction of Noise for Low Background
Testing Counters

J.J.-P. Boldue

A background of less than 10 counts/h with He detectors is required.
Electronic units were selected for low noise and stability. Shielding with
wax and cadmium ajjalnst neutrons and lead bricks for gamma-rays was used to
reduce natural background. All the cables and connections were cleaned with
Frdon-TF. The H.V. cable was given an external shield. All this reduced the
background from a few hundred counts to 1.9 + 0.4 counts/h for the best
detector tested. This figure will be used as a benchmark for testing other
He detectors.

7.38 Position Sensitive Detector (PSD)

(a) Design

G.A. Sims, J.G.V. Taylor, J.J.-P. Bolduc and W.F. MilLs

The technical planning, development and design for the 6-wire neutron PSD is
underway. The wire-to-wire and wlre-to-cathode spacing for the first test
unit Jill be 8 mm. The active length of the anode wires (Au-plated W) is 125
mm. The wire diameter will be chosen after Initial tests.

The wire grid, load resistors and blocking capacitors will be supported on n 3
mm thick epoxy resln/glass-cloth laminate (G10) mounted Inside of the detector
body. The detector Is designed to operate at pressures up to 10 atmospheres
(«lMPa).

Suppliers for custom designed 6-pin voltage feedthrough headers have been
contacted, as well as the manufacturers of the metallic 0-rlngs that will be
used In the final design.
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(b) Construction

G.A. Sims and H.G. Spenceley

The neutron PSD test unit is being fabricated In the mechanical laboratory in
building U6, The counter body and flanges ace being constructed of 57 S
aluminum and the entrance window of 1.5 mm Zlrcaloy. The prototype counter
will be assembled with elastomer Q-rlngs. It is planned to make the final
design from stainless steel assembled with metal O-rlngs.

A jig will be made for the reproduceable manufacturing and alignment of the
GIO anode frame.

(c) Anode frame and Wire Assembly

J.J.-P. BoIdue, G.A. Sims and M. Montaigne

Tests are being conducted to develop and Improve the anode wire grid and GIO
board assembly. Various sizes of wires, assembly techniques and wire tension
ar» being tried with the recently developed grid winding machine. (CRNL-4031)

At present, the 3 mm spacing can be held to 0.1 mm after assembly. However,
work Is being continued on the mounting operation to ensure that these
tolerances can be met routinely.

A small scale facility Is being set up in building 115 for etching
copper-clad, (one-side) GIO board for anode wire frames. This set up will
also be used for the preparation of small prototype printed circuits for
compact preamplifiers.

7.39 Detector Servicing

J.J.-P. Bolduc, W.F. Mills and G.A. Sims

During this period eight Ge detectors from the TASCC 8n spectrometer were
restored by cryopumping with the detectors maintained at 70°C.

Two Ge(Li) detectors belonging to the General Chemistry Branch were serviced.
One detector could not be restored to an acceptable resolution, the second is
now back in service after replacement of a faulty preamplifier resistor.

An NSSP Branch Ge(Li) detector failed and was restored with good resolution
but reduced efficiency. A FET had to be replaced in the preamplifier of this
unit. A replacement for this detector has been ordered.

7.40 4re-x Coincidence Counting with Efficiency Extrapolation as

Applied to ^"i

J.G.V. Taylor and R.H. Martin

10 9
The activity of the electron capture nuclide Cd can be measured with a
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4ite-x coincidence counting method (AECL-1'R-PHS-P-l: 7.37; AECL-9262). This
method has now been shown to be applicable to activity measurement of '^l.
The 4u detection efficiencies for electron capture and internally-converted
gamma-ray transitions are linearly related to the measurable efficiency for
counting low-eaergy (< 4keV) L- and M-Auger electrons in concidence with Te K
x-rays. Thus, by using very thin sources and varying the proportional counter
high voltage, one can obtain a range of efficiencies for low-energy electrons.
This produces data which may be least-squares fitted and uxtrapolated to 1002
efficiency to give the activity.

7.41 International Comparison of I

R.H. Martin, J.C.V. Taylor and M. Yoshlda

This was a trial comparison among six laboratories organized by the BIPM to
reveal any unforeseen problems that should be resolved before holding a full-
scale comparison. I (t1/2 a 60d) decays 100% by electron capture via a
prompt, 93% internally-converted gamma-ray transition to stable Te. Measu-
rements of the activity concentration of the distributed solution were made by
three methods: sura-peak coincidence counting (J.S. Eldrldge and P. Crowther,
Nucleonics 22 No. 16, (1964) 56), x-x coincidence counting (J.G.V. Taylor,
Proceedings of a IAEA Symposium, Vienna (1966)) and 4rce-x coincidence counting
with efficiency extrapolation.

The results for the dilution used were:

Method kBq g-1 atRT Type A Uncertainty Type B Uncertainty
Sum-peak 116.70 0.07% 0.86%
x-x coinc 115.94 0.16% 0.45%
47ia-x coinc 115.27 0.17% 0.14%

where RT it. the reference time, 87-Mar-01, 1900 EST, Type A Uncertainty Is the
statistical, uncertainty (lcr) and Type B Uncertainty Is the non-random uncer-
tainty (I.e. the systematic uncertainty estimated equivalent to lcr). The
weighted mean of these 3 methods, 115.41 ± 0.2't kBq g-1, multiplied by the
dilution factor of 17.766 givas (2.0504 ± 0.0043) MBq g-1 for the distributed
solution. No results are yet available to us for the other participants in
this comparison.

7.42 Ion-Exchange Membrane Sources

M. Yoshlda and R.H. Martin

Several tests have been performed to assess the suitability of plaBtlc Ion-
exchange membranes for large area surface contamination standards.

For the tests, three kinds of Ion-exchange membranes were used, which were
made by grafting acrylic acid onto low density, medium density and milli-pore
polyethylene films. The small t|&t sources (20 mm in dia.) were prepared by
either soaking the membranes In Co solution or dropping the solution onto
the mi Ill-pore membranes.
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la the process of source preparation, some swelling was observed in the low
density polyethylene ion-change membrane but not in the medium density ones.
Xn order to estimate the charge-up effect (because the source foils are insu-
lators) on the 4TCR counting, S plateau characteristics were measured by chang-
ing Che applied voltage both upwards and downwards. The starting voltage of
the 3 plateau in the downward measurement was observed to be slightly higher
than in the upward one, but the counts at the median voltage of f3 plateau
showed good agreement in both measurements. Thus, the charge-up has negligi-
ble Influence on the determination of the activity of these membrane sources.

On the basis of f) ray efficiencies determined by 4itp-y coincidence counting,
the relationship between the self-absorption and film thickness of membrane
sources was determined

Each measured point fitted well to a Gora-Hickey curve within statistical
arror after correcting for the change In film thickness due to swelling.

There was no significant difference in self-absorption (at the same film
thickness) between tha two preparation methods of soaking and dropping. This
means that the activity of the lon-exchaoge membrane sources of pure fl emit-
ters of energy greater than and equal to Co can be estimated with relatively
small uncertainty using quantitative source preparation techniques and milll-
pore membranes.

7. \ 3 The Half-Life of n /Cs

R.H. Martin

An updated preliminary result for the half-life of Cs has been obtained
is tag data from ion-chamber measurements taken with the automatic sample
changer aver about the last 6 years. A weighted least-squares fit to 77
points taken over 0.2 half-life periods gives (10934 ± 6) days where the
uncertainty Is the Type A (random) uncertainty only. Over this fraction of a
half-life, the Type B uncertainty is much larger; a system drift of 0.03% a~
would lead to an error of 100 d. Measurements are continuing.

?- 44 New Counter Arrangement for x-x Coincidence Counting

H. Spenceley, J.G.V. Taylor and R.H. Martin

A new counter assembly was designed and built to allow automatic sample
changing when making x-x coincidence measurements. 50-mm diameter, 1-mm-thick
Nal(TA) crystals are supported on each side of the sample. The structure is
made of acrylic with polycarbonate source planchets to avoid x rays produced
by fluorescence in steel or brass. This design has been used effectively in
lhe recent I comparison. The unit also provides a means of sample changing
for sum-peak coincidence counting with a single detector.
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7.45 Standards Issued

K.H. Martin

(a) Standard Sources (by Branch)

"Ve - Radiation Engineering (I)

9 Co - Nuclear Physics (4)
Nb - Nuclear Physics (4)

[JM ~ Nuclear Physics (1)
, Su ~ Nuclear Physics (!)
" I.\m - Chemical Operations (2)

(b) Solution Standards (by Branch)

^yNl - Doslmetrlc Research (1)
'Pu - Dosimetrlc Research (1)

Three sources were prepared Cor Nuclear Physics by depositing about 1000 Bq of
Am between or within specially shaped pieces of NE102 plastic sclntilla-

tor. A Cs source was prepared on thin wire for Nuclear Physics.

7.>'i6 Software Development

R.H. Martin

In connection with the 12bI comparison (PR-PHS-P-3: 7.41: AECL-9503) two
furtran programs, GAMSMi and GAMSH2, were written for our PDP-11 computer.
OAMSMl calculates source activity from sum-peak counting data where one chan-
nel Is seeing total counts from both singles and sum-peaks and the second
channel is seeing the sum-peak counts only. The program corrects for dead
tliu*, decay, source mass and background. GAMSM2 calculates source activity
from x-x coincidence counting data and corrects for dead time, decay, source
mass, background and accidental coincidences. GAMSM2 also allows calculations
fc.o be made using two different gamma windows. Option A Is for data taken with
each Nal crystal detecting the singles and the sum peak. Option B is for data
taken while detecting only the singles peak in each crystal.

7.47 Glassblowing Laboratory

D.A. Doerlng and S.M. Atmojo

Major jobs performed during the period are grouped by branches or organiza-
tions as follows:

9 9
Chemical Operations ( Mo Production)

Forty-eight alumina columns and twenty-four product-recovery headers were
buil t .
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Neutron and Solid State Physics

Several prototype quartz furnace tubes were made for acrylic component reduc-
tion for the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory project.

Envirgnmgntal Research

Eight 38 nun glass traps, eighty-seven 25 ram glass traps, twenty-nine special
glass funnels and nine electroysis cells were made for the tritium dispersion
study involving scientists from Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden and the
U.S.A. This experiment, sponsored by Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
(CFb'TP), Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., examined the disper-
sion and deposition of tritium released as elemental HT. The air will be
sampled for HT and HTO to observe the rate of oxidation of HT In the release.
After the release, the disposition and transfer of tritium in the soil and
vegetation will be studied for several weeks.

Chemical Engineering

A number of specially designed glass gas bubblers were fabricated for use in
the CKlTtC I experiment, (Lithium/Tritium sweep gas test) set up in NRU. This
enabled tritium from Irradiated lithium ceramic capsules, using a helium/
hydrogen gas flow, to be scrubbed out in an ethylene glycol solution for
tritium analyses.

Fuel Materials

Twenty-four glass vlala were constructed to continue experiments on iodine
-jlress corrosion cracking. Cracking tests with and without iodine on irradia-
ted specimens of Bruce fuel sheathing will be performed.

System Chemistry

The necessary glassware was modified and fabricated to allow measurements to
be taken of reaction rates of radiolytlc reactions in CANDU reactor coolant
experiments.

Fuel Engineering

Several electrochemistry cells along with many glass attachments were built
for fuel channel chemistry experiment.

Eight quartz glass reaction furnace tubes, fifty glass deposition rods and ten
tuartx glass boats to fit the above reaction furance tubes were constructed.
This glassware was required and used In the universal cells In Bldg. 234 for
further experimental work on the development of new reactor fuel.

Mechanical Equipment Development System Materials
Fluid Safety Technology

Many new pieces of glassware were fabricated and other glassware modified to
enable the above branches to continue their research and analysis on various
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0-rings and grease combinations for the N.A.S.A. space shuttle program.

BATAN

S.M. Atmojo joined CRNL for four months to study scientific glassblowing for
nuclear applications.

7.48 The SAPPHIRE Proposal

M.A. Tjono ot al.

See PR-PHS-P-3: 3.2.7; AECL-9503

7.A9 Publications and Lectures

Publications

PHOTON STRENGTH FUNCTIONS. Neutron Induced Reactions
M.A. Lone
D. Reidel Publishing Co. (1986) 238, (Eds. J. Kristiak and E. Betalt)

TOTAL NEUTRON YIELD FROM 100 MeV PROTONS ON Cu, Fe AND Th
M.A. Lone, R.T. Jones, B.M. Townes, L. Nikkinen and R.B. Moore
Nucl. Instrura. & Methods A256 (1987) 135

SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF THE LATTICE DYNAMICS OF THE URANIUM ROCKSALT-STRUCTURE
COMPOUNDS
J.A. Jacltman, T.M. Holden, W.J.L. Buyers, P. de V. DuPlessis, 0. Vogt and
,f. Genossar
Phys. Rev. B_33 (1986) 7144

THE MAGNETISM AND THE URANIUM CHALCOGENIDES
T.M. Holden, J.A. Jackman, W.J.L. Buyers, K.M. Hughes, M.F. Collins,
P. de V. DuPlessis and 0. Vogt
Journ. of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 63-64 (1987) 155

THE SIJDBURY D20 NEUTRINO DETECTOR
E.O. Earle, G.T. Ewan, H.W. Lee, H.-B. Mak, B.C. Robertson, R.C. Allen,
H.H. Chen, P.J. Doe, D. Sinclair, W.F. Davidson, C. Hargrove, R.S. Storey,
G. Aardsma, P. Jagam, J.J. Simpson, E.D. Hallman, A.B. McDonald, A.L.
Carter, D. Kessler, Proceedings of the International Symposium in "Weak
and Electromagnetic Interactions in Nuclei" edited by H.V. Klapdor
(Springer-Verlag) 1986 Heidelberg July 1-5

A D20 CERENKOV DETECTOR FOR SOLAR NEUTRINOS
E.D. Earle, G.T. Ewan, H.W. Lee, H.-B. Mak, B.C. Robertson, R.C. Allen,
II.H. Chen, P.J. Doe, D. Sinclair, W.F. Davidson, C Hargrove, R.S. Storey,
G. Aardsma, P. Jagam, J.J. Simpson, E.D. Hallman, A.B. McDonald, A.L.
Carter, D. Kessler
AIP Conference Proceedings 150 in "Intersections Between Particle and
Nuclear Physics", edited by D.F. Geesaman, Lake Louise, Canada,
1987 Feb. 15-22.
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A D20 CERENKOV DETECTOR FOR SOUR NEUTRINOS
ti.D. Earle, G-T. Ewan, H.W. Lee, H,-B. Mak, B.C. Robertson, R.C Allen,
H,H. Chen, P.J. Doe, D. Sinclair, W.F. Davidson, C. Hargrove, R.S. Storey,
G. Aardsma, P. Jagaro, J.J. Simpson, E.D. Hallman, A.B. McDonald, A.L. Carter,
D, Kessler, AIP Conference Proceedings 150 in "Intersections Between Particle
and Nuclear Physics", edited by D.F. Geesaman, Lake Louise, Canada, 1987
Feb. 15-22.

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR A NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY BASED ON A LARGE HEAVY WATER
DETECTOR DEEP UNDERGROUND
G.T. Ewan, H.-B. Mak, B.C. Robertson, C. Allen, H.H. Chen, P.J. Doe, «.
Sinclair, W.F. Davidson, R.S. Storey, E.D. Earle, P. Jagam, J.J. Simpson,
E.D. Hallman, A.B. McDonald, A.L. Carter, D. Kessler, SNO-85-3

UPDATE ON A FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR A NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY BASED ON A LARGE
HEAVY WATER DETECTOR DEEP UNDERGROUND
U.T. Ewan, H.-B. Mak, B.C. Robertson, C. Allen, H.H. Chen, P.J. Doe, D.
Sinclair, W.F. Davidson, R.S. Storey, E.D. Earle, P. Jagam, J.J. Simpson,
E,D. Mailman, A.B. McDonald, A.L. Carter, D. Kessler, SNO-86-6

THE SUDBURY NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY
W, McLatchle and E.D. Earle, AECL 9433, SNO-87-5

SHIELDING CALCULATIONS FOR THE SNO DETECTOR
13.D. Earle and P.Y. Wong, AECL-9393

VACANCIES [N Cu3Au AND CuAu BY POSITRON ANNIHILATION
S.M. Kim
Matertals Sci. Forum 15-18, (1987) 1257

VACANCIES IN FeAJ! AND N1AA
S.M. Kim
Materials Scl. Forum 15-18 (1987) 1323

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES AND PHASE TRANSITION OF THE CYANOSPINEL K2Hg(CN)il
P.M. Garlach and B.M. Powell
J. Chem. Phys. 8i5 (1986) 6004

A NEW CLATHRATE HYDRATE STRUCTURE
J.A. Ripmeester, J.S. Tse, C.I. Ratcllffe and B.M. Powell
Mature JJ25 (1987) 135

NEUTRON AND LATTICE DYNAMICS
B.M. Powell and A.D.B. Woods
Fifty Years of Neutron Diffractions The Advent of Neutron Scattering (ed.
G.E. Bacon), Adam tttlger, Bristol, Chapter 7^3 (1987) 190

RECENT WORK ON HIGH-DENSITY AMORPHOUS ICE
K. Whalley, D.D. Klug, M.A. Floriano, E.C. Svensson and V.F. Sears
J. Je Physique 43 (1987) Cl-429

Lectures

NUCLEAR POWER
&.O. Earle
4 High schools and 2 service groups, Halifax region, 1987 January 19-23
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THE CONDENSATE SAGA
E.C. Svensson
General Physics CoLloqulura at AT&T/Bell Laboratories, Murray HiLl,
New Jersey, 1987 January 27

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS OF STRAIN IN ENGINEERING COMPONENTS
T.M. Ho Idea
Energy, Mln£i .md Resources, Ottawa, Ontario, 1987 January 27

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS OF STRAIN IN ENGINEERING COMPONENTS
T.M. Holden
Laurent Ian U n i v e r s i t y , Sudbury, On ta r io , 1987 February 3

SUUBURY NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY
E. ' ) . Ra r l e
Like Louise Winter Institute, Lake Louisa, Alberta, 1987 16-20 February

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
T.M. Holden
Univ.2r9i.ty of Water loo, Wate r loo , O n t a r i o , 1987 March 27

THE CONDENSATE SAGA
E.C. Svtmsson
Oak. Ridge Na t iona l L a b o r a t o r y , Oak Ridge, Tennessee , 1987 A p r i l 1

THE CONDENSATE SAGA
E-C. Svensson
Phys ics Department, Duke U n i v e r s i t y , Durham, North C a r o l i n a , 1987 Apr i l 3

ORUENTATIONALLY DISORDERED SOLIDS: NEUTRON SCATTERING AND MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS INVESTIGATIONS
B.M. Powell
Seminar it National Research Council, NRC, Ottawa, 1987 April 3

NKUTRON DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS OF STRAIN IN ENGINEERING COMPONENTS
T.M. Holden
McMaster U n i v e r s i t y , Hami l ton , On ta r io , 1987 May 25

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENT OF STRAINS AND TEMPERATURE
T.M. Ho Lien
Pratt nid Whitney, Montreal, PQ, 1987 May 26-27

STATIC AND DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE URANIUM CHALCOGENIDES
T.M. Holden, W.J.L. Buyers, K.M. Hughes, M.F. Collins and P. de V.
DuPlessis, CAP Congress 1987. Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

POLARIZED NEUTRON SPECTROMETER DEVELOPMENT
E.D. llallman and T.M. Holden
CAP Congress 1987. Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

PRODUCTION AND MONITORING OF LOW ACTIVITY WATER
D. Sinclair, N.W. Tanner and E.D. Earle
CAP Congress 1987, Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17
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STANDARDIZATION OF iQ9CD BY A 4n e-x COINCIDENCE METHOD
R.H, Martin and J.G.V. Taylor
International Committee for RadlonueUde Metrology,
Rome, Italy, 1987 June 15

THE HALF-LIVES OF SUSr AND iJ/Cs
R.H. Martin
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Committee for Radlonucl lde Metrology
Rome, I t a l y , 1987 June 15

RADIONUCLIDE METROLOGY AT CRNL
J.G.V. Taylor
Bureau I n t e r n a t i o n a l des Folds e t Mesurea
Sevres , France, 1987 June 25

ANALYSIS OF ACRYLIC COMPONENTS FOR TRACES OF Th AND U
G.M. Mil ton, E.D. Earle and R . J . E . Deal
CAP Congress 1987 , Toronto, Ontar io , 1987 June 15-17

SUDBURY NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY
K.D. Earle e t a l .
CAP Congress 1987, Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

SEARCH FOR SINGLE-PARTICLK EXCITATIONS IN SUPERFLUID ''He
K.G. Svensson and D.C. Tennant
1987 CAP Congress, Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF S(Q,to) FOR LIQUID '*He AT HIGH PRESSURE
li. Talbot, H.R. Glyde, U.G. Stirling and E.C. Svensson
1987 CAP Congress, Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

PHONON DISPERSION CURVES FOR THE ALLOY Nl(j. saA^O • 42
£.'). Haitian, E.C. Svensson and J. Garrett
1987 CAP Congress, Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

SHIELDING CALCULATIONS FOR THE SNO DETECTOR
K.O. Earle and P.Y. Wong
CAP Congress 1987, Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

HEAVY FKRMION MAGNETISM AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
W.J.L. Buyers
1937 CAP Congress , Toronto, Ontar io , 1987 June 15-17

NEUTRON DIFFRACTtON IN THE HtGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTOR LaL . H b S r „ . 1 3 C u 0 4 .
J .H. Root, R.L. Donaberger, D.C. Tennant, Z. Tun, B.M. Powell , W.J.L. Buyers,
J .E . Greedan and F.P. Koffyberg, CAP Congress, Toronto , Ontario, 1987 June
15-17

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF
D. Pryatupa, B.H. Torrle and B.M. Powell
CAP Congress, Toronto, Ontario, 1987 June 15-17

GROSS AND FINE STRUCTURE OF PROTEINS BY NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
P. Martul
30th Annual Meeting of Canadian Federation of Biological Societies
1987 June 22-26
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8.2 Neutron Optics

V.F. Sears

The chapters for the book Neutron Optics (see PR-PHS-P-2;8.2 (AECL-9351)) on the
dynamical theory of neutron diffraction and neutron ir.terferometry have now been
written. The final two chapters are scheduled for completion by December 1987.

8.3 Fractals

K.B. Winterbor

Work continued on developing the computer program mentioned in PR-PHS-2:8.5
(AECL-9351). It was found that graphics software existing at CRNL was inade-
quate for this application. A study of spin glasses, in collaboration with
Allan Jacobs, University of Toronto was also begun.

This programme has been put aside in favour of a study of high-temperature
superconductivi ty.

8.4 Pion Production in Heavy Ion Reactions

H. Harvey

A review is being made, with possible experiments for TASCC in mind, of the pro-
duction of pions following heavy ion collisions. A critical assessment has been
made of the paper by Ion et al. (Annals of Physics 171(1986)237) through which
It is believed that the author's estimate of the probability for spontaneous
emission of pions accompanying fission must be greatly exaggerated. Considera-
tion is being given to applying the techniques of mean-field theory to this
problem.

8.5 Quenching of Spin Matrix Elements in Nuclei

l.S. Towner

A 200-page review with the above title has been completed and forwarded to
Physics Reports for publication. The review discusses the evaluation of matrix
elements of spin operators in a nuclear medium and gives reasons why they are
systematically reduced (quenched) compared to their values in free space. One
reason is the usual nuclear structure inadequacy of the lowest-order shell-model
wavefunctions. Me use the Rayleigh-Schrbdinger perturbation theory to correct
for this, arguing that calculations must be carried out at least to second
order.
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There Is the question of the appropriate effective Interaction. The review con-
siders both the Landau-Migdal approach, in which only RPA graphs are retained,
and one-boson-exchange models and compares the two. The advantage of the latter
models is that the two-nucleon meson-exchange current (MEC) operators can be
constructed to be consistent with the potential as required by the continuity
equation for vector currents and the partial conservation equation for axial
currents, A complete derivation is given of the MEC operators of heavy-raeson
range starting with the chiral Lagranglans used by Ivanov and Truhlik. Non-
local terms are retained in the computations. We single out one class of MEC
processes involving isobar excitation and demonstrate that In lowest order there
Is an equivalence between treating the J.Bobar as an MEC correction and treating
l.t as a nuclear constituent through the transition spin formalism. Differences
occur in higher orders. There are a number of uncertainties in the isobar calcu~
latlon Involving the neglect of the Isobar's natural width, the relativistlc
propagator being off-mass shell and the coupling constants not being known with
any precision. The review presents a comprehensive calculation of core-polar-
ization, meson-exchange current and Isobar-current corrections to low-energy Ml
and Gamow-Teller transitions in closed-shell-plus-one nuclei (at LS and jj
closed shells) expressing the results in terms of equivalent effective one-body
operators. The results are compared with the empirically-determined operators
in the sd~shell of Brown and Wildenthal. While overall agreement is good, a
closer inspection reveals two discrepancies which suggest two benchmark tests
for newer and alternative models.

8.6 Magnetic Electron Scattering in the Deuteron

I.S. Towner and A.M. Walsh

We are numerically solving coupled radial equations for the deuteron using the
Bonn potential (R. Machleidt et al., Phys. Reports _14£(1987)1) for the nucleon-
nucleon Interaction. This potential is described as a sum of six meson ex-
changes, 7t, p, w, a, r\t 5 where the o meson is a fictitious meson of mass 715
MeV simulating two-pion exchange. In the potential the coupling constants were
adjusted to give a quantitative description of the deuteron binding energy and
the experimental low angular momentum phase shifts in NN scattering. We solve
two coupled equations when considering just NN-configurations for the deuteron
and six equations when Including the AA-configurations. The A is the excited
nucleon resonance at 1234 MeV. Typically we find the probability for AA con-
figurations in the ground state deuteron wavefunctlon to be around 0.5%.

We are using these wavefunctlons to calculate magnetic properties of the deuter-
on, namely the magnetic moment and the response to magnetic electron scat-
tering. The leading terms come from the one-body impulse approximation magnetic
operators. The accuracy that can be achieved in the deuteron however is such
that smaller two-body operators arising In meson-exchange theories can be
tested. We have derived expressions for the pny-graph and the so-called pair
graphs Involving all six mesons of the potential. Recent experimental data
(Arnold et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. _58_(1987)1723) have determined,, the minimum £n
the form factor for magnetic electron scattering to occur at q -2 (GeV/c) .
While the one-body operators lead to a form factor with the minimum at roughly
the right place, the two-body meson exchange processes are filling in this
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minimum and disagreeing with experiment. We are investigating this problem.

8.7 Super Field Theories

H.C, Lee

The proceedings of a NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Super Field Theories has
been edited and forwarded to Plenum Publishing Corporation (New York) for pub-
lication in the summer of 1987. The book has some 500 pages and contains about
40 articles on current topics in particle physics and field theory.

8.8 Analytic Regulariaation and Stokes' Theorem

II.C, Lee

One of the quirks of the method of dimensional regularizanlon, which has been
extensively used in quantum field theory for regulating divergent integrals, is
that an n-dimensional integral vanishes if the integrand is independent of any
scaling parameter. The space of integration is understood to be infinite
Euclidean, although n need not be an integer. An example is

/ dnp f(P
2) = 0 , (1)

which reduces to the volume integral when f(p ) • 1. One of the few instances
in which the vanishing of scaleless integrals presents a problem is brought out
In the following:

*uv " i d"p fc- KP2>n / 2 PV1 a ° • <dlm- ««•> (2)

But from Stokes* theorem,

V * -J d9n *V *v " - k V i %

= -2un/2/(nr(n/2)) . (3)

The inconsistency between (2) and (3) is the root cause of the unreliability of
dimensional regularization for the computation of anomalies in quantum field
theories. We are conducting a study to verify whether the method of analytic
regulartzatlon, which gives correct values for anomalies for test cases, satis-
fies Stokes* theorem.
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8.9 The Photon Propagator in Kon-Covariant Gauges

P.V. Landshoff (University of Cambridge) and H,C. Lee

In non-covariant gauges where the gauge is fixed in a way that depends on sn
arbitrary but constant vector n. the propagator of the photon with momentum p
has terms that depend on l/(p«n) , and at issue is how this singular expression
is regulated tn computation. When n'-rQ, extensive study of A-loop (lowest-order
vacuum polarization) effects has demonstrated that the principal value
prescription

_ i a u.m I [ i - + l- j] (I)
(,p«n) t:>0 ( p - n + l e ) (p«n - i e )

works correctLy. Recently it has been shown that Cor certain 2-loop effects (1)
gives Incorrect answers, while the less forgiving expression

appears to give the correct answer. The origin of the prescription (2) and its
general consequences are being studied.

3.10 Nonlinear Coupling of a Bosonic String with a Scalar Field

Z.Y. Zhu and H.C. Lee

In 1981 Polyakov showed that the summations over surfaces in the partition func-
tion For a D-dimenatonal free bosonic string can be carried out explicitly, thus
reducing the effective action for the quantum theory of the bosonic string to
the exactly soluble two-dimensional Liouville action. We have now succeeded in
allowing that for a system of a D-dimensional bosonic string interacting nonlin-
eurly with a scalar field, the most: general action also reduces to the Liouvi.lle
form under certain generally applicable conditions. The apparent equivalence
between the summation of random surfaces and the presence of an extra scalar
IM.eld f.3 not yet understood.

8.1L The Program GENFUN; a Tool lor Constructing Generating
Functions for Branching Rules

M. Couture

It is a well known fact that branching rules (the reduction of an irreducible
representation of a group into irreducible representations of a subgroup) may be
defined in terms of products of powers of a finite set of elementary factors
(Xl,...\n) where I is the rank of the algebra; in these products the Cartan
labels \\ are additive and some products are forbidden (syzygies). Once the
elewentary Eactors and syzygies are known the branching rules for all group
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representations can be expressed in terms of a generating function. Elementa-
ry factors and syzygtes are found by first examining group representations for
which only one of the Cartan labels is non-zero; then one proceeds to the cases
of two non-zero labels and so on until all factors and sysygies have been found.
At every step one must consider all possible products of powers of the elementa-
ry factors found so far (taking into account the forbidden products) which give
the correct group representation labels. One then checks whether the dimension
and second-order index balance. The algebra can become very tedious; in a case
we worked out recently over 30 000 products needed to be considered.

Given a set of elementary factors and ayzygies as input our program GENFUN eon-
aiders all possible combinations, automatically excluding forbidden products,
Hud checks whether the dimension and second-order index balance. If the di-
mension and Index do not balance, the user then has to guess the new elementary
factors and forbidden products to be Introduced. This program can be of use in
a wide range of applications since generating functions for Clebsch-Gordon
series, Cor polynomial tensors based on a given tensor and for enveloping alge-
bras, are all special cases of branching rules. The program will be submitted
for publication in Computer Physics Communications.

8.12 The Group-Subgroup Characteristic Function and the
SU(5) Enveloping Algebra

M. Couture and R.T. Sharp (McGill)

Work toward') constructing n generating function describing the SU(5) enveloping
algebra is in progress. A paper describing how one can use the group-subgroup
characteristic function to obtain the generating function for the SU(5) enve-
loping algebra has been presented (by R.T. Sharp) at the Conference on Group
Theoretical Methods in Physics held in Bulgaria in June 1987.

8.13 Irreducible Embeddings and the Construction of Generating
Functions for Polynomial Tensors

M. Couture, R.T. Sharp (McGill) and J. Patera (Universite de Montreal)

One method of constructing a generating function for polynomial tensors based on
a given censor T that transforms according to a representation (\) of a group G
Is to consider the branching rules of

SU(n) G

when n Is the dimension of T and the embedding is

(100...0) (\) . (1)

The work t.s considerably simplified if one can insert a third group H with
representation (Y) between SU(n) and G such that the embedding is irreducible:

(100...0) (y)
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A generating function for Che branching rules (I) can then be obtained by first
constructing generating functions for the branching rules SU(n) t̂> H and Ht^G,
and then combining the two. Dynkin has given a complete list of such embed-
dings. We have exploited this information to construct several generating func-
tions. This method is being used to construct the generating function giving a
complete description of the S0(8) enveloping algebra.
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8*14 Reports, Publications and Lectures

Reports

MUQN-CATALYSED FUSION
K.B. Winterbon, STAR-l, 1987 March.

Publications

STRUCTURE OF HIGH-DENSITY AMORPHOUS ICE BY NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
M,A% Flortano, E. Whalley, E.C. Svenason, and V.F. Sears, Phys. Rev. Lett.
57(1986)3062

RECENT WORK ON HIGH-DENSITY AMORPHOUS ICE
E« Uhalley, D.D. Klug, M.A. Florlano, E.C. Svenason, and V.F. Sears, J. de
Phys. Colloq. 48(1987)01-429

FINITE-ANGLE MULTIPLE SCATTERING
K.B. Mlnterbon, Nucl. Inst. & Meth. in Physics Research B 21(1987)1

RESPONSE OF SILICON DETECTORS FOR 1H AND **He IONS
U.N. Lennard and K.B. Winterbon, Nucl. Inst. & Meth. in Physics Research
B 24/25(1987)1035

SMALL-ANGLE ENERGY LOSS MEASUREMENTS FOR *H AND "*He IN CARBON
11. Gelssel, K.B. Winterbon, and W.N. Lennard, Nucl. Inst. & Meth. in Physics
Research B 24(1987)333

BACKGROUND FIELD QUANTIZATION AND THE LIGHT-CONE PLANAR GAUGE: A
COUNTER-EXAMPLE TO KALLOSH'S THEOREM
D.G.C. McKeon, T.N. Sherry, A.M. Chowdhury, H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram, Phys.
Rev. D 35(1987)660

THE LtGHT-CONE GAUGE AND FINITENESS OF N=4 SUPERSYMMETRIC THEORY
J.C. Taylor and H.C. Lse, Phy3. Lett. B 185(1987)363

TABLES OF TENSOR FEYNMAN INTEGRALS IN THE LIGHT-CONE GAUGE WITH THE
MANUELSTAM-LEIBBRANDT PRESCRIPTION
M.S. Milgram and H.C. Lee, AECL-9176 (1987)

ON THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FIELDS IN CAVITIES USING THE MAGNETIC HERTZ VECTOR
M. Couture, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques, MTT-35(1987)288.
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Lectures

TI1E GROUP-SUBGROUP CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION AND THE SU(5) ENVELOPING ALGEBRA
M. Couture, R.T. ;'-<arp, Int. Conf. Group Theoretical Methods In Physics,
Bulgaria, 1987 June.

THE STRUCTURE OF MATTER
H. Harvey, Pembroke Science Club (1987 January 30) and Carl'iton Board of
Education Science Teachers (1987 February 16)

PUBLIC AFFAIRS TALKS ON NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
Mi Harvey, eight schools in the Annapolis Valley, Nova Scotia (1987 March
23-27), eight schools in the Truro/Amherst area (1987 May 4-8), 2 school groups
at CRNL,

THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY; THE NEXT 25 YEARS
M. Harvey, after-dinner address to the Association of Professional Engineers of
Truro, Nova Scotia, 1987 May 7.

CHAIRMAN OF THE CRNL SCIENCE TEACHERS SEMINAR
M. Harvey, 1987 April 2-4.

tSLBCTROWEAK INTERACTIONS WITH NUCLEI
l.S. Towner, invited talk at 3rd Workshop on Perspectives in Nuclear Physics at
Intermediate Energies, Trieste, 1987 May 18-22.

QUEST FOR UNIFICATION
U.C. Lee, University of Waterloo, 1987 January 16.

THE LIGHT-CONE GAUGE
H.C Lee, Universite of Montreal, 1987 March 10.

BOSONIC STRING WITH SCALAR FIELD
Z. Y. Zhu, City College of New York, 1987 May.
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AECL toa been given the responsibility by the federal government Tor opera-
tlag the National Fusion Program (NFP). Funding for the NFP is obtained
through the fedor.il Interdepartmental Panel on Energy Research and Develop-
ment (PERD) which U administered by the Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Raaourosj. The Fusion Office In tho Physios and HeaLth Sciences Program
Responsibility Centre la the AECL, organisation that manages the program. In
or>iur to put the reports that follow i:i their proper context, the objectives
.-met Jti-.it;-ui? of tae Nl-P are 31 von aa a preamble.

9.1.1 'o

Tho jajeJt'.vcs of the Ri'1 In t'-ila area are:

- to uat.it>: lat\ .•i.-i'.i maintain In Canada the neoeaaary expertise to provide a
'"oundir.lon from which the capability of building fusion power systems can
oe ieveloped;

- to gaii. In the shorter term, effective access to international knowledge
In fusion technology by making a recognized contribution to the Interna-
tional effort; and,

- to develop, in the intermediate term, sufficient technologic*! capability
t> all.3W Oanadlm Industries to supply subsystems, components, fuel and
•wvl >->:i for* foreign fusion power developments (whether they be oxpori-

domonstratlon or oommerolal units).

9.1.2 Strategy

Trie strategy -iinployed to meet these objectives recognizes the long-term
nature of fusion R&D and the high-level (>' $2 billion annually) of interna-
tional effort. The Canadian effort is narrowly focused with projects that
m«ot th* following criteria: I) the possibility of interim industrial bene-
fits is high; ID there Is an indigenous Canadian advantage that will pro-
vile n oasis for Canadian leadership in the technological speciality; and
iii) the interest to foreign programs is sufficiently high to make exchange
of technology a likely outcome. Matching funding by the provinces in the
major projects ensures sharing of the R&D risks. Participation in them by
elootflanl utilities, industries, universities, and federal laboratories
assures an appropriate level of technical involvement and interest.

* * - National Fusion Program

Coordination of the total Canadian effort in the National Fusion Program
(NF.J) U essential to achieve both the optimum use of domestic resources and
the maximum leverage for the program internationally. The NFP was initiated
by the National Research Council (NRC), but government decisions taken in
t'}35 resulted in the staged and orderly transfer of responsibility for the
program from NRC to AECL which was completed on 1987 April 01. This transi-
tion was accomplished with minimum disruption to the program. AECL has
formed a Strategic Advisory Committee to assist in guiding the long-term
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3trategy of the NFP. Consultation and coordination with other departments,
the provinces and the fusion community in general is achieved through ad hoc
groups assembled to advise on specific issues. The original plan for the
NFP called for Canadian participation in each of the three major thrusts of
international fusion R&Ds magnetic confinement, inertial confinement, and
materials/engineering, Significant projects in the first (Tokamak de
Varennes) and last (Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Projeot) of these are
well established. A small but vigorous International Program is an
essential element of the NFP.

Highlights

Highlights for the reporting period are as follows.

• A presentation on the program was made to the long range planning
meeting of PERD 1987 June 10-12. The general strategy and execu-
tion of the program were well received, and strong positive support
for fusion indicated by the participants.

• The brochure "Fusion: Energy for the Future" has been produced in
English and Frenoh and widely distributed with favourable initial
reaction. The first edition of the Fusion Canada newsletter was
prepared and was in production at the end of the reporting period.

9.3 Tokamak de Varennes

The Tokamak de Varennes is a magnetic confinement fusion experiment jointly
funded by the NFP and Hydro Quebec with collaboration from industrial and
university partners. The project is directed by a steering committee with
technical review provided by an international advisory committee.

The device is a medium-sized tokamak that achieved first operation in 1987
March. The construction phase required that industry acquire specialized
technological capabilities previously unavailable in Canada. In parallel
with this expansion of the national technology base, a world-class team of
fusion scientists and engineers wa3 assembled for the R&D program.

The machine has unique features: for example, it is the world's only fusion
experiment operated by an electrical utility and one of the few powered dir-
ectly from transmission lines, both of which stemmed from IREQ's historical
expertise in high power electrotechnology. Since it is designed to maintain
Its magnetic fields for much longer than most other tokamaks, long time-
scale effects in plasma confinement can be studied. This Important feature
together with its Impurity control systems, advanced diagnostics and equip-
ment for plasma materials Interactions ensure that the Tokamak de Varennes
will have an important role In International fusion research. The high
level of collaboration in place even before Its operation is Indicative of
significant world interest - the challenge in future years will be to
upgrade and improve the machine In order to sustain its relevance.

Highlights

Highlights for the reporting period are as follows.
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• First plasma for the Tokainak de Varennes was achieved 198? March 25.
Thi3 evont marked the end of the construction phase and the begin-
ning of the operations phase Tor this device. Several hundred
ahofc.-i were done to the end of June with the machine performing to
U s design apeoifloat ions. A formal opening ceremony was held
V}3? June 17j many Hgnatarias, including EMR Minister Masse,
participated in this event.

9.4 Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP)

CFFTP13 objective is to capitalize on the domestic expertise in tritium
technology established in the GAMDU fi33ion reactor program - tritium is the
major fuel, for future fusion reactors. Now in Its second 5-year term, it is
funded (JOS by the federal government (AECL) and 50? by Ontario Hydro.
Project irunagamant la provided by Ontario Hydro. CFFTP ia directed by a
dtserlrts oo'iutlttee, constating of representatives of the funding partners,
that U advUud on technical matters by a committee of Canadian and foreign

The project plans and supervises fusion fuels R&D work in industry,
utilities, universities and federal laboratories, and markets Canadian
technology abroad. R&D programs in tritium technology, fusion blankets,
materials, health and safety, and equipment development have been successful
in ••jQhlevlng international recognition for Canada. This work, together with
3t-iff attachments, participation in International study teams and represen-
tation at conferences haa been used effectively to gain access to the major
world programs and to broaden the indigenous fusion technology base.

CFFTP has 1I.30 had good success in gaining foreign markets for Canadian
industry for fusion-related goods and services in the US and particularly
Europe. This business is currently expanding, since several foreign fusion
faala laboratories are planned or under construction. Canadian products
such as tritium pumps and tritium monitors are also being vigorously
promoted by CFFTP, with promising results.

Highlights

Highlights for the reporting period are as follows.

• CFFTP completed Its first five-year term in 1987 March. In the
period 1982-8?, the total project budget was 23.8M$; 16.5M$ from
the contributing partners, 1|.8M$ of shared cost funding from con-
tractors and 2,'IM$ received as revenue from offshore projects. The
revenue figure, largely obtained in the last two years, indicates
the success of CFFTP'S efforts to penetrate foreign markets.
During the same five-year period, AECL was awarded 5.3M$ of
contracts by CFFTP while 4.0M$ was awarded to industry, 1.5M$ to
universities and 3.1»M$ to Ontario Hydro divisions. Overall, the
first term of CFFTP was very successful.

• The second five-year term commenced 1987 April under a new AECL-
Ontario Hydro agreement. The steering committee met on 1987 May 20
and approved the 8?/88 annual plan and budget launching the first
year's operation. It is still not known whether the Ontario
government will provide additional financing for CFFTP.
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9,5 International Program

The program stresses international collaboration as an essential part of its
strategy with the aim of forging links with the major world programs In
order to aoquire information, encourage technology transfer into Canada,
foster commercial opportunities, and increase the relevance and leverage of
the NFP.

Canada ia active in several International Energy Agency (IEA) fusion commit-
tees and study groups and participates in the TEXTOR joint experiment and
the BEATRIX materials exchange through this agenoy. The NFP also takes part
Ln the Economic Summit prooess of the Western heads of state, since fusion
is one of the areas identified in the Technology, Growth and Employment
thrust Initiated at the Versailles summit of 1982. Bilateral fusion agree-
ments between Canada and Japan and Canada and the EEC have been concluded.

Since the achievement of fusion power will be a large and expensive process,
perhaps too large for any one country, large-scale international projects
are under discussion. A new initiative of this type resulted from the
recent Reagan-Gorbachev summit. The NFP has an important role in the
assessment of these projects, with respect to the opportunities for Canada,
and coordination of Canadian participation in them.

Highlights

Highlights for the reporting period are as follows.

• The first meeting of the Canada-Europe joint committee on fusion
cooperation under the bilateral agreement between the parties was
held in Brussels 1987 January. It was decided to investigate in
detail the possibilities of a closer attachment between the two
programs. Mr. A.G. Brace of Ontario Hydro will be stationed in
Brussels for approximately one year under the auspices of the
National Fusion Program and CFFTP to study the possible accession
of CFFTP to the NET (Next European Torus) project as a first step
in this direction.

• After many years of discussion and negotiation, a draft bilateral
agreement between Canada and the US on fusion cooperation has been
achieved. The basis format, similar to the successful Canada-EEC
agreement, creates a joint committee to oversee and enhance colla-
boration in fusion between the US and Canada.

• W.J. Holtalander joined the Fusion Office 1987 April 01 as Manager,
International Program. He will be responsible for overseeing all
of the National Fusion Program's interactions with foreign programs
and, ln particular, Canadian participation in international engi-
neering test reactor projects.
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9.6 Inertia! Confinement

The original plan for the NFP included inertia! confinement fusion as a
program area. A major project in this area has not yet been assembled, but
t'ns option is retained in the WP, Activity 13 now confined to a moni-
toring role and In providing assistance to Canadian researchers. Research
programs in inertia! confinement are currently carried out in several
Canadian universities and at NRC.

Highlight

A highlight for this period is as follows.

* A formal proposal to establish an Inertlal confinement fusion
project as part of the NFP waa submitted to AECL by an Alberta
consort I urn lead by ALTEGH - an R&D aottipany established for the
project. The proposal envisages two phases. Phase I, lasting
about two years, would see the construction of a 1 kJ single beam
Kr*F laa<3r system, based In part on equipment on loan from a US
laboratory. Phase II, requiring four additional years, would
establish a 10 kJ 24 beam KrF system. Both facilities would be
used to study the physics of laser plasma interactions relevant to
IGF. Strong university and industrial ties are incorporated in the
plan with good opportunities for commercial splnoffs.
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